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tary and junior high school age 
students (Ages 8-14) 
ATTENTION--Students just gradu-
ating from high school 
Special programs for young people, 
elementary through beginning col-
lege freshmen, see page 2. 
Advance registration for First and Second Term en 
Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for b 
First and Second Term. 








General registration . Evening classes begin . 
Classes begin. 
Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee added 
to registration fee) . 
Graduation application deadline for Summer Quarter. 
Independence Day (holiday). 
Deadline for dropping First Term classes. 
Official closing of First Summer Term. 







General registration. Evening classes begin . 
Classes begin. 
Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee added 
to registration fee). 
Deadline for graduation application for Summer Quarter. 
Deadline for dropping Second Term courses. 
Summer Quarter commencement. 
Official closing of Second Summer Term . 
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HisToRy 
Currently a comprehensive state supported 
educational institution of more than 10,000 
students, St. Cloud State University began as 
the state's third normal school in 1869 . De-
velopment has followed the pattern of growth 
of similar institutions in other parts of the 
country. The campus expanded during the 
1960's and early 1970's to nearly double its 
size. The major part of the facility is comprised 
of modern, attractive buildings. 
St. Cloud State University is divided in to 
five colleges: Business, Education, Fine Arts, 
Industry and Liberal Arts and Sciences. In 
addition, there is th e School of Graduate 
Studies. The University is fully accredited by 
the North Central Association of Colleges and 
Schools and by the National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education. It also is 
accredited by the American Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Business , the National 
Association of Schools of Music, and the 
National Association of Schools of Art. 
THE AdvANTAGES of 
SuMMER ScHool 
Acceleration. By attending summer school it 
is possible to complete the 4-year bachelor's 
degree program in 3 years. Graduate and under-
graduate courses are offered in most depart-
ments of the university. 
Short term. Summer school is divided into 2 
terms, 5 weeks each . Short duration and full-
term courses are available both days and 
evenings . Students who wish to take only one 
or two courses ca n complete their work in half 
the time, freeing up the rest of the season for 
other activities . 
Licensure renewal. In the College of Education, 
particular emphasis is placed on course offer-
ings for teachers returning to maintain licensure 
requiremen ts, as well as for those working 
towards an advanced degree. 
Early entry. A special program of freshman 
courses is available for high school seniors who 
begin their university work in the summer 
immediately after completing high school or 
who wish to complete pre-professional courses. 
Small scale . Enro llment during summer is less 
than during the regular academic year. This 
means smaller class size and greater opportunity 
for individual help and advising. 
Faculty, courses of instruction and standards 
are the same as for the regular academic year . 
The university reserves th e right to withdraw or 




The city of St. Cloud is located in central 
Minnesota, just a little over an hour's drive 
from Minneapolis and St. Paul, a major metro-
politan area. Although population of the St. 
Cloud area is nearing 70,000, the city con-
tinues to have a friendly sma ll-town atmosphere. 
The campus is located within walking distance 
of downtown and lies along the west bank of 
the scenic Mississippi River close to several 
parks and attractive residential areas. 
LiNdbERGH 
MEMORiAl LECTURE 
St. Cloud State University has established an 
annual summer lecture series which will address 
topics relating to the quality of life in Minne-
sota. The series has been named the Charles A. 
Lindbergh Memorial Lectures on Minnesota in 
honor of one of our most highly respected citi-
zens . It is fitting that a forum for the open 
exchange of ideas about this state be named for 
Charles Lindbergh, a man whose family pio-
neered in Minnesota . 
WHAT'S To Do? 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES. The Social Activities 
summer schedule includes a variety of indoor 
and outdoor campus events. Recreation facili-
ties in Hal enbeck Hall and the tennis courts are 
open to th e summer students and faculty dur-
ing both terms. Guest lecturers and artists en-
hance the summer academic program. A special 
attraction is the annual Lemonade Concert 
featuring the Minnesota Orchestra with an 
accompanying "Art on the Mall" sale. 
ATWOOD MEMORIAL CENTER. Air 
conditioned Atwood Center offers a wide 
variety of social, cultural, and recreational 
programs made possible through the efforts of 
students on the program board and the Atwood 
staff. Schedules of events are available at the 
main desk in the Atwood Center. 
Both indoor and outdoor rec reat ional 
activities are offered. The recreation center 
offers bowling, billiards, table tennis, foosball 
and other forms of entertainment. Quiet games 
such as chess or bridge are popular also and 
occasional tournaments provide incentive for 
practice. Outdoor recreational programs have 
included tennis, bicycle rallies, frisbee tourna-
ments, canoe outings, and trips to professional 
athletic events. A popular aspect of the summer 
recreational program is the Outings Rental Cen-
ter. Rental of camping and hiking equipment, 
canoes, etc., at attractive rates, plus shared 
information about where to go and how to get 
there, make the outings area an inviting stop. 
A series of art exhibits by students and 
professionals is featured in the gallery and in 
the display cases. For those with other in-
terests, there is a regular free film series Isome 
of which are sui ted to family viewing), occa-
sional guest lectures or discussions, and an 
informal music or theatre event planned for an 
outdoor setting. 
The Atwood deli and snack bar are available 
to all campus people. During the summer, 
Atwood Center conference rooms are available 
for student/faculty and staff meetings as well 
as.off-campus conference groups. 
Atwood summer hours are as follows: 
Open Monday and Wednesday until 
6:30 p.m. 
Open Tuesday and Thursday until 
8:30 p.m. 
Open Friday until 4:00 p .m. 
Closed on Saturday and Sunday 
SCSU is an equal opportunitvlaffirmative action 
em plover and is in compliance with all state and 
federal laws prohibiting discrimination. 
BAsics 
LEARNING RESOURCES SERVICES -
CENTENNIAL HALL 
Learning Resources Services Center includes all 
th e usual library and audiovisual materials 
!print or non-print) and associated equipment. 
The hours that Learning Resources Services will 
be open for student and faculty use are as 
follows : 





. 7:15a .m . -4:00p.m. 
7:15 a.m. - 10:00 p .m. 
. 7:15 a.m. -4:00 p.m. 
. .. .. . .. . . closed 
5:00 p .m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Whenever a holiday occurs during a term, 
special hours will be posted. 
HEAL TH SERVICES. Routine clinic hours are 
Monday through Friday from 7 :30 a.m. to 4 :00 
p.m . The Health Service provides care to all 
students who have paid a current health service 
fee . For a more detailed description of medical 
care offered by the Health Service, consult the 
Student Handbook . 
Any x-ray, laboratory tests or special pro-
cedure that must be done some place other 
than the Health Service is the financial responsi-
bility of the student; therefore, all students are 
encouraged to have insurance coverage. 
2 
HEAL TH INSURANCE. The State University 
System has a student health insurance plan 
underwritten by Rushmore Mutual Insurance 
Company . If you are not covered by your 
parents' plan or do not have an individual 
plan, you should consider the student health· 
insurance plan offered to full-time university 
students. 
The cost of this plan per quarter and/or 
summer terms : 
Student Only: $21.60 
Student and Famil y: $130.00 
(Optional Maternity Plan) 
If you want insurance coverage check the 
appropriate box on the registration form when 
submitting your class schedule. Additional 
information about specific _coverage is available 
in the Health Service or Student Life and 
Development Office. 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING STUDIES. This 
center coordinates and develops regular and 
short-term courses, workshops designed for 
specific student interests, non-credit offerings, 
conferences, and training programs. Student-
designed programs at the associate and bache-
lor's degree level also are offered . For more 
information on any of these programs, contact 
the Center for Continuing Studies, Whitney 
House, or call (612) 255-3081. 
UNIVERSITY HOUSING. Single and double 
rooms for men, women and married couples 
are available in the residence halls . Approxi-
mate rates will be $110.00 per person/per 
session-double room, $135.00 per person/per 
session-single room. Weekly rates are $25.00 
for a double room and $30.00 for a single 
room. Daily rates are $6.00 for a double room 
and $8.00 for a single room. These rates are 
subject to change by action of the State Uni-
versity Board. The residence halls will open for 
occupancy beginning at 1 :00 p.m. Sunday, 
June 7 and will remain open for both summer 
terms. If you are interested in reserving a room 
in a residence hall you may write directly to 
the Director of Housing, Carol Hall, St. Cloud 
State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 
for the necessary application materials . During 
the summer terms, reservations are for resi-
dence hall rooms only . Students should furnish 
personal items including linens and blankets for 
a twin size bed. Food service is available at 
Atwood Center on a cash a la carte basis . The 
halls also provide small kitchen units which are 
available for snack preparation . Room refriger-
ators may be rented . 
FINANCIAL AID. Financial assistance is made 
available to all students who meet the eligibility 
requirements under the federal and state student 
aid programs. Grant assistance is made avail-
able under the Basic Educational Opportunity 
Grant and Minnesota Part-time Grant programs. 
Loan assistance is available under the National 
Direct Student Loan , Guaranteed Student Loan, 
and Emergency Loan programs . In addition, 
employment opportunities are made availa-
ble to students under the Federal and State 
Work-Study programs. Application materials 
and detailed information about these programs 
may be obtained by directly contacting the 
Financial Aids Office, Room 121, Administra-
tive Services Building. (612) 255-2047 . 
Federal regulations stipulate that students 
receiving federal financial assistance during the 
summer term must be in attendance at St. 
Cloud State University at least half-time the 
quarter immediately preceding (spring) or 
immediately following the summer sessions 
(fall) in order to be eligible to receive this assis-
tance. These regulations also stipulate that a 
student must be enrolled at least half-time dur-
ing the summer and pursuing an educational 
objective in order to be eligible to receive 
federal financial aid. 
SCS UNIVERSITY STORES. Bookstores are 
available to students on the university campus. 
Hours are as follows: 
University Bookstore, Stewart Hall 
basement: 
Monday-Friday 
7 :30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
Atwood 's Shortstop, Atwood Center: 
Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
Art Shop, Stewart Hal I basement: 
Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
COUNSELING SERVICES. The Counseling 
Center will be open during both summer terms. 
Due to minimal staffing during this period, 
services will be available to a limited number of 
students. 
STUDENT PARKING. Summer students may 
park their cars in lots "C," "J," "K," "M," and 
the south end of "N" on a first-come, first-
served basis . No parking permits are required 
for these lots . Overnight parking is permitted 
only in lots "C," "J" and "K." Overnight 
parking in other university lots is prohibited 
except on Friday and Saturday . NOTE: 
Some campus parking lots have restrictions 
which must be observed . 
FiRsT OuARTER 
FRES~MEN 
EARLY ENTRY FRESHMAN PROGRAM. 
This program is designed to encourage freshman 
students to begin their first college or univer-
sity experience during the summer . The 
Early Entry Freshman Program provides 
incoming freshman students (summer quarter 
only) with courses in communication skills and 
an unhurried orientation to college academics 
and social life . A specific objective is to give a 
freshman student the best positive experience 
that can be provided . Therefore, summer 
quarter was chosen to begin the experience 
because the unhurried pace and most important 
resources are avai lable during the summer. 
Another goal is to provide a cultural and social 
atmosphere that would foster success and 
encourage retention. 
Certain units of the courses are taught on a 
self-paced individualized approach. Thus, it 
is possible to finish the courses before the end 
of the requi red designated summer quarter 
(8 weeks). For more information, please con-
tact Sherwood Reid , Director, High School and 
Community College Relat ions, St. Cloud State 
University , St . Cloud, MN 56301. (612) 255-
2243 . 
... kids oNly 
ATTENTION--PARENTS OF 
ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL AGE STUDENTS (AGES 8-14) 
Summer school opportunities are being made 
available to non-resident and resident students 
in the Campus Laboratory School summer 
program. Individualized programs in all sub-
ject areas including music, art, science, reading, 
math, etc ., will be developed to meet the needs 
of the students enrolled. Individualized pro-
grams will be developed for those students 
desiring enrichment experiences as well as 
remedial work. 
You are invited to take advantage of th is 
fine summer school program for your young-
ster(s). The fee structure for non-resident 
students is as follows: 
Cost: $20 .00 per student/per week 
Minimum number of days enrolled: 5 days 
Maximum number of days enrolled: 30 days 
Deadline date for enrollment: May 15, 1981 
Campus Laboratory Summer School Calen-
dar : June-July, 1981 (6 weeks) 
Daily Schedule: 8:00 a.m. to 12 :00 noon 
(Monday-Thursday). If necessary, 7:30 accom-
modations can be arranged.) This period of 
time covers the first summer term and the 
first two weeks of the second summer term. 
Contact Dr. Douglas Johnson, (612) 255-3195. 
GRAdUATE 
PROGRAMS 
St. Cloud State University offers varied oppor-
tunities for study at the graduate level . Pro-
grams are available in most teaching fields and 
for the preparation of specialized school service 
personnel, in the areas of business administra-
tion, professional counseling, and in several 
liberal arts fields. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
AND SPECIALIST DEGREE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND FAMILY 
STUDIES. A Master 's degree program centered 
around the study of young children in the con-
text of parents and families. Students are 
provided with course work as well as practical 
experience with children and families. A 
prekindergarten teaching license is available 
along with majors in early childhood education, 
administration, and early education special 
needs. 
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION. Four 
program tracks are available for students pur-
suing a Master of Science Degree: elementary 
education, junior high /middle school education, 
senior high school education, and reading 
teacher education. Plans A, B, and Care avail-
able in all four tracks. The junior high/middle 
school education and the reading teacher educa-
tion tracks also lead to licensure in those areas. 
Student and adviser design the M.S. pro-
gram around the background, skills and career 
goals of the student. For further information 
refer to the Graduate Bulletin, Department of 
Teacher Development section or contact the 
Department of Teacher Development, EB -A 132, 
(612) 255-3007. 
READING CONSUL TANT. Students enrolled 
in the Master's degree program for reading con-
sultant are given opportunities to practice in 
the analysis and correction of reading disabili-
ties under supervised conditions. Successful 
completion of this program qualifies the per-
son for licensure as a remedial reading teacher, 
developmental reading teacher or reading 
consultant . This program is available under 
both Plans A and B. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. 
Specialist degree programs in educational 
administration are available . These programs 
permit the student to specialize in elementary 
school administration, secondary school admi-
nistration and general school administration. 
These programs satisfy the requirements for 
Minnesota licensure in the areas of educational 
administration. The department also offers 
courses for those interested in adult basic 
education. Minnesota licensure requires the 
completion of the Specialist degree or a Sixth 
Year program in educational administration to 
qualify for the elementary and secondary 
school principalship as well as the school super-
intendency. 
Master of Science degree programs are 
offered for the elementary school principal, the 
secondary school principal, the community 
education director, and the school business 
official . These programs have been approved 
by the Minnesota State Department of Educa-
tion. Only a non -thesis starred paper plan is 
available. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL. The 
Specialist degree program in special education 
administration is designed to prepare individ-
uals for leadership positions in special educa-
tion . Satisfactory completion of the program 
shall result, upon request, in a recommendation 
for licensure as a supervisor of special education 
in Minnesota. 
A Master of Science degree program (Plans 
A, B, or Cl is available to students desiring to 
major in special education. The following areas 
of emphasis are available for students desiring 
to teach handicapped students: educable 
mentally retarded, trainable mentally retarded, 
and special learning disabilities . A Fifth Year 
program (non-degree) also is available. 
INFORMATION MEDIA. (Library and Audio-
visual Education). A Specialist degree program 
in information media is available. It is a sixth 
year degree program designed to meet the spe-
cialized needs of media personnel at all levels . 
Individualized programs can be developed to 
prepare for administrative positions in the 
media field, for positions in elementary-secon-
dary schools, junior-senior colleges, university 
media centers, or in industry. Programs can 
also be designed to prepare the student for 
Minnesota licensure in library, audiovisual 
education, media generalist and media super-
visor. 
With the current emphasis on the various 
aspects of communication and their relation-
ship to instructional materials centers, a 
Master's degree in information media has been 
developed to support persons in the media 
(print and non-print) for school as well as non-
school settings. Requirements for basic licen-
sure as well as the graduate degree can be met 
in summer terms and are available only under 
Plan B. 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING. The program 
provides the student with skills and knowledge 
necessary to function as a counselor in a 
variety of community agency settings. 
REHABILITATION COUNSELING. The 
reh abilitation counselor provides and coordi-
nates services for persons with mental, emo-
tional, physical, and /or social disabilities which 
interfere with productive functioning and self-
fulfillment. 
SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELING. 
School counselors assist with the educational, 
vocational, personal, and social development of 
students. In carrying out their responsibilities, 
counselors work with students, parents, 
teachers, school personnel, and community 
agencies. 
SPEECH AND HEARING THERAPISTS. This 
program offers a combination of course work in 
the basic areas , seminars, clinical practicum 
and research to qualify the graduate for the 
Certificate of Clinical Competence awarded by 
the American Speech and Hearing Association. 
Available on Plan A or Plan B. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Programs leading to the Master of Arts degree 
have thus far been developed for students 
desiring to major in art, biology, English, 
history or mathematics. Undergraduate prepa-
ration in teacher education is not required for 
admi~sion to these programs . For specific 
information about each of these programs, the 
student should consult the latest Graduate 
Bulletin. 
MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
The Master of Business Administration program 
is designed for those students who aspire to 
management positions in business, government, 
and other organizations. The program is availa-
ble to students holding degrees in any field , 
including business. The proper use of analytical 
tools and management processes, the interrela-
tionships of business and business-related areas, 
and competency in making and implementing 
decisions are emphasized . 
FIFTH YEAR PROGRAM 
A planned Fifth Year Program is available for 
teachers who do not desire to work for a 
Master's degree or for teachers who do not 
otherwise qualify to work for the Master's 
degree . It is anticipated that the fifth year of 
work will be integrated with the first four years 
of the student's preparation . A minimum of 45 
credits is required, one-third of which must be 
taken at the graduate level . The m inimum 
honor point ratio required for successful com-





Students who are interested in pursuing degree 
or licensure programs are required to subm it an 
App lication for Admission to Advanced Studies . 
Students must have two official copies of their 
undergraduate transcripts sent to th e Graduate 
Studies office by the institution(s) where the 
work was completed. M.A. and M.S. applicants 
must complete and furnish a score on the 
Graduate Record Examination Aptitude Test; 
t he Advanced Test in the major field is also 
requi red by many departments . MBA students 
complete and furnish a score on the Graduate 
Management Admission Test (GMAT) rather 
t han the Graduate Record Examination . After 
th ese materials have been received , the applica-
tions of eligible students will be processed to 
t he major department for a recommendation on 
t he application. When the student is accepted, 
an adviser is appointed . Completed application 
materials, incl uding transcripts and test scores 
should be received in the Graduate office at 
least 30 days prior to the opening of the sum-
mer term for which the applicant expects to 
register . Students who are not formally 
accepted prior to the opening of the summer 
term or students who do not intend to pursue 
an advanced degree may register for course 
work as a Special Student . 
ADMISSION 
UNDERGRADUATE: New undergraduate 
students must submit an application for admis-
sion . Write the Office of Admissions and 
Records, 118 Administrative Services Building, 
SCSU, St . Cloud, MN 56301 (Phone: (612) 
255-2111) , or contact your high school coun-
selor for admission information and materials. 
G RADUATE : New graduate students must 
write to the Graduate Studies office for admis-
sion information and materials. 
SPECIA L STUDENTS: New students not pur-
suing a degree at St . Cloud State University are 
automatically classified as a special student 
when they register . No special form is required 
to be completed. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. On the following 
pages are listed, by department, the courses 
offered during summer quarter of 1981 . De-
script ions of the courses may be found in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin or the Graduate Bulle-
tin. The University reserves the right to with-
draw or modify any course or to change in-
structors. 
Summer quarter is divided into two terms. 
All regular courses scheduled for th e first term 
will meet from June 9 to July 10; all regular 
courses scheduled for the second term will 
meet from July 14 to August 14. Courses 
scheduled to meet Monday evenings will 
begin June 8 for the first term classes and 
July 13 for second term classes . Dates for short 
t e rm courses a re specified. 
A grade sheet wi II be sent to each student at 
the end of the quarter. Grade sheets and trans-
cripts will not be available before th e end of 
the quarter. 
PRE-REQU ISITE. An asterisk (*) behind the 
course number indicates there is a pre-requisite 
for the course which is listed in the Under-
graduate Bulletin or the Graduate Bulletin . 
You must have th e in stru cto r's permission to 
regi ster for a class if you are not currently 
registered for or have not completed the 
pre-req uisite . 
CO-REQUISITE . If a course lists a co-requisite, 
the student must also reg ister fo r that c lass . 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM. 
001-099 = NO CREDIT 
100, 200 = FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES 
300,400 = JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
A student must be admitted to pre-business or 
be ad mitted to a major to enroll in Accounting 
291 , 292,293, Marketing 235, OMIS 140 and 
250. The major need not be offered by the 
College of Business . To enroll in 300 and 400 
level courses offered by the College of Business 
a student must be admitted to a major (any 
major) and have completed 96 credits prior to 
Spring, 1981. Students granted an exemption 
must present th e proper permission form to 
registration personnel at advance registration . 
Additional information and the exemption 
forms are available in 123 Business Building . 
500,600 = GRADUATE (must have completed 
a four year Baccalaureate degree) 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS. 
Students registering for workshops, institutes 
and tours carrying the designation "Permission 
Only " should refe r to the specia l registration 
instructions listed under 'Workshops ." Regis-
tration for workshops, in stitutes and tours 
which do not carry the designation "By 
Perm ission Only" is the same as any other 
course. Follow the registration instructions 
as listed or register the first day of class. 
BY PERMISSION ONLY . Permission of the 
department chairperson is needed for all classes 
listed as " By Permission Only," including 
independent study courses. Students need to 
submit the proper written permission form with 
the Course Req uest form . Forms are available 
from the department chairperson . 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. If you change your 
address at any tinie during the quarter, you 
must contact the Office of Admissions and 
Records before the last week of th e quarter . 
GRADING OPTION. SU-REQ = For this class , 
Satisfactory/Unsati sfactory grading is required 
for all students. SU-YES = For this class a 
student has the option of electing a S-U grade 
or the conventional letter grade. This option 
must be made at the end of th e second class 
meeting . All other classes will be graded on the 
A, B, C, D, E system . 
PENAL TIES. Fees must be paid prior to the 
third day of classes or there will be a late fee of 
$5.00. Changes of class schedule at the request 
of the student afte r the third day of classes wi II 
be $2.00 per change . 
TIME CONFLICTS. You must not schedule a 
time conflict (two courses which meet at the 
same time in the same te rm) without written 
permission from one of the instructors involved .. 
Submit permission slip with your Course Re -
quest form . 
VAR IABLE CREDIT. A course listed with VR 
as credit means the course ca n be take n for a 
variable credit . The number of credits must be 
app roved by the department chairperson . 
Forms are available from the department chair-
person. 
CLASS HOURS. 
4-credit courses meet dai ly (Monday through 
Friday) for 90-minute periods. 
3-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 70-m inute periods. 
2-cred it courses meet dai ly (Monday through 
Friday) for 45-minute periods. 
1-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 45-rninute periods. 
All 4-credit laboratory courses will arrange one 
add it ional c lass period each week . 
CLASS LOAD. The maximum load which a 
grad uate student or any stud ent registered for 
a graduate cou rse may carry is 16 credits or 9 
credits in any one summer te rm. The maxi -
mum undergraduate load is 1 O credits for any 
one summer term. All undergraduate students 
accepted in a majo r program or inte nding to 
major in a program wishing to register for more 
than 10 credits per te rm must secure permis-
sion in advance of regi stra tion from their 
college dean. All undergraduate students 
undecided about a major must secure per-
mission for more than 10 credits per term 
from the Assistant Vice -President for Aca-
demic Affairs. 
ADVISING. All undergraduate students en-
rolled spring quarter who have not been offi-
cially admitted to a major program of study 
must confer with their faculty adviser before 
registering for summer quarter classes. Faculty 
advisers will give students a signed permit to 
register which must be presented along with the 
course request form at registration. 
CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION. Please 
contact the Office of Admissions and Records 
in writing, giving your name and social security 
number, if you wish to cancel your registration 
at any time. 
CLASS MEETING TIMES. 
0730-0900 = 7:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. 
0915-1045 = 9:15 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 
1100-1230 = 11 :00 a .m. to 12:30 p.m. 
1245-1415 = 12:45 to 2:15 p.m . 
1430-1600 = 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m . 
Evening classes: 1800-2130 = 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 
p.m. (with some variations). 
M=Monday; T=Tuesday; W=Wednesday; R= 
Thursday; F=Friday 
AUDITING. If you are auditing a course (taking 
it for no credit) you must mark "audit" on 
your registration form at the time you register. 
REGISTRATION FOR EVENING 
AND OFF-CAMPUS COURSES 
Evening students who did not advance register 
and pay fees may register and pay fees in 123 
Administrative Services Building between 5:30 
and 6:30 p.m. the first night of class. (Monday 
evening classes will begin June 8 for first term 
classes and July 13 for second term classes .) 
Registration for off-campus courses will be 
conducted at the first class meeting; no advance 
registration will be held. Tuition will be paid 
at the time of registration. Information about 
a specific course may be obtained from the 
department offering the course. 
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE 
(DROP & ADD) 
Students wishing to drop courses must do so 
by Monday, July 6 for first term classes and 
Monday , August 10 fo r second term classes . 
Periods for adding classes to your schedule are: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
9:00 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m., Monday, June 8, 
Atwood Center Ballroom . 
7:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 9 to 2:00 p.m. 
Friday, June 12, 117 Administrative Ser-
vices Building. 
No additions to first term will be accepted after 
June 12 for classes beginning June 9 . 
SECOND TERM 
9 :00 a.m. to 11 :00 a .m., Monday, July 13, 
Atwood Center Ballroom. 
7 :30 a .m., Tuesday, July 14 to 2 :00 p.m ., 
Friday, July 17, 117 Administrative Services 
Building. 
No additions to second term will be accepted 
after July 17 for classes beginning July 14. 
Students who fail to officially drop from a 
course will receive a grade of "E ." Students 
withdrawing completely from the university 
must process a withdrawal form in the Office 
of Admissions and Records, 117 Administra-
tive Services Building. 
AdvANC~ 
REqisTRATioN 
All students who are eligible to attend St. 
Cloud State University are encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. Fees for all 
classes scheduled must be paid by May 29 for 
summer quarter or your class schedule will be 
canceled. 
1. Students enrolled in day classes during 
Spring 1981 will have registration materials 
prepared for them. Students must present 
some form of identification (University ID, 
driver's license, etc.) to receive registration 
materials. Materials will be completed in 
the Atwood Center Ballroom on May 1 
from 8 :30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Advance 
registration ends May 1 for summer quarter 
at 2:30 p.m. 
2. Students enrolled in evening or off-campus 
classes Spring 1981 may submit a request 
for -cou"rses on the form in the back of this 
booklet before May 1. 
3. Students not enrolled in classes Spring 1981 
may submit a request for courses on the 
form in the back of this booklet before May 
1. 
4 . New entering degree students will receive 
registration instructions when accepted for 
admission to the University. They may not 
advance register. 
5. New students not pursuing a degree at St. 
Cloud State University are automatically 
classified as a special student when they 
register. They may advance register . 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
PROCEDURES 
1. Prepare a "trial" schedule to make certain 
you do not schedule a time conflict in the 
same term . Permission from one instructor 
must be presented at registration to schedule 
a time conflict . 
2. Write your name and social security number 
in the appropriate space provided on the 
Trial Schedule Form. If you do not have a 
social security number, you must report to 
the Office of Admissions and Records. 
Your registration will not be processed 
unless you have a social security number or 
a nine digit number approved by that office. 
3. List the four digit course reference number, 
department name, course number, section, 
credit, class time and class days on the Trial 
Schedule Form . 
4 . For each first choice, list an appropriate 
alternate course in the alternate section of 
the Trial Schedule Form. Do not use 
different sections of first choice courses 
as alternate courses even if it is offered in a 
different term. 
5. The class schedule has a series of free time 
periods available for blocking out segments 
of the day or a term. You may select two 
of the free time blocks. However, in doing 
so, you should realize that : 
A. Designating free time means that you 
will not be assigned any courses during 
that time. 
B. Requests for free time decrease the 
chances of having your schedule com-
pleted. 
A free time block should be requested only 
when absolutely necessary because of 
commuting problems, a work schedule or 
other university obligations. You should 
block out the entire term if you are unable 
to attend classes during that term. (Use 
9990 if you cannot attend the first term and 
9995 if you cannot attend the second term.) 
6. Complete the Course Request form (or 
Course Request card if registering on May 1 
in Atwood Center). Carefully copy the 
course reference numbers from your Trial 
Schedule. Make certain you place your first 
choice of classes on the left and your 
alternate courses on the right side of the 
form. An alternate course must be on the 
same lines as the first choice course and 
must not be a different section of a first 
choice course. 
Please recheck the course reference num-
bers in the class schedule to make certain 
you have I isted the courses and free time 
blocks correctly for the proper term . Do 
not schedule time conflicts within the 
same term. 
7. If you wish to audit a course (receive no 
credit), check the appropriate box after 
the course reference number. 
8. Your approved class schedule and fee state-
ment will be mailed to the billing or local 
address by May 15. All fees for Advance 
Registration must be paid by May 29 for 
summer quarter. 
Students receiving a partial schedule 
(fewer than the number of credits re-
quested) must pay fees by the deadlines for 
credits received . (See General Registration 
for instructions regarding completion of 
partial schedule.) 
If you wish to change your schedule 
(drop and/or add), you must pay your fees 
to reserve your scheduled classes. 
9 . If your fees are not paid by the deadline, 
your class schedule will be canceled and you 
must report for General Registration to 
create a new class schedule for the Summer 
Quarter. (See General Registration.) 
10. You may drop a course scheduled at Ad-
vance Registration anytime before May 29 
by presenting your unpaid fee statement to 
the Office of Admissions and Records . (Tui-
tion will not be assessed for courses dropped 
before May 29.) A full refund will be made 
for all classes dropped before June 9 . No 
refund will be made for courses dropped 
after June 8. A full refund for second 
term classes will be made for all classes 
dropped before July 14. No refund will be 
made for second term classes dropped after 
July 13. 
Proper registration is your responsibility . 
Advisers will assist in the selection of courses; 
however, ultimate responsibility rests with the 
student. Read the class schedule carefully. 
Refer to the latest Undergraduate and Graduate 
Bulletins to insure that you are meeting general 
education, major and minor requirements. 
GENERAl 
REqisTRATiON 
General registration is for students who did not 
register at advance registration, registered at 
advance registration but did not pay fees before 
the deadline, or received a partial schedule at 
advance registration. General registration and 
fee payment will be held on June 8 for first and 
second term and July 13 for second term in the 
Atwood Center Ballroom. The following 





Students who did not receive the number of 
credits requested at advance registration are 
given a "partial schedule." Students must bring 
their receipted fee statement to be admitted to 
the registration area. 
First Summer Term 
(June 8) 
9:00 - 11 :30 a.m. 
Second Summer Term 
(July 13) 
9 :00 - 11 :00 a.m. 
PARTIAL SCHEDULES 
REGISTRATION CONTINUES: 
First and Second Term 
June 9-12, 7:304:00, 117 Administrative 
Services Building 
Second Term 
July 14-17, 7:304:00, 117 Administrative 
Services Building . 
FULL REGISTRATION 
TIMETABLE 
Students who did not register at advance regis-
tration or who had their class schedules can-
celed because they did not pay fees by the 
deadline are to register at "fuil registration." 
Last Digit of Social Security Number 
First & Second Term 
(June 8) 
9:00-9:15 a.m . 1 
9:15-9:30 a.m. 2 
9:30-9:45 a.m. 3,4 
9:45-10:00 a.m . 5 
10:00-10:15 a.m. 6,7 
10:15-10:30 a.m . 8 
10:30-10:45 a.m. 9 
10:45-11 :00 a.m. 0 
Second Term 
(July 13) 
9 :00-9 :15 a.m . 
9: 15-9:30 a.m. 
9 :30-9:45 a.m. 
9:45-10 :00 a.m. 










First and Second Term 
June 9-12, 7 :304:00, 117 Administrative 
Services Building 
Second Term 
July 14-17, 7:30-4:00, 117 Administrative 
Services Building 
DROP/ADD - See Change of Schedule (Drop 
and Add) page 5. 
T uiTioN & FEES 
TUITION** 
The following schedule of tuition charges is 
effective in the Minnesota State Universities for 





$12.20 per credit hour 
$24.25 per credit hour 
Residents . . $15.60 per credit hour 
Non -residents $31.35 per credit hour 
*Workshops and Designated Off-Campus 
Courses (no separate cost for non-residents) 
Undergraduates ... $12.20 per credit hour 
Graduates ...... $15.60 per credit hour 
* A reciprocal agreement regarding in-state 
tutiion fees for students has been reached with 
the states of North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Wisconsin. North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Wisconsin residents will be charged in-state 
tuition fees at St. Cloud State University 
provided a reciprocity application is completed 
and that the application is approved by their 
home state. Students should contact the Office 
of Admissions and Records before May 1 for 
the proper forms. 
FEES** 
With the exception of workshop or tour credits, 
mandatory student fees will not exceed $48.75 
per quarter or $24.38 per summer term . 
REFUNDS 
A. Daytime Students 
1. State University Board regulations stipu-
late students are responsible for paying 
tuition and fees for those courses and 
credits for which they are enrolled when 
classes begin 7:30 a.m., June 9, First 
Term and 7:30 a.m., July 14, Second 
Term. To receive a refund for the 
dropped portion of their class schedule, 
students must drop classes no later than 
**By action of the State University Board, 
tuition and fees are subject to change without 
notice. 
June 8 (1st Term) and July 13 (2nd 
Term). After these dates, unless the 
students' class schedule is reduced by the 
University, no refund will be issued for 
dropped courses . 
2. Students withdrawing completely from 
the University must process a withdrawal 
form in the Office of Admissions and 
Records, 117 Administrative Services 
Building. The following refund schedule 
applies to total withdrawal from classes. 
Up to and including the 5th instructional 
day, 60% refund; 6th through 10th 
instructional day, 20% refund; and there-
after no refund will be given. 
B. Evening Students 
State University Board regulations state that 
if there is notification of withdrawal prior 
to the first class meeting a full refund will 
be given . Prior to the second class meeting, 
60% will be refunded; prior to the third 
class meeting, 20%; and thereafter, no 
refund will be given . No partial refunds will 
be made for courses dropped by a student 
unless he withdraws officially from the 
whole of his course work. If a student·must 
withdraw, he should immediately contact 
the Office of Admissions and Records, St. 
Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minne-
sota 56301 ; Phone 612-255-2111. 
C. Short Courses 
No refunds will be made for short courses 
(duration of less than two and one-half 




A. Registration for on-campus summer work-
shops, institutes and tours NOT I isted as 
"By Permission Only" shall follow all dates, 
deadlines, and procedures as listed under 
Advance and General Registration or 
students may reg ister the first day of class. 
Please refer to the section entitled "Regis-
tration." 
B. Registration for those workshops, institutes 
and tours carrying the designation "By Per-
mission Only" are courses in which the 
instructor's permission is required for 
registration, therefore , a special registration 
procedure has been established. 
Students must immediately contact the 
instructor for permission to enroll after 
which the instructor will forward reg istra-
tion instructions to the student. 
C. Students may not register for more than one 
(1) workshop credit over two days, two (2) 
workshop credits over four days or a calen-
dar week, or a maximum of four (4) work-
shop credits over two (2) calendar weeks. 
COMMENCEMENT 
Students wishing to graduate summer quarter 
should submit an Application for Graduation 
to the Office of Admissions and Records 
(undergraduate) or to the Office of Graduate 
Studies (graduate) prior to June 22 . No appli-
cations for the summer graduation will be 
accepted after July 17 . Summer quarter com-
mencement will be held on August 13. 
WoRks~ops, 
S~ORT COURSES, 
TouRs & EvENiNq 
COURSES 
FiRST TERM 
JUNE 8 - JULY 10 
For final confirmation of the following list of 
workshops, evening and short courses, please 
refer to the composite list and schedule of 
classes in the last half of this bulletin. 
Students should be aware that they may regis-
ter for a maximum of 2 credits of workshop 
courses per week. Graduate students (any 
student registered for a graduate course) may 
register for up to a combined total of 9 credits 
of course work per term. Credits in excess of 
the 9 allowable will be dropped by the Univer-
sity with no refund to the student. 
ART 
INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS IN 
FLOOR LOOM WEAVING 
Problems in personally planned projects woven 
on multiple harness looms. Pattern reading, 
interpreting and translating will be emphasized. 




Guidance selection, p lacing students in training 
stations; job adjustments; developing training 
programs. 
BEOA 408-508; June 25-July 10; 3 credits; 
Staff 
SEMINAR : INSTRUCTION ON APPLE II 
Discussion and eva luation of readings, current 
research, and teach ing problems in business 
education . Microprocessor experi ences 
included. 
BEOA 605; June 17-19; 1 credit; Stinson 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
CRISIS INTERVENTION FOR 
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS 
A survey of crisis theory, crisis intervention 
methodology, with examples and simulations 
of crisis circumstances dealt with by law en-
forcement officers. 
CJS 489; Evening course; 2 credits; By 
permission only; Schreiber 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
BASIC AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS 
AND MAINTENANCE 
A basic course for the automobile owner and 
driver education teacher covering basic vehicle 
functioning , identif ication of vehicle compo-
nents, maintenance and recommendations . 
DTS 394; Evening course; 3 credits; Risk 
WORKSHOP: DRIVER EDUCATION 
FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 
A workshop designed to make professionals in 
various fields aware of various physical and 
mental handicaps and the methodologies with 
which to instruct them in driver education. 
DTS 495-588; June 15-18; 2 credits; Risk 
WORKSHOP : MOTORCYCLE--
TEACHER PREPARATION 
A course designed to prepare high school 
instructors in how to organize , administer and 
conduct a high school motorcycle safety 
program. 
DTS 495-588; June 22-27; 2 credits; By 
permission only; Schoppe 
WORKSHOP : SELECTED TOPICS 
IN DRIVER EDUCATION 
This workshop will consist of selected topics in 
driver edu cation that will improve the teaching 
proficiency of in-service driver education per-
sonnel. Topics will reflect new information, 
research and new teaching techniques. 
DTS 495-588; Evening course; 1-3 credits; 
Matthias 





Introductory study of earth's weather. Topics 
include atmospheri c composition, earth's 
energy budget, atmospheric motions, clouds 
and precipitation, measurement of weather data 
and interpretation of weather maps. 
ESCI 104; Evening course; 4 credits; A. 
Anderson 
PHYSICAL STUDY OF THE 
LAKES IN MINNESOTA 
A non-biological physical study of lake dynam-
ics and processes: circulation, waves, se iches, 
denivellation, sed iment transport, thermal 
propert ies. 
ESCI 495-588; June 8-19; 4 credits; Nelson 
THE WATER ENVIRONMENT 
A study of th e physical interrelationships 
between oceans, lakes and rivers. 
ESCI 150; Evening course; 4 credits; Nelson 
EDUCATION 
INDIVIDUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTION 
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Simulat ion of an elementary school organized 
into learning communities consisting of teach-
ing teams and groups of students. Training 
materials supplied in conjunction with the 
Institute for the Development of Educational 
Activities (IDEA) and the Wisconsin Research 
and Development Center. 
ED 695; June 15-26; 4 credits; Kelsey 
LAW RELATED EDUCATION: 
MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONAL 
STRATEGIES 
Integration of law and legal concepts in ele-
mentary and secondary school curricula . 
Primary emphasis on rationale, materials of 
instruction, and teaching strategies as well as 
substantive education in law. 
ED 650; June 9-24; 3 credits; Bjorklun 
SELECTED TOPICS: GLOBAL EDUCATION 
Designed t o acqua int teachers w i th methods 
and materials of instruct ion for t eaching about 
global issues . Topics will include concepts 
related to such global concerns as population, 
food resources , energy, multi-national corpora-
tions, trade, and human rights. 
ED 601; June 25-July 10; 3 credits; Bjorklun 
WORKSHOP: MIDDLE SCHOOL 
ORGANIZATIONAL PROCEDURES 
Designed for teachers and administrators w ho 
current ly are in a middle school setting or 
w hose school districts are considering or plan-
ning the implementation of the middle school 
concept. The institute will provide a compre-
hensive study of program components essential 
to middle schools. It will also assist middle 
school teachers in meeting the Board of Teach-
ing middle school teacher licensure rule 
MCAR 3 .054. There will be an institute fee 
charged. Fu rther information may be obtained 
from the Office of Continuing Studies. 




Intensive stud y of the th eory and practice of 
teaching composition in junior and senior high 
schools. Partic ipants will take three courses 
that approach problems of teaching writing 
from different perspectives: ENGL 458-558 
Readi ngs on Rhetoric and Composition ; ENGL 
459-559 , Advanced Writing Problems, an 
advanced composition course for teachers ; and 
ENGL 4~5-588, Practical Methods of Teaching 
Composition , a workshop for designing instruc-
tional materials. For further information con-
tact Richard Dillman, Department of English. 
9 credits. 
WORKSHOP : MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP 
IN POETRY AND FICTION 
Discussion of techniques and ideas in writing 
poetry and fiction, including student writing 
7 
8 
exercises and visits from published professional 
poets and fiction writers from the upper mid-
west area. 
ENGL 495-588; June 8-21; 3 credits; 
Meissner 
WORKSHOP: PRACTICAL METHODS 
OF TEACHING COMPOSITION 
The design of practical classroom methods of 
teaching composition in the junior and senior 
high schools. 
ENGL 495-588; June 22.July 10; 2 credits; 
Dillman 
GEOGRAPHY 
GEOGRAPHY OF MINNESOTA 
Regional treatment of the geography of Minne-
sota, including distribution of surface features, 
natural resources , climatic differences, crops, 
and human activity . 




A practical and participative experience in 
learning about the Berkley model method of 
health instruction in the sixth grade. 
HLTH 495-588; June 22-July 1; 3 credits; 
Serdula 
SEATTLE FOLLOW-UP WORKSHOP 
On site evaluation of program. implementation 
based upon Primary Grades Health Curriculum 
Workshop, Summer, 1980; 
HLTH 495-588; On site visitations to 
participating schools during implementation 
plus June 5; 1 credit; Osendorf 
SECONDARY SCHOOL HEAL TH 
EDUCATORS WORKSHOP 
Exposure to new and innovative teaching ideas 
for secondary school health educators, coordi-
nators, nurses and other interested persons. 
Students will be required to purchase a $15.00 
packet of materials on nutrition. (These packets 
will be made available in class.) • 




Activiti es dealing with mills, shapers, lathes, 
grinders, foundry, heat treatment, and metal-
lurgy. Indexing for gears, multi-side objects 
and drilling, pattern-making and molding, 
including coring . Selected lathe set ups, taper-
ing, and grinding. 
IND 466-566; June 15.July 10; 3 credits; 
By permission only; Nestel 
MODERN TECHNOLOGY 
AND CIVILIZATION 
Analysis of contemporary technology and its 
effects on the individual and society . Special 
emphasis is placed on change created by t ech-
nology, as well as such topics as modern indus-
trial structure, the labor force, leisure, automa-
tion and the resulting social consequences . 
IND 192; Evening course; 4 credits; Carter 
TECHNICAL PF.IOBLEMS IN 
MANUFACTURING: MOLD-MAKING 
FOR SYNTHETICS 
Technical study for specialists in manufacturing. 
Recent developments, experimentation and 
technical reports. 
IND 640; June 17.July 2; 3 credits; 
Bjorklund 
INFORMATION MEDIA 
ALPINE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES : 
A STUDY TOUR 
An experience in international education, with 
an opportunity to design and develop resource 
materials, utilizing a 15-day travel experience to 
selected places of social, political, religious, 
historical, cultural , and educational interest 
in th e Northern Alps (Bavaria, Austria, 
Switzerland) . Course will include pre-session, 
enroute discussions, and follow-up activities. 
IM 410-510; June 15-30; 4/3 or 6 credits; 
Fields and Schulzetenberg 
ANIMATED FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP 
An introduction to the planning and produc-
tion of animated films emphasizing the princi-
ples of animated cinema and its instructional 
applications. 
IM 495-595; June 15-19; 2 credits; Nelson 
DESIGNING LEARNING CENTERS, 
STATIONS , KITS 
A workshop for librarians and med ia specialists 
providing tips and techniques in planning; con-
structing, and utilizing individual learning units 
(kits) for student use. Materials not included . 
IM 495-595; July 8-9, 1 credit; Keable 
FROM NOVEL TO SCREEN 
Judith Guest, author of Ordinary People will 
be featured at a one-day conference. She will 
discuss the process of taking the novel to the 
screen from the author's standpoint. There will 
be a fee for conference attendance . Non-credit . 
SEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY MATERIALS 
A prelude to the Judith Guest conference, this 
seminar will include critical discussion of con -
temporary communication forms, in particular 
the novel and the film. Reduced conference 
fee available to seminar participants, but 
attendance at conference is not required . 
IM 683; June 15-25; 3 credits; Staff 
PHOTOGRAPHY TOUR OF 
NORTHERN MINNESOTA 
A tour which emphasizes the use of 35mm slide 
photography in collecting information for in-
structional use, using scenic and cultural 
Northern Minnesota as a resource . 
IM 410-510; June 22-26; 2 credits; Nelson 
PUPPETRY AS STORYTELLING 
A one-day workshop including a puppet show, 
techniques of puppetry, and puppet construc-
tion . Participants will be given direction in the 
creation of a puppet. Materials not included. 
IM 495-595; July 6-7; 1 credit; Keable 
SEMINAR: CENSORSHIP VS 
INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM 
This workshop will examine current conflicts 
in the schools regarding censorship; the effects 
of court decisions and pressure groups on 
intellectual freedom . 
IM 683; June 11-12; 1 credit; Westby 
TELEVISION IN MEDIA 
The operation and use of television in the 
instructional program. 
IM 412-512; Evening course; 4/3 credits; 
Polesak 
TV VIEWING GUIDANCE 
A workshop for teachers, media specialists , and 
parents to include techniques and strategies for 
positive guiding for children 's television viewing. 




The study and solution of real public relations 
problems in community, educational and other 
settings using the four-step public relations 
process . Emphasis is on media relations includ-
ing news release writing, brochure and news-
letter production, and campaign planning. 
Students will go through the steps from plan-
ning to actual production of various public 
relations projects . Prerequisite : 487 or depart-
ment approval . 
COMM 485-585; June 15-26; 4 credits; 
DeSanto 
TV REPORTING, EDITING AND 
PRODUCTION WORKSHOP 
An introduction to and advanced work in tele-
vision location reporting, in-studio reporting, 
copy editing, video/audio/film production and 
editing of news and public affairs programming. 
For beginning and advanced students. Color 
production . 
COMM 495; June 29-July 10; 2-4 credits; 
Bryce 
MUSIC 
CHURCH MUSIC WORKSHOP 
This workshop will explore a philosophy of 
church music combined with practical studies 
in organ techniques and literature and choral 
tone development and conducting techniques . 
MUSM 495-595; June 8-11; 2 credits; 
Echols and Peterson 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC: THE MICROCOMPU-
TER AND THE SYNTHESIZER IN SOUND 
GENERATION AND PROCESSING 
The theory and basic functions of micro-
computer and synthesizer sound manipulation 
in arranging and composing electronic tech-
niques. 
MUSM 495-595; June 13-14; 1 credit; 
Flom 
JAZZ ENSEMBLE LITERATURE 
AND PERFORMANCE 
A performing study of jazz literature and 
improvisational materials for the jazz performer 
and teacher . 
MUSM 495-595; June 22-26; 2 credits; 
Frohrip 
THE MICROCOMPUTER AS A COMPUTER 
ASSISTED INSTRUCTIONAL TOOL IN 
AURAL AND CONCEPTUAL MUSIC SKILLS 
The application of CAI Programs and the Micro 
Music Composer to the Apple 11 and a consider-
ation of these tools for learning ear training 
music fundamentals, music arranging and music 
composition . 
MUSM 495-595; June 27-28; 1 credit; Flom 
MUSIC INSTRUMENT REPAIR 
Consideration of instrument care, upkeep, and 
minor repair. 
MUSM 445-545; June 29-30, July 1-2; 
2 credits; Frohrip 
PIANO PEDAGOGY WORKSHOP--
LITERATURE STYLE AND 
STUDIO CLASS TECHNIQUES 
Identification of style in intermed iate literature 
through listening, analysis, and performing. 
The studio class as a vehicle for building basic 
musicianship. 
MUSM 495-588; June 22-25; 2 credits; 
Allen 
TOTAL PERCUSSION EDUCATION: 
GRADES 5-9 
This is a course surveying the major areas of 
percussion performance for teachers of ele-
mentary and junior high'schools . Models are 
discussed for new concepts in elementary per-
cussion classes as well as group lessons and 
private lessons on the junior high level. Litera-
ture and ensemble are also included as well as a 
discussion of percussionality traits. 
MUSM 495-595; June 15-19; 2 credits; 
Brand 
THE VERSATILE GUITAR 
An active look at the guitar and what it can do 
as both a solo and accompaniment instrument. 
Much time will be spent in playing from both 
classical and folk guitar methods books, books 
which include playing of chords, note reading 
or the entire fingerboard, and reading of 
tablature . Many more materials will be availa-
ble as part of thorough study of guitar peda-
gogy and history. 
MUSM 495-595; July 6-10; 2 credits; 
Wilkens 
PHILOSOPHY 
ELEMENTS OF RELIGION 
What is religion? What is the nature of religious 
faith or religious beliefs? A study of some of 
the elements important to religious interpreta-
tion of life. \ 
PHIL 140; Evening course; 4 credits; Corliss 
PHILOSOPHICAL EXPLORATIONS 
IN THE HUMANITIES 
A critical and comparative examination of philo-
sophical problems, concepts, and theories found 
in the humanities . From preclassical times to 
early Christianity. 
PHIL 101; Evening course; 4 credits; Yoos 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP IN TRACK AND FIELD 
A learn by doing approach to the teaching of 
track and field activities. Emphasis on "how 
and why" the events are accomplished. 
PE 495-588; July 6-1 O; 2 credits; Wax lax 
PHYSICS 
ASTRONOMY FOR SCIENCE 
TEACHERS WORKSHOP 
Course includes an in-depth look at our solar 
system, the stellar system, cosmology, and 
extra-terrestrial life. 





Conflict Resolution Through Communication is 
an experiential and practically oriented course 
designed to provide behavior changes and in-
sights in one's daily communication and con-
flict style . Exercises, laboratory experiences, 
and role playing of daily conflict situations will 
provide the primary content of the course. 
Individuals from the general student population 
and the community may participate. S-U 
grading . 
SPC 495-588; June 8-19; 4 credits; Arnett 
PROBLEMSININTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNICATION 
This is a 4 credit advanced workshop in inter-
cultural communication to be offered during 
summer sessions. It utilizes communication 
theory in order to analyze major conflicts and 
problems that are most likely to occur when 
individuals of different cultures communicate. 





A study, analysis and applications of the Lab-
Volt AA35 microprocessor laboratory instruc-
tional system--as applied to an Industrial Arts 
electronics laboratory class in secondary educa-
tion. Illustrating the input/output operations, 
special programming methods of the system, 
troubleshooting and applications . 
TECH 588; June 15-26; 4 credits; Lafler 
PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP 
Current aspects of exposure, processing and 
printing of B/W and color photography. 
Familiarization with photography as an indus-
trial medium, its uses in business and.industry 
and career opportunities . Field trips and 
industrial guest speakers. 
TECH 588; June 8.July 3; 6 credits; 
Gammell and Stinson 
THEATRE 
ART OF THE CINEMA 
Film as an art form with emphasis on the study 
of technique--especially film language. 
TH 260; Evening course; 4 credits; Swanson 
SECONd TERM 
JULY 13 - AUGUST 14 
For final confirmation of the following list of 
workshops, evening and short courses, please 
refer to the composite list and schedule of 
classes in the last half of this bulletin. 
Students should be aware that they may regis-
ter for a maximum of 2 credits of workshop 
courses per week. Graduate students (any 
student registered for a graduate course) may 
register for up to a combined total of 9 credits 
of course work per term. Credits in excess of 
the 9 allowable will be dropped by the Univer-
sity with no refund to the student. 
BIOLOGY 
FIELD BIOLOGY OF THE BOUNDARY 
WATERS CANOE AREA AND QUETICO 
Backpacking and canoeing in the BWCA and 
Ouetico. Forest ecology, flora, fauna , past and 
present wilderness and non-wilderness uses. An 
extra fee of $75.00 will be charged. 





The development of a skill-level efficiency 
through hands-on operation of at least two 
word-processing-type machines, and develop-
ment of an introductory level of efficiency on 
one other type of word-processing machine . 
BEOA 495-595; July 22-29; 3 credits; Hall 
WORD PROCESSING--THEORY 
Study of the philosophy, theory, and organiza-
tion of word processing systems. The develop-
ment of a model word processing department 
and supporting materials . 
BEOA 495-595; July 14-21; 3 credits; Hall 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
WORKSHOP:ADVANCED 
LABORATORY SUPPLEMENTS 
The workshop will provide orientation and 
basic practicum experience in simulation in-
struction . Each student will be required to 
observe demonstrations, evaluate fellow stu-
dents and to organize and conduct mini-lessons. 
DTS 495-588; July 28-29; 1 credit; 
Huddleston 
WORKSHOP: EMERGENCY DRIVING FOR 
DRIVER EDUCATION INSTRUCTORS 
This workshop is designed to cover the organi-
zation and administration of program set-up. 
Also provided are approximately 6 hours of in-
car driving time. Participants will be given the 
means and methods for instruction and admini-
stration of setting up similar programs . 
DTS 495-588; July 27-28; 1 credit; 
Huddleston 
MOTORCYCLE INSTRUCTION 
This course will cover motorcycle riding from 
basic theory to more advanced skills. Special 
units on safety techniques, maintenance, safety 
equipment and apparel, and regulations will be 
covered. Lab will be included , motorcycles 
furnished . 




A course designed to prepare high school in-
structors in how to organize, administer and 
conduct a high school motorcycle safety pro-
gram. 
DTS 454-588; July 27-August 1; 2 credits; 
Risk and Schoppe 
WORKSHOP: SELECTED TOPICS 
IN DRIVER EDUCATION 
Workshop will consist of selected topics in 
driver education that will have the teaching 
proficiency of in-service driver education per-
sonnel. Topics will reflect new info rmation, 
research and new teaching techniques. 




Planetary atmospheres, planetary models and 
internal structures, formation of surface 
features and comparative planetology. 
ESCI 495-588; August 3-14; 4 credits; 
Soroka 
EDUCATION 
AEROSPACE ACTIVITIES FOR 
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
A workshop for elementary school teachers 
emphasizing the hands-on activity approach to 
teaching aerospace concepts. Offered in con-
junction with NASA. Topics and activities will 
include rocketry, the shuttle, satellites, tele-
metry, remote sensing, human space flight, 
planetary exploration, energy and model 
rocket launching. 
ED 495-588; July 20-23; 2 credits; Kelsey 
DEFINING THE BASICS IN EDUCATION 
A second look at the Back-to-the-Basics Move-
ment. Minimum standards, competency-
based education , basic skills and national and 
state assessment will be reviewed . Movement 
toward identification and refinement of funda-
mentals in subject matter and student develop-
ment. 
ED 495-588;July 15-17; 1 credit; Kelsey 
PRACTICUM IN CURRICULUM 
CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Actual work with a school system to ( 1) 
survey the needs of the community, (2) study 
the present curriculum in the school, and (3) 
suggest changes. On site visitations required. 
ED 649; July 14-31; 3 credits; Kelsey 
HEALTH 
SEATTLE WORKSHOP 
A practical, participative experience in learning 
about the Seattle model method of health 
instruction in the primary grades. 
HLTH 495-588; July 13-17; 2 credits; 
Osendorf 
HISTORY 
THE MIDDLE EAST 
The rise and development of Islamic civiliza-
tion; the Middle East under the Ottomans and 
the recent age. 
HIST 324; Evening course; 4 credits; 
Samarrai 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
SOLAR ENERGY: FABRICATION 
AND INSTALLATION 
Provides the opportunity to experience, evalu-
ate, and fabricate previously designed solar 
connectors. Insta llation advice and proposals 
provided as needed. 
IND 434; July 30-August 14; 4 credits; 
Bergstrom 
SOLAR ENERGY: SYSTEMS AND DESIGN 
A study of the systems supporting residential 
solar heating and cooli ng including design of a 
complete solar collector for a residential 
structure. 
IND 484; July 14-29; 4 credits; Schwaller 
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN 
CONSTRUCTION: SOLAR ENERGY 
Technical study for specialists in construction. 
Recent developments, experimentation and 
technical reports . Experiences in solar energy: 
fabrication and installation. 
IND 665; July 30-August 14; 3 credits; 
Staff 
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN 
TRANSPORTATION/ENERGY: 
SOLAR ENERGY 
Technical study for specialists in transportation 
and energy. Recent developments, experimen-
tation and technical reports . Experiences in 
solar energy: systems and design. 
IND 683; July 14-29; 3 credits; Staff 
WORKSHOP: CONTEMPORARY 
GRAPHIC ARTS PROCESSES 
Experimentation and research in numerous 
graphic communications areas . Participants will 
be able to update their skills in and knowledge 
of contemporary processes of greatest need and 
interest to them (phototypesetting, diffusion 
transfer, direct and indirect screen process 
stencils, electrostatic masters, advanced camera 
techniques, etc.). 
IND 495-595; July 13-24; 3 credits; Kemp 
INFORMATION MEDIA 
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND 
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE 
The psychological background of instructional 
programs including microcomputer programs 
and software; the selection, utilization, and 
evaluation of existing programs; and individual 
experience in planning and producing pro-
grams . 
IM 647; Evening course; 3 credits; Fields 
SEMINAR: AACRII--
SCHOOL MEDIA CONCERNS 
Cataloging procedures and experiences for 
school media centers using the new Anglo-
American cataloging rules. 
IM 683; July 14-17; 2 credits; Staff 
SEMINAR: ACQUISITION AND 
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT 
A seminar providing experiential learning on 
acquisition of audiovisual equipment and 
simple maintenance problems. 
IM 683; July 20-24; 2 credits; Jensen 
SEMINAR: ORAL AND MEDIA 
DOICUMENTATION OF LOCAL HISTORY 
A seminar in oral and media documentation of 
loc1al history, including the use of the newer 
media in recording and preserving historical 
events, activities, and information. 





This workshop will provide intensive instruc-
tion and comprehensive experience in publica-
tion ·production from planning through verbal 
and graphic copy preparation to design, type-
setting and keylining. A workshop publication 
will be actually produced. 




Television news and production employing all 
the skills, knowledge and techniques needed to 
produce color TV news programs. Emphasis 
upon individual work in one or more areas: 
reporting, writing, cinematography, directing, 
camera, studio, and location production and 
commercial production. 
COMM 495; July 13-August 14; 2-4 
credits; Bryce 
MUSIC 
AMERICAN CHORAL SYMPOSIUM 
A study of choral materials, methods, conduct-
ing techniques and repertoire with renowned 
choral figures. Chief clinicians: Elmer lseler, 
Norman Luboff, Walter Ehret, Don Collins, 
Gene and Audrey Grier. 
MUSM 495-595; July 19-24; 2 credits; 
Fuller 
CLARINET PEDAGOGY 
A workshop primarily for public school instru-
Advance Registration Ends May 1, 1981 
mental music teachers whose own instrument 
of performance is not clarinet and who realize 
a need to improve their skills as teachers of the 
clarinet. This is for 2 credits to allow more 
time for assimilation of information and skills. 
MUSM 495-595; August 1-2, 8-9; 2 credits; 
Layne 
FLUTE FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL 
MUSIC TEACHERS 
A hands-on experience for non-flute playing 
instrumental music teachers wishing to improve 
their attitudes as teachers and performers on 
the flute. 
MUSM 495-595; July 18-19, 25-26; 
2 credits; Layne 
HORN PEDAGOGY 
This course is designed for the public school 
instrumental music teacher or music education 
major. It will cover all aspects of horn funda-
mentals including tone production, articulation, 
range, flexibility, stopped horn, and selected 
study materials. 
MUSM 495-595; August 5-6; 1 credit; 
Moore 
TRUMPET PEDAGOGY 
This course is designed for the public school 
instrumental music teacher or music educa-
tion major . It will cover all aspects of trumpet 
fundamentals including tone production, 
articulation, range, flexibility, vibrato, and 
selected study books and exercises. 




IN THE HUMANITIES 
A critical and comparative examination of 
philosophical problems, concepts and theories 
found in the humanities. From preclassical 
times to early Christianity. 
PHIL 101; Evening course; 4 credits; Bahde 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATION WORKSHOP 
Designed to show new trends in al I the key 
areas of athletic administration: fund raising , 
game and meet management, Title IX, schedul-
ing, equipment, liability, budgeting and public 
relations. 
PE 495-588; July 16-24; 3 credits; Olson 
BWCA WILDERNESS CANOE TRIP 
(ELY.MN) 
Practical canoeing and camping experiences in 
the boundary waters canoe area. Student 
responsible for transportation and workshop 
supplies. 
PE 495; July 14-24; 3 credits; Anklan 
GOLF METHODS WORKSHOP 
Designed for the physical educator or prospec-
tive teacher to improve performance through 
supervised practice of skills essential in the 
demonstration of golf. Added insights into golf 
instruction methods, new materials available for 
teaching and the organization of classes and 
teams. 
PE 495-588; July 20-24; 2 credits; Oxton 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CAREER AND VOCATIONAL 
PROGRAMMING FOR THE 
SPECIAL STUDENT 
Current legislation and trends. Task analysis 
and occupational analysis and programming 
for the special student . Lecture, seminars, and 
site visitation. 
SPED 495-595; July 13-31; 6 credits; 
D. Johnson 
This form is for your own use in preparing a trial schedule. 
See pages 4-6 for complete instructions . 
Graduate students (any student registered for graduate credit) 
may register for up to a combined total of 9 credits of course 
work per term, 16 credits for the quarter. 
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List requested free time block as first choice only . Alternate must not conflict with FREE TIME BLOCK Request . 
CR EF = Reference Number (always four digits) 
DEPT= Department (as listed in class schedule section) 
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SECT = Section 
HRS Credit Hours 
TIME = Class Meeting Time (check for conflicts) 















CLASS SCHEDULE/SUMMER QUARTER/First Term June 8-July 10/Second Term July 13-August 14 
Students should be aware that they may register for a maximum of 2 credits 
of workshop courses per week. Graduate students (any student registered 
for a graduate course) may register for up to a combined total of 9 credits 
of course work per term. Credits in excess of the 9 allowable will be dropped 
by the University with no refund to the student. 
EACH LI STI NG INCLUDES: COURSE REFERENCE NUMBER, DEPARTMENT AND 
COU RSE NUMBER , SECTION , TITLE, CREDITS, INST RU CTOR , SPECIA L 
INFORMATION, TIME, ROOM. 
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MTN'U llJ0 - 123'.l SH 228 
ANTHROPOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CQEF DEP T CQS E SECT COU~SE TITL E HRS INSTRUC TOR #l 
020 1 ANTH 250 0 1 L'H RO ANT'1R0°0 L OGY 4 L AVE"IOA R 
MhH 0 730- □ BS!J SH 329 
0202 ANT H "2b7 □ I CUL TU ~AL ANTHRO 4 L A\IENO A R 
Mh' l?F 1100-12 2 □ Sli 329 
13 
ART/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CR:C.E SECT COURSE TITL E 
0344 .a.RT 1 01 01 DESIGN I 
HTW RF 11 00 -1 230 M'VA C 106 
D34S ART 1 D2 01 DESIGN II 
MTI.RF llQ0-1 230 KVAC 10 8 
033 1 ART 11 0 01 DRAkilING I 
MTii RF 0915 -1 0<15 K\I AC 2Db 
0332 ART 111 0 1 ORAkii ING II 
MTwRF 09 15-1 045 K \IAC 206 
031.i0 
HhQF 




ART 1 2 0 Ob 
124 5 -11+15 1(\/AC 
ART 1 20 J 7 
1 245 -141 5 1(\/A( 
HT 1 2 0 QB 
0915 -10<15 KVAC 
ST UO I 0 -CA LL I GR A PHY 
1 08 
ST UO I 0 - GL ASS Iii ORK I NG 
G07 
STUOIO - OR h ' ING 
206 
C333 AR T 1 2'.l 09 STUDIO - SCUL P T UR E 
MTI.H 11 0 0•12 30 K\I AC GIJl.i 
0337 ART 1 20 l □ STUOIJ - PHO TOl,RAPHY 
f'I TW Rr 1100 -1 23 □ KVAC 2 0 4 
0343 A~T 1 20 11 STUDIO - DESIGN 
MT NRF 11J □ -1 23J IC.VA( 1 08 
033 4 ART 260 01 SCU L PTURE I 
MhRF l l □□ - 1230 K\/AC G0 4 
D3 29 ART 271• 02 BEGINNI~G TH ROli/I"'iG 
HhlH J73 □ - 09U J K VAC GCl2 
031+0 ART 205 01 GLA SS IIIO RMIN G I 
HTWH 1245-1 .. 15 l<VAC GD7 
0338 .6.! T 305 02 P HOTOGRAP HY I 
Mhi -if ll J0 -1 230 l<VAC 2IJ4 
HRS IN ST RUC TOR #l 
3 L OCH G 
3 LOCH G 
3 SMITH P 
3 SMITH P 
3 JASM IN P 
3 L OCH G 
3 SMITH P 
3 SMITH P 
3 JASMIN P 
3 LOCH G 
3 S"11 TH P 
3 HAL BERG l 
3 L OCH G 
3 JAS"'lN P 
0 341 AH 30 7 01 CALL! GE?AP HY-L E TTE~It-l 3 J AS~lN P 
MTiolQf 1245-1415 KVAC 1 08 
l:i3" 2 
MT•IH 
ART 308 01 APP HI GR AP HIC DES 
1 2 4 5 - 14 15 11'.V AC 1 08 
3 JAS"1IN P 
0 335 ART 3bJ 01 SCULP TURE I I 3 SMITH P 
MH•.QF ll □ tJ -1 230 l<VAC 604 
0326 ART 3 71 ♦ 0 2 IN T[~ "l ~OIA T rnqowI"JG 3 HALBERG l 
MT W~F 0 730 - 090".l I< \/AC GJ2 
034 7 AR T 385 0 1 GL ASS,jOR!<lNG II 
HT,j qF 1245 -1 415 l<\IAC G07 
0 339 AR T l+ GS 02 Pii:)T :)GRA PHY I I 
MTW~F l l JCl -1 23] Kl/AC 204 
0335 ART 4b 0 tJl SCULP TU~E ]II 
MT .. ~F ll'.J 0 - 123J Kl/AC G0 4 





MT Ill Rr 
ART 471• 02 
J 7 3!J-09 :)'.) I< \IA.C 
ART 1+72• 0 1 
0 915-1'.}<15 '<VAC 
AR T 4 ~5 0 1 
1245-1415 ~\IAC 
AOVA"ICED T HRO WI NG 
:'iC'Z 
CER E:lUlP ♦ M.ILN CON 
:302 
GLASSolOR KING Ill 
GG 7 
3 L OCH G 
3 JASMIN P 
3 SMITH P 
3 HALBERG L 
3 HAL!lERG L 
3 LOC H G 
0325 ART 572 • 0 1 CE.R EQUIP ♦ KILN CON 3 HAL SER.i L 
HT.-~F J 9 1 5 -I D45 KVA C GD2 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DE 0 T CRSE SEC T COUR SE TlT LE. HRS I NS TR UCTOR Ill 
06J2 3IOL 10 11 0 1 HUHAN 910LOGY 4 HOP WOOD A 
MT•RF J9 1 S-1 D45 HS 12 5 
0803 3I0L 1 06 0 1 H[q[O ITY ♦ BIRTH DE F 4 REHWALO T C 
Mh/!:~F 0 730-0900 "1 S 1 25 
0604 3 !'.>L 1J7 0 1 PLA NTS + CIVI lIZ AT!O 4 E2EL L W 
HTWH l l J0 -1 230 MS 2'.l3 
CREF DEPT CR SE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS I NS TRU CTOR Ill 
0827 B I OL 520 0 1 SE '1l "JAq 1 CRONN J 
GR ADING OP T IONS SU -RE O 
TR J730-0B2 □ "1S 21 S 
0829 91:) L 56 5 01 H:J "'AN A.NAT + PH YS 2 4 J OHNSON V 
MhH 0730 - 09 00 "' S 287 
0 83 1 B I OL 595 01 FL O B IOL OF TH E BWCA 4 PECK J 
BY PERMIS SIO N ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/12-07/214 
HOURS AR RII.NGEO 
OR33 BIOL 630 0 1 5 E"1I NA~ 1 CRONN J 
GR ADI NG OP Tl ONS SU - REO 
Mi,i 0730 - 0820 f'I S 215 
BUSINESS EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CRU DEP T CRS~ SECT CCU .RS[ TITL E HRS INSTRU CTOR Ill 
06 51 
MT .il?F 
8EO A 1 0 1 :Jl 
09 15-1 045 BB 
T YPEo/~ITI"JG l 
219 
0652 3 [ JA 3 0 9 0 1 SUS CO"l'IU~lC ATI ONS 
Mhl?F 09 15- 1045 BB 217 
3 STINSON M 
4 REHA R 
06 5 3 
TR 
BE.J A t. 05 0 1 PHILOSOPHY OF IJ OC ED 3 KOBf J 
l SIJJ - 2100 BB 216 
0655 BEOA 408 01 CO OR □ TECHNIOUES 3 STAFF 
BEGIN/ ENO DATE Ob / 25 - 07/10 
MhCff 0730 -1 04 5 98 210 
06 5 <1 
TR 
BEO A 505 01 PHILOSOPHY OF v oe ED 3 KOBE J 
1 800 -21 0 '.) 98 216 
0656 8E OA SOS 0 1 C::JORO TECHNIQUES 3 STAFF 
BEGIN/END □ HE Ob/25 - 07/10 
MT,1Qf 0730 -1 01.iS BB 21b 
0659 3EOA 60 5 0 1 USIN G AP PLE Il CL SRH 1 STINS ON M 
BEJIN/~ND DATE 06/17 - 0 6/19 
JIQF l l'.JJ-15JJ 9B 2 1 b 
D65 7 3EO A 6 1 6 0 1 CONSU ME R EDUCATION I+ REHA R 
TR 1 800-2000 aa 211 
BUSINESS EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
C !=:E F OEOT CRS E SEC T COU~SE TITLE HRS INSTRU CTOR #1 
0 659 BEO A lt> 7 0 1 l 'H RO T O BUSI NfSS 4 STINSON M 
Mh RF J9 1 5 -1 1J45 !36 216 
OH 'J 3~0A 309 02 BUS C □ MMU ,'l ICA JI ONS 4 S. TI NSON M 
MTNqF ll J0 -1 230 BB 217 
066 1 3 t. 'J A 14 95 0 1 WJ RO PR OCESS -T HEOR Y 3 HALL R 
BEGIN/END DATE □ 71 14 - 07/21 
H T111 H 1 000 -1 600 88 220 
G6b3 BEOA 495 IJ2 I.IORD ;::,i~OCESS-P RACTIC 3 STAFF 
BEJIN/: , ... o DATE J7/22 - D7 /29 
Hlit!?F 1J:J □ -1 6DIJ 8B 22D 
0~~2 3E..'.)A 595 0 1 WORD ?ROCESS -T H[ORY 3 HALL R 
BEGIN/[NIJ Ot, TE J7/ll.i - '.) 7/21 
MT•~t 1 '.lJ'.l -1 b □ '.l ~8 220 
066 4 :H:OA 595 02 WORD ?ROCESS - PRACTlC 3 S TAFF 
BE;:; I N/::',D o n[ '.) 7/ 22 - 07/ 29 
MT•RF l J'J □ -1 600 38 220 
CHEMISTRY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS ]N STRUC10P #l 
1 20 1 CME~ 1 0 2 J l UNDERSTANDING CHE M 4 ME NNED Y K A 
MT,,~F" ll JD -12 3 □ MS 1 2 5 
1 2[15 CH[M 20 1 0 1 CHEM LIFE PROCESSE Sl q JAMES R E 
MWF □ 72J - □ 9 □ J MS 1 22 TR 0 7 20 - 0 90 0 ~S 
12J7 CHE M 203• 0 1 Cr-IOI LIFE PROCESSES3 l.i WEI SKO t' f [ A 
MolF 0720 - 0901J "IS 107 yq 0 72 0 - L 9 ..:U ~s 
12l'J CHEM 215• 01 SE NEH L CHEM I STRY 1 4 JAM ES R E 
337 
382 
!1W F 09 □ 5- 10 S5 MS 1 22 TR 0905-1055 FlH 348 
DENDINGER R D 
14 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
12lt+ CHEM 217• 01 GENERAL CHEMISTRY ~ S DENOINGEl'l RD 
Ml-1RF ll □□ -1205 "15 1 22 HTNRF 1210-13145 RH 
1220 CHE"! 2 5 1• 01 310-0~GANIC CHEM l 4 WEISKOPF E A 
MWF 0905-1055 ,"IS 107 TR 0910-1200 MS 
123 □ CHEM 327 01 PHYS SCI FOR El TCHS 3 KENNEDY K _, 
MTWRF 0915-l □ t+S BH 305 
CHEMISTRY/SECOND TERM 





CHEM 1CJ2 02 U,',jQ( IH TUWIN G CHEM 
1100-1230 MS 122 
(FOR SCIENCE 1 10, METRIC SYSTEM , SEE 
CHEM zu,• 01 GE'iERH CHEMISHY 2 
0905-1055 MS 122 WF 
HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
4 ERICKSON J H 
SCIENCE SECTION) 
Ii ERICKSJN J M 
0 905-1055 MS 
1223 CHEM 252• 01 BIO-ORGANIC CHEM 2 4 NICKLES W C 
HWF 0 9 05 -1055 HS 107 TR 0910- 12 00 ~S 
122& CHEl-1 325• 01 ~UANTITATIVE ANAL If MCMULLEN J C 
HTWRF 11 00 -1140 MS 107 HTwR F lll.!S-11100 ~s 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
4 0 13 CSCl lb9 01 COMPUTERS IN SOCIETY q JOH~SON JAMES W 
HTWRF 0915-10"5 HS 11'+ 
'+01" CSCI 270 01 FUND OF PROGRAHMING '+ JQH",1S0",1 JM-1ES iii 
HTWH 1100-1230 MS 11'+ 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF OEPT CR SE SECT COUR5E TITL E HRS I NS TRUCTOR Ill 
'+ 022 
MlWRF 
CSCI lb9 02 COMPUTERS IN SOCIETY 4 MEYER ROGER 




'+ 02 5 
11T.-H 
0915- 1 0'+5 11S 
CSCI 270 02 
0915-10145 "I S 
CSCI 2CD 01 
0730 - 0900 MS 
CSCI 301 01 
110 0 -123 0 "'15 
I 10 
FUND OF PQOGR 01MING 
114 
ASSE!'IBLY LA NG PROG 
114 
HIGH LEVEL LANG 
114 
Ii MELLBY JOHN 
4 GROYE.R LAPQY 
II HELLBY JOHN 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR jjl 
7992 CJS lJl □ 1 SURVEY Of CRHI JUST 4 SCHREIBER f 
HTJQF 0915-10115 SH 131 
7El91 CJS 101 03 SU l? V E.Y OF CRIM JUS If P~OUT R 
MTwRF 12115-1415 SH 131 
7887 CJ$ 244 02 INTERNSHIP 8 KITTEL N 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7880 CJS '+88 01 SENIQi( THESIS 4 KITTEL N 
3Y P[R"\ISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7883 CJS 489 □ l CUSIS INT FOR LE OF 4 SCHREIBER F 
TR 1 800-2130 SH 131 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE: SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
78814 CJS 1 0 1 02 SURYE:Y OF CRIM JUST 1.1 TERRILL R 
HTtfQF 0915-1030 Sl-i 131 
7 89!:i CJS 2'+4 01 I'-.IT[i(NSHIP 8 KITTEL N 
BY PER"IISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7 885 CJS 28 7 01 RESEARCH II TERRILL R 






EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF QEC>T cqsE SECT COURSE TITLE 
2281 ECFS 5.i:2 01 PARE NT ANO FAMILY S T 
CO-QEOuI SI TE 2 ECFS 662 2282 
HWF 09 15-113'.l [6 B l 13 
2283 ECFS 523 01 EAl?LY EDUCATION 
TR 09 15-1231J EB 9113 
2282 ECFS 662 
CO-REQiJISITE 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
01 PRACT IN PAR/FAH ST 
2 ECFS 522 2281 
HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
3 MAYALA JACOB 
3 MAYALA JACOB 
VR MA'OLA JACOB 
EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
C~EF DE PT CRSE SE.CT COUQSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
22E::'+ ECFS 3b'.J 0 1 ?RACT IN PAR/CHILD 1 MAYALA JACOB 
Houqs ARRAN GED 
22!)5 EC FS 11 3 1 01 DEV OF INF/T ODD LERS 3 HAYALA J ACOB 
CC-REOuIS!TE 2 ECFS 360 22911 
Mh RF 0915-10115 EB 8113 
2285 EC FS 531 0 1 DEV :lF INF/TODDLERS 3 MAYALA JACOB 
CC - QEOLJISITE 2 ECFS 061 2287 
MT.,:qf 09 15-10115 EB 8113 
22E::7 ECFS 661 01 PRACT IN DEV Of CHIL 2 MAYALA JACOB 
Mh.lH 1100-1215 EB Bll3 
EARTH SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
CR H DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE 
26 D 1 
TR 
[SCI 1 0 11 D l INTR O ATMOS SCIENCE 
1 80 □ -2150 1'4S 115 
2!:i02 ESCI I DS 01 WATER ENVIRON!'IENT 
MW 1 800-2150 MS 1 2'+ 
HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
Ii ANDE RSON ALAN 
4 NELSON CH.ARLES 
26 3 11 ESCI 477 0 1 EARTH SCIENCE INSTIT '+ ANDERSON GARRY 
GRADING OPTIONS SU - REC BEGIN/END DATE 06/15-06/26 
HhP?F 0900-1500 MS 2 1 
2603 ESCI 11 9 5 02 PHYSICAL STUDY OF LA 4 IIIE L SON CHARLES 
GRADIN:i OPTIONS SU-REC SPEC IAL FEES $30.00 FOR TRAVEL , 
BEGIN/::ND OHE Ob/ OB -06/19 MOTOR AND BOA T RENTAL 
0900- lb O;J HS 2 1 TQf 0800 -18 00 HS 21 
0900-150 0 "IS 21 
2605 ESCI 577 01 EARTH SCIE"'ICE INSTIT Ii ANDERSON GARRY 
GR01'13 QPTIO'IS SU-QED 9EGIN/END DATE 06/15 -06/ 26 
HhQf 09'.l0 -1 5 0 0 MS 21 
2~0!:i ESCJ 5&8 02 °rlYSICAL' STUDY OF LA 4 NELSON CHARLES 
GRAJING 0°TIO'-IS SiJ-QEO SPEC I A L FEES $30.00 FOR T RAVEL, 
BEGIN/END DATE 00/{J8 - 06/19 MOTOR AND BOAT RENTAL 
09 □ 0-1600 ."IS 21 TRF 0800-1800 HS 21 
09'.J □ -15 □ 0 MS 21 
EARTH SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
CRE F DEPT CRsE SECT COU~SE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR "l 
261:J ESCI 1 09 01 GEOLOGIC ENVIRONMENT II llilATKINS IVAN 
HhRF 0915 -l O'+S MS 28 
2Eill ESCI 33D 01 E~vn:lNHENTAL E SC I '+ llilATl(INS IVAN 
to\1111:'?F 12115-11115 "IS 28 
2b 0 7 ESCI 11 95 01 WORKSHOP IN PLANETOL 4 SORO KA LEONARD G 
BEGIN/:: ND DATE '.J8/ D3-08/lll 
HTmRF 0900 -1'1 30 HS 21 
2608 ESCI 588 01 WORKSHOP IN PLANETOL 4 SOROKA LEONARD G 
BEGIN/[NO DATE 08/03 - □ 8 /lli 
MT,HH 0900 -143 D M5 21 
ECONOMICS/FIRST TERM 
CRE.f DEPT CRSE ~tCT COURSE TITLS: HRS l'-ISTRUCTOR 111 
1521 ECON 259 Ol l N TR OD UCT ION 10 ECON 4 GAMBER .G K 
1-lhH j915-1 045 Sh 211 
1522 ECON 273 Ol PQP.ICIPLES Of ECON I 4 LANGE M 0 
!"ihRf 0730-090D SH 211 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
1927 ED 6112 01 ELEM SCH LANG ARTS 3 PUROOH BOYD 
HHIH 0730-08'+5 EB "128 
1828 ED 6115 01 SCHOOL DISCIPLINE 3 HORTRUOE GORDON 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
HTIIIRF 0730-081!5 EB Bl 12 
18014 ED 650 01 HAT INSTR STRAT LAW 3 BJORKLUN EUGENE 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/09-06/2'+ 
MTWRF 0915 -1145 EB A229 
1831 ED 6511 01 IMPROVE SEC SCH INS T 3 JOHNSON PETER 
HTWRF 0730-081!5 EB A227 
1832 ED 671 01 ROG CLIN OIAG OF ors 3 CHAR LYNETTE 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTWRF 0915-1030 EB Al26 
1 833 ED 671 02 ROG CLIN OIAG OF DIS 3 ROUCH ROGER 
SY PER1'11SSlON ONLY 
MaQF 0915-1030 Ee Al22 
18314 ED 672 01 ROG ClIN REM OF ors 3 CHAR LY NETTE 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTIIIRF 1100-1215 EB A126 
1B35 ED 672 02 ROG CLIN REM OF DIS 3 ROUCH ROGER 
SY PERMISSION ON L Y 
Mh RF ll00-1215 EB Al22 
1803 ED 695 01 IND INSTR ELEH SCHL 3 KELSEY KENNETH 
GRAOIN:; OPTIONS 
MTio'RF 0 800-1700 
SU-REO BEGIN/END DATE 06/1 5-06/2b 
MEETS TERRACE ELEM SCHOOL, SPRING LAKE PARK, MN 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CRE~ DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
1809 ED 495 01 AERO ACTIV ELEM SCHL 2 KELSEY KENNETH 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-RE0 BEGIN/END DATE 07/20-07/23 
11HIR 11 □□ -1730 EB Al28 
1 8 11 ED 495 02 DEFINE BASICS IN ED 1 K ELSEY KENNETH 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEG I N/END DATE 07/15-0 7/ 17 
WRF 1100 -15 30 EB B112 
181 0 ED 588 01 AERO ACTIV ELEM SCHL 2 KELSEY KENNETH 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-RED BEGIN/END DATE 07/20-07/23 
HlWQ 1100-1730 EB Al 28 
1812 ED 588 02 DEFINE BASICS IN ED 1 KELSEY KENNETH 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 07/15-07/17 
WRF 11 00-1 530 EB Bl 12 
181& ED 601 02 CULT ANTH R FOUND ED 3 PARK THOMAS 
NTJIRF 1100-1215 EB 8110 
1919 ED 6111 01 INTERPRET RESEARCH 3 BAVERY EDGAR 
t1T11RF 1245-1400 EB 8110 SCHMIDT RUSSELL 
1822 ED b23 01 ELED CONTEHP • FUTUR 3 HAGEN OWEN 
HTwRF 09 15-1030 EB A12& 
1823 EO 625 01 J~ HIGH SCHOO L SEM 3 JONES JACK 
HTIMRF 1100-1215 EB A229 
1825 ED 64 □ 01 CLASSROOM TCR + MAIN 3 SAVERY EDGAR 
MTWRF 1100-1215 EB 3113 SCHMIOT RUSSELL 
1829 ED 645 02 SCHOOL DISCIPLINE 3 HAGEN OJIEN 
GiHDING OPTIONS SU-REO 
MTIIRF □ 730-09115 EB B110 
183 □ ED 6116 01 ELE:"M SCH CURRICULUl1 3 PARK THOHAS 
MTll'Qf 09 15-1 030 EB Bll O 
1513 ED 6'+9 
GR A'HN G □0 TI □ NS 
MT.tRF an □ -0915 EB 
01 PRACT CURR CONSTRUCT 3 KELSEY KENNETH 
SU-HO BEGIN/END DATE 07/111-07/31 
Bl 12 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE . HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
3817 ors 390 0 1 DR • TRA F' SAF ED I II OOCIEY R 
HTw':?F' 0915-104S HH 121 
3908 OTS 39'4 0 1 BASIC A.UTO SYS•MAINT 3 RISI( H 
TR 1800-2130 HH 121 
3801 DTS 495 01 DR ED PHYS H!IJCPO 2 RI SK H 
BEGIN/[NO DATE 06/15-06/18 
MhR 0800-1600 AMC 
3803 ors 495 02 MT RCYCL TCHR PREP 2 SCHO PPE E 
BY PER!'IISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/22-06/27 
HHIHS 0800 -1700 U1C 
3804 DT.S 1195 03 SUPP CURR AREAS O ED VQ MATTHIA S 1-1 
HW lfl □ 0-2130 AMC 
3806 OTS 495 04 SUPP CUR~ AREAS O ED VR HUD DLESTO N M 
TR 1800-213 0 AMC 
3802 DTS 589 01 DR ED PHYS HNCPD 2 iH 5K H 
BEGIN/END DATE 0&/15-0&/18 
Mllii~ 08 00-1'6 00 AMC 
3819 OTS 588 02 MTRCYCL T: HR PREP 2 SCHOPPE E 
BY PER'11SSIDN ONLY B[5IN/ENO DATE 0& /2 2 -06/27 
HT ■ RFS 08 00-170 0 AMC 
3805 DTS 588 :13 SUPP CURR AR:.AS O ED VI? MATTHUS H 
MW 1800-2l30 AMC 
3807 □ TS SBB 04 SUPP CURR AQEAS O ED V R HUDDLESTON M 
TR 18 □ 0-2130 AHC 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/SECOND TERM 
CREf D{~T CRSE SECT COUQSE TITL E .HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
3909 JTS 292 0 1 '1TC?CYCLE I NSnuc T 2 RISK H 
TR 1 80 0-20 00 HH 1 2 1 
3820 OTS 1490 0 1 OiiG • ADM or OR EDU C If DOBEY R 
MTlliRf 110 □ -1230 HH 121 
38£2 DTS lf91• 01 OR • TRAf SAF ED II 
HTWIH' 0915-10115 HH 121 
3810 DTS 495 OS EMER ORNG OR ED INST 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/27 - 07/28 
0800-lfiDO AMC 
3812 □ TS 495 Ob ADV LAB SUPPLEMENTS 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/28-07/29 
T 12 JO -lf, DO AM C 
4 RISK H 
HUDDLESTON M 
1 HU DDL ESTON H 
D800-1230 Al"C 
l HUDDLESTON H 
0300-1 bOO A!1C 
38H OTS 495 0 7 MTRCYCL TCHR PREP 2 RISK H 
BY PERIHSSION ON LY AEGIN /ENO DA TE 07 /27- 08 / 0 1 
MTWUS :J8 □ 0-17 0 J AMC SCHOPPE E 
3Blb OT S 1495 08 SUPP CURR AREAS O ED VR STAFF 
TR lB0 □ -2130 AMC 
3!'111 D TS 5B8 05 EHER DRNG OR ED INST l HUDDLESTON !-I 
BEGIN/ENO on~ 07/27- □ 7/28 
11 3800-lbOO AMC T 0800-1200 AMC 
3813 OTS 588 0~ ADV LAB SUPPLEMENTS l HUDDLESTON H 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/28-07/29 
T 1200-lbDO AMC ~ oau □ -16:::10 A'4C 
3815 DTS 588 07 
BY PER11ISSION ONLY 
MTWHS 0800-1700 AHC 
MTRCYCL TCHR PREP 2 RISK H 
SEGIN/END DATE 07/27-08/01 
SCHOPPE E 
3818 DTS 588 08 SUPP CURR AREAS O ED VR SHfF 




□ TS 59 □ 01 
1100-1230 1-!H 
ORG • ADM Of OR EDUC 14 DO BEY R 
121 
CRE.F DEPT CRSE SEC T couqsE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
1 523 ECON 274 01 PRINCIPLES OF ECON 2 14 WHITE 11 0 
HT.RF 0915-1045 SH 2Jl 
15214 ECON 3-77 0 1 ECON AND ITS BUS APL 4 LUKSETJCH \rl A 
Mh~F llCJD-1230 SH 20 9 
1 5 314 ECO~ 14b0 0 1 PUBLIC FlNAN CE 
MhC?f 0915-1045 SH 212 
1525 ECON 471 0 1 MONEY ANO BANKING 
,..,hQF 1100-1230 SH 201 
1 5 3b ECON Sb □ 01 PUBLIC fl,-.ANCE 
fi'IT.,RF 09 15-10145 S H 212 
1527 ECON 571 01 HONEY AND BANKING 
HT.:RF 1100-1230 S H 201 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
C~Ef DEPT CRSE SE.CT 
15 3 0 
HT• Qf 
ECON 259 02 
0730-0900 SH 
COURSE TITLE 
PHR OUUCTION TO ECON 
212 
4 LANGE H D 
14 WHITE H D 
4 LANGE H 0 
'4 WHITE M 0 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
ti LARSEN A F 
1531 ECON 273 02 PRINCIPLES OF ECON 1 4 HA S IH N 
Mh' Rf 0915-10145 SH 201 
1532 ECON 2714 02 PRINCIPLES OF ECON 2 4 HASJH N 
MhRf 1 lD0-123:::l S H 201 
1539 ECON 36'.l 01 COMPA~ATIVE ECON SYS ti LARSEN A f 
HT,d?F 0915-1045 S H 212 
1535 ECON 471 :J2 "!ONEY A"10 BANKING LI GLEJSNER Rf 
MTWRF 1100-123'.) SH 209 
152b [C ON 1175 0 1 "IAT L INC EMPLOYMENT 14 GLEISNER R f 
MT.-qF 0915-10145 SH 209 
1537 ECON 571 02 HONEY ANO BANKING ti GLEISNER R F 
MT.,RF llD0-1230 SH 209 
1Si!9 ECON 575 0 1 NATL INC ::MPLOY.,ENT 14 GLEISNER R F 
HT WRf 0915-10'45 SH 209 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1 8 l 14 
MTWRF 
ED 4 i! 1 0 1 
1100-1215 EB 
SEC SCHOOL .I.HER SOC 
A 2 3C 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
3 GRUNE.RUD JAMES 
1801 ED 496 01 MI ODLE SCHL ORG PROC 3 PUTBRESE LARRY 
GRAD I NG OPT l ONS 
MTWRF 0915-1530 EB 
SU-REQ BEG IN/ END DATE 06/15-06/23 
A231 
1815 ED 550 01 NJNVERBAL CO"IHU NIC 3 PURrlOH BOYD 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GIHOJNG OPTIONS SU - REC 
Mllr.RF 09 15-1 030 E'B A12B 
1 802 ED 596 0 l MI DOLE SCHL ORG PROC 3 PUTBRE5E LARRY 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS 
MTWRF 0915-1530 E B 
SU-REQ BEG IN/ END DATE 06/15-06/23 
A 2 31 
l SD5 ED 60 1 Dl GIOBAL EDUCATION 3 3JORKLUN EUGENE 
SY ?E R"'IISSI ON ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-RE0 
BE'GIN/END DATE Ob/25-07/10 
HT.Rf 0915-11145 EB A23I 
H-17 ED 6;Jf, 01 PROBLEMS AMER EDUC 
HT.RF ll!J0-1215 EB A227 
1818 ED 610 01 SCHOOL • SOCIAL ORO 
MhRF 0730-08145 EB A229 
182D ED bl5 01 JNTRO TO QESEARCH 
MhQF 12145-14 0 0 EB 8112 
1!!21 ED 620 0 1 SEH INTRO GRAD STUD 
GRA!HN:i O?'TIONS su-REO 
IHltiRf 0915-1D30 EB B110 
18214 ED 6 32 01 SR HIGH SCHOOL SEN 
t:T.:RF D915-1030 Ee A227 
1~26 ED 6,.1 01 ELEM SCH SCIENCE 
JotHiltF 1100-1215 EB 8112 
3 JOHNSON PETER 
3 110RTRUOE LOWELL 
3 SCHMIDT RUSSELL 
BAYERY EDGAR 
3 MORTRUDE GORDON 
3 MORTRUOE LOWELL 
3 SAVERY EDGAR 
SCHMIDT RUSSELL 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CRU DEPT CRSE SECT COIJRSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
1751 EDA □ b □ l 01 FOUN9ATIONS EDUC AOH 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
HhRf 0915-10145 E'B 9 118 
1753 EOA.0 60b 01 P~ACTICUM ED UC ADHIN 3 RENZ LELAND 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
HOUQS ARRANGE D 
l 75D EDA □ 610 01 Sl~ULATEO EXP ED AO 3 FARRAH GEORGE 
MTwQF O 730-0900 EB 8208 
1762 ED A □ 61f2 0 1 STARRED PAPERS 3 FARRAH GEORGE 
GRADING QDTJONS SU-REO BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/25-07/10 
MHRF 0915-1215 EB A229 
8102 EOAD b50 51 SCHOOL LAW 3 RENZ LELAND 
MTWQf 0900-1030 MEETS ANOKA RAMSEY COMM COLL , BUSINESS 
TECHNOLOGY BUILDING, ROOM 155 
1754 EDA □ 6711 01 EDUC ADt1IN OVERVIEW 3 GRUNERUD JAMES 
HJ.RF 1400-1530 EB A229 
1752 EDA □ 698 01 SEM ED AD SUPVSN SEC 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
GRAOIN5 ODTIO~S SU-RED BEGIN/ENO D ATE Oli/25-07/10 
HTiiRf 0730-1030 EB 8118 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF □ EDT CRs.E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
8101 
MTWRF 
EDA □ 602 
l □ D0-1130 
51 SCH BUSINESS MGT I 3 RENZ LELAND 
MEETS ANOKA RAMSEY COMM COLL} BUSINESS 
TECHNOLOGY BUILDING, ROOM 155 
1759 
MT ■ Qf 
EDA □ 676 
:J9'J0-1030 
01 SECON SCH PRINCJPAL 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
EB A230 
81 0 3 
HTilRF 
EDA □ 677 
OBJ0-0930 
51 PERSONNEL A □ HIN 3 RENZ LELAND 
~~~~~ot8g~Ae5ft5f~G;o~~O~or~~ BUS I NESS 
17$& EDA □ f,9f, 01 ELEH SCH SUPERVISION 3 F'ARRAH GEORGE 
Hlw~F 1100-1230 EB 1230 
175~ EOAO &97 01 PROB SCH AO TIME HGT 2 ANDERSON JAMES W 
GRAOIN:i O:,TJO'IS SU-REO BEGIN/END DATE 07/114-07/23 
MTW RF 09 □□ ~1200 EB A233 
17f,Q EDA □ 697 02 PROS SCH AD PROS SOL 2 ANDERSON JAMES W 
GRAIJIN:; OPTIONS su-'lED 9EGIN/END DATE 07/2lt-08/014 
MT ■ RF 1aao-21 □ 0 EB A229 
lHl ~o •o 697 03 l>,1:)B SCH AO INST MGT 2 ANDERSON JAMES W 
GRADIN:i OPTION$ SU-QE0 BEGIN/ENO DATE 08/05-08/14 
MT.iRF 1200-1500 EB A2 3 3 
1 755 EDAO b99 D2 SEM ED AO STUDY fJNO 3 FARRAH GEORGE 
GRAOIN3 Qt>TIONS SU-RED BEGIN/END DAlE 07/111-07/29 
l'IT11RF 0730-1030 EB A 229 
1757 ED A □ 698 03 SE"I EO AO C0'1HUN ED 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
GRAOIN5 OPTIONS SU-RED BEGIN/END DATE 07/l't-07/29 
MTti'lF' 12'45-15115 EB A230 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
2301 ENGL lb2 01 WRITTEN COMPOSITION 
l'ITWRF 0915-10'45 R 102 
2302 EN'.il 162 02 WRITTEN COMPOSITION 
HTWRF 12fi5-lltl5 MS 125 
23D3 ENGL lb2 03 WRITTEN COMPOSITION 
MTWRF 1100-1230 MS 102 
230lt ENGL lb3• 01 COMPOS LITER,,TURE 
l'llwRf 0915-10&15 R 10 
2305 ENGL lb3• 02 COMPOS LITERATURE 





01 INTRO 70 LINGUISTICS 
118 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
If KEITH P 
If BOVEE J 
Cl TOSH W 
ff PARHA" S 
4 ANDE'RSON J 
'4 HANSEN T 
2307 ENGL 252 01 MODERN AM WRITERS I 3 BOVEE J 
HTIIQF 1100•121D MS )19 FITZGERALD, HEMINGWAY, OTHERS 
-23ll ENf;L 339 01 WRTG 60VEillril ,us IND If OTTO D 
TA 18 □ 0-2145 R 118 
16 
CRE.F DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUC TOR #1 
23 0 9 ENG L 3'13 □ l SrlAK E:SD(A~[ I 4 AN D'::RS:J N J 
MTw 1 F 0915 -1 045 R 2lti 
2 3 □ 9 EN GL 3 5 3 01 LIT FOR AO OL [ SC E: NT S 3 RY L A"I OER J 
MTW RF □ 7 30-0840 R 2 0 b 
2310 ENGL 445 01 19 C ENGLISH NOVEL " GOTT S HALL J 
MTWRF 11 0 □ -123 □ MS 1 D 7 
2312 ENGL ll46 0 1 AMERICAN NOVEL 4 LU N[l J UI S T J 
MTWQF 1245-111-15 R 1 '.ll 
2314 ENGL 458 01 ro 0 rcs I"l TEAC H c a ~ P 3 DILLMA N i< 
MTW'H' 0730-0B40 CH 134 RDGS ON THETOR I C + TEACH COM P. 
231!:i ENGL 1+59 0 1 SE"I IN H AC H LAN G 4 K EIT H P 
HTW RF 11 00 -12 30 CH 126 ADV WRI TI NG PROB L EMS 
233b EN GL lf95 □ l C~UT WR IT PO ~T FICT 3 MEISSN ER ',I 
BEGIN/~ND DATE Jb/08 - 06119 
MT~RF 1245-162'.l "IS 1 □ 7 
233B EN GL 495 02 PQACT METH TCHG COMP 2 DILL MAN R 
BEGIN/END DATE 00/22-07/10 RYLANDER J 
HTWRF 0915 -ll DD R 2 
2311 EN GL SllS 0 1 19C EN GLI SH NOV E L ti GOTT SH H L J 
HTwRF 1100-1230 MS 107 
2313 EN GL 54b 01 AMERIClN NOVEL 4 L UNl'JQUI ST J 
MTW ~ F 1245-1415 R 1 0 1 
2315 ENGL 559 01 T0°ICS IN TEAC H C0"1P 3 iJILL"1A'I R 
MT\IRF 0730 -0 StfO CH 13 4 RDGS ON THE TOR I C + T EACH CO MP 
2317 ENGL 559 01 S£H !"I TEAC H Ll NG O KEIT H P 
Hh'RF 11 00- 12 30 CH 12b ADV WR I TI NG PROBLEMS 
2337 ENGL 588 01 CREAT WRIT POET FICT 3 MEIS SNE R W 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/ 0 8-0b/19 
MhRF 1 245-1&20 '15 107 
2339 ENGL 588 0 2 PR.HT '1EHI T CH G COMP 2 DILLMAN R 
BEGIN/ENO OHE 0&/22 - 07/lD RYLA NDER J 
Mlli: RF 09 15-ll UO R 2 
2319 ENGL &97 0 1 CO~HMP THOUGHT UT 4 PARHlH S 
HT WQF 0730-0840 PA 222 
ENGLISH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT CO URSE TITLE HRS lNSTR U CTOQ dl 
2319 ENGL 1211 01 PHR o To LITERATURE 4 FALK A 
HhH on □-□ 9 □ J ~ s 11 9 
232 0 EN GL 162 04 WRITTEN COMPOSITION 4 VA N P ELT L 
HTWU 0915 -1 045 ~ 2 0 2 
2321 ENGL 1 &3• 0 3 C0"4POS LITERATURE 4 vour..iG J 
HTWRF 1100-1230 MS 115 
2332 ENG L lo3• 04 C0"4P OS LITERlTURE 4 YO UNG J 
HHIRF 0915-10115 R 1 0 
2322 ENG L 265 0 1 AMERICAN RENAISSANC E 4 VAN PELT E 
HTW RF' 0915-10tf5 R 11 8 
2323 EN GL 07• 01 ADV P.H CT CREA T WRIT II FALK A 
11TWqf 1100-1230 MS 119 FIC TION 
2325 EN3L 441 0 1 '1ILT ON Ii LEJA A 
HT\IRF 1100-1230 MS 102 




EN GL 453 0 1 
0 73 0 -09 0 0 R 
EN GL 537• 01 
11 00 -1 23 □ !'15 
232& ENGL 5111 01 
HhRF ll:l0-1230 "IS 
2328 ENG L 553 01 
MTWRF" 073 0 -09 0 ::1 A' 
LIT ~ F DYING + DEATH Ii VAN PELT E 
118 
ADV PacT CREA T W~IT 4 FALK A 
119 FI CTION 
HILT ON 
102 
4 LEJA A 
LIT OF OYIN G + DEATH Ii VAN PELT E 
118 
CRE F DEP T CR S E SECT COUQSE TIT LE HRS IN S TRUCTOR Ill 
34111 HL TH 5 0 5 0 2 1-tO OO ~OD SUB IN SO CI 3 OSE NDO RF F 
Mh Qf 0 730-09 00 HAH 241 
341b HLTH 5 8 2 0 1 E NVJq:)NM E NTA L HE ALTH 3 HORTIS T 
Mh' :?F 09 1 5 -1 0 45 H AH S3 0 b 
34 0 2 HLTH 5 8 8 0 1 SEC SCHL HLTH EO WS 2 OS EN DORF F 
3Y OE R'II SSI ON 0 \JLY SPECI A L F EES $15 . 0 0 FOR PA CK AG E OF 
BE~ IN/ ENO DA TE 06/1 5 - 0b/19 MATE RI ALS ON NUTR IT ION REQU I RED 
HOJ ~ S ARR.&. NGED 
3 4 J 4 HLTH 58 8 02 SE ATTLE FOLL ::hi1-UP WS I OSE NOO.:?F F 
3Y ~E Q'1ISSI ON ONLY ~ E GI N /EN O D ATE 06/ 0 5-06/0 5 
HO J q s ARRAN GED 
34 J~ rlLTH 558 0 3 BER KLEY WO RKSHO P 3 SER OULA G 
E. E" GI N / :NO D ATE !Jb/22-0 7/01 
HC J QS 4Rq 4N GEO 
341 9 HLT H 59 8 01 EL EMENTAQY S CHOOL HE 3 GOE~ER J 
'1Tli QF J 73J-09 0 0 HAH S3 □ 5 
HEAL TH EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF D::P T CQSE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
341 9 HL TH 1 25 D l HEALTH EOUCATlON 3 COLLINS R 
t-: T,.U 0 915-1045 HAH S305 
HI STORY/FIRST TE RM 
C-i'EC DE 0 T CR SE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
3 1 J l HIST 101 0 1 CO'IIT E MPORARY AFRI CA 4 NAYENGA P 
HT,1 qF :J 73 0 - .l 9 00 SH 223 
31 0 2 
MTiol QF 
31 0 '.I 
MhQ 
HIS T 141 D l 
0930 -1 0 11 5 SH 
HIS T 3 11 6 0 1 
llJD-1231) SH 
U S SINC E 1 8 &5 
223 
MI NNESOTA 
2 2 l 
3113 HI ST i::> 5 1 0 1 q DGS J S 195 0 S 
HOU ~ S AR :UN GEO 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
Cl. ff DE PT CR ~E SlC l CO UQSE TITL E 
3Hi 5 I-iIST l ::J5 0 1 AM ERICAN HIS TOH 
l": T. RF 11 00 -1 230 SH 2:?1 
3 1 :J 3 H IS T 14 0 0 1 A1'1::R lCA T:l l !:lb 5 
Mli. RF 091 5 -1 0 45 SH 221 
31 0 7 H I ST 32 11 0 1 THE "1 l rlDLE US T 
MIJ 18 J 0 - 21 3 J S H 2£'1 
4 PETERSON D 
3 HASSMANN J 
3 PEHRSON D 
HRS INSTRUCTOR Ml 
4 GAMBILL E 
14 OVERY D 
II SAMARRAI A 
3llt. HIS T b 5 1 02 q DGS PQO Gl?ES S R[fOq/1 3 GA MBILL E 
HOU~S I\ RRAN GEO 
HUMAN RELATIONS RELATIONS/FIRST TERM 
C;;,Ef DE 0 T CR SE SEC T COURS E TITL E HRS IN S TRU C TO R 111 
21Sl HUq l 2 0 1 0 1 NON - OPPRESS I VE RE L,!if 4 RI S BER G DOUGLAS 
(iCl AOI \:3 i)DTJ O'II S S U- HO 
M,JF J91 5 -l 0 45 E e 3 1 08 
21 5 2 '-tU~L 11 9 & 0 1 1-t U'1AN QE LATI ONS PT l 3 LA• SO N ANDREW 
BY => [ P'I I SSI ON ON L Y GRADING OPTlONS SU-REC 
CO-Q EOJISI TE 2 HUQ L 497 215 3 
Ml.,: H J9 1 5 - l 0 14 5 E S S 118 
2lb 0 HUqL 119 & 0 3 HU'4A~ REL ATIONS P T l 3 ROEHL ROSEl1ARY 
BY =>[q '1I SS IO'l Or-./LY 
CO- REOUI SITE 
MT. l? f 891 5 -1 0 4 5 EB 
GR ADING OP TI ONS 
2 HURL 497 2161 
A.119 
21S3 HU RL 1197 01 HU'1AN RELATI ONS PT 2 3 LAWS ON AN DREW 
SU-RE 0 
BY => t:R "IISSIO'-l 0'-lLY GRADIN G OPTlONS SU-R E O 
CO-~ ECJI SIT E 2 HU~L 119b 2152 
Mt.Jq F lllJ 0 - 123 0 E B 8108 
2Hl HUl? L 497 03 HU'1AN RE LA TI ONS PT 2 3 ROEi-iL ROSEMARY 
BY D[Q '1ISSI ON ONLY GRADIN G OPTION S SU-REQ 
CO-HO J I SITE 2 HURL 496 2lb0 
Hlir.-~f ll JJ -123 0 r e All9 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCJ;XTION/FIRST TERM 
HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill CRE:F DEP T CRsE SECT COU R SE TITLE 
3840 IND 186 01 INTRO TO AVIATION 4 CARTER P J 
HTWRF 1100-1230 HH 214 
3 8 30 IND !92 01 HODERN TECH+CIVILIZ II CARTER P J 
TR 1800-2130 HH 1 20 
3842 INO 321 01 ELEM SCHOOL IND ARTS 2 BJORKLUND L 
MTWRF 1100 -12 05 HH 225 
3843 IND 34& 01 HACHINE '1ETAL I 2 NESTEL G 
MT.'RF 0 7115-0850 HH 124 
3 8 45 I ND 3b5 0 1 PLASTICS TE CHNOLOGY 
9Y PER"iISSlON ONLY 
MTWRF 09 1 5- 11 45 HH 213 
3835 I ND 4b6 01 EXPER11ENT HElALWRKNG 3 NESTEL G 
BEGIN/ END DATE Ob/15- 0 7/10 
MTWRF 091"5-1115 HH 122 
38 3 b IN □ 5bb 0 1 EKPERH[NT ME TALWRKNG 3 NESTEL G 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 0&/15-07/10 
f'\hRF 0915 -1115 HH 122 
38 5 0 IND 615 01 S[MNR HNSTRHNG IN IA 2 NEST EL G 
HT WRF 11 30 -1 215 HH 120 
3837 IND b40 0 1 T ECH PROB MFG/SYNTH 3 BJO RKLUND L 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/17 - 07/02 
HT~RF 0745 -1 0115 HH 2 13 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CtlSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUCTOR #1 
38111 
HTWRF 
IND 285 01 ALT TQANS/ENERGY SYS 4 SCHWALLER A 
073 0-09 00 HH 121 
38 4 4 
Hll,I RF 
IN D 3 5 h 01 COURSE CONSTRUCTION 3 KEMP W 
0745 -08 50 HH 113 
3833 IND 434 01 SOL AR ENER FAB+INSTL 4 BERGSTROM P 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/30-08/14 
HTWRF 09 15-13 35 HH 1 09 
3834 IND 1184 01 SOLAR ENER SYS+OSGN 4 SCHWALLER A 
BEGJN/END DATE 07/111-0 7/29 
MTWRF 09 15-1235 HH 121 
3831 IND 495 01 CN TE HP GRAP H ARTS PR 3 KEHP W 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/13-07/24 
HlwRF 0915-1300 HH 113 
3832 IND 595 01 CNTEMP GRAPH ARTS PR 3 KEMP W 
BEGIN/EN D DATE 07/13-07/24 
HhRF 0915-1300 HH 113 
3B119 IND b □ l 01 TECH • INDIVIDUAL 3 UCROIIC W 
HTWqF 0915 -1 0 2 □ HH 120 
3 8 3 8 IN D &bS 0 1 T ECH PR OS CONST/SOL 
BY 0 ER'1I SS I ON O'lLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/30 - 08/14 
MTliiRf 0915 -1 215 HH 109 
38 5 1 !N O 665 0 2 TECH PQOS CO NSTRUC T 3 BER GSTROM P 
l'ihH 0 730-09 0 0 HH 109 
38 39 IND b83 0 1 TECH PR OB EN ERGY/ SOL 3 
BY PE R"IISSION ONLY B EGIN/END DUE 07/14 - 07/29 
MTioiRF 0 915 -1 135 HH 121 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION (IM)/FIRST TERM 
CREF OU• T CRSE SECT COU RSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
3 5 51 IM 1011 
GRA DING OPTION S 
MT.,: Qf 0 73 □ -0815 CH 
3bl9 IM 1410 
GRA OINj OPTION S 
HO UR S ARR AN GED 
0 1 INTRO LEARN RESOURCE 2 STAFF 
SU-REC 
126 
0 1 PHO TO TOUQ OF" NOR MN 2 NELSON MIKE 
SU-REO BE GIN/END DATE Ob/22 - Db/2b 
3625 IM 41 0 02 ALPINE ED STUDY TOUR 3 SCHU L ZETENBERG A 
BY ?E R~ISSI ON ONLY 
HOU QS ARRAN GED 
BEGIN/ENO O.HE 06/15-0b/30 
FI E L DS DENNIS 
FRENCH/FIRST TERM 
CREF" DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
270 1 FR EN 131 □ 1 ELEM FRENCH I 4 LA"- GE N Iii 
HHHlF 0915-10145 BH 1 0 11 
GEOGRAPHY/FULL TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS INST RUCT OR Jll 
2871 GE OG 111111 0 1 INTERNSHIP-PRAC GEOG VR l<IIXON L G 
BY P[q'ilSSION O~LY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
GEOGRAPHY/FIRST TERM 
C'?EF DEDT CR SE SECT cou~SE TITL E HRS 
2801 GEOG 1 0 1 □ l WORLD PLACE L OCA TION q 
I NS TRUCTOI:! #1 
AD DICO TT J T 
HT.RF 1'1 00 -12 30 SH 305 
2S23 GEOG 273 01 PH YS ICAL GEOG~APHY 





GEOG 37b Jl 
18 □ 0-20 5!) SH 
GEOG 394 01 
0915-1045 SH 
GEOG OF MINNESOTA 
311 
INT RO URBAN PLANNING 
315 
GEOGRAPHY/SECOND TERM 
LI .j IX~ "I L 
3 ERICKSON G B 
4 ADDI COTT J T 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TJTL E HRS INS TRUCTOR ltl 
28 02 
MH/fff 





0915-1 □ '15 SH 
GEOG 171 01 
1100-12 3 □ SH 
GEOG 275 0 1 
0915-1045 SH 
305 
q[GIONAL HUMAN GEOG 
305 
GEOG OF TH E US 
315 
GERMAN/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
3001 GER 131 01 ELEM GERM•N I 
~T ■ RF 09 1S-1045 BH 120 
HEAL TH EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
II RICHASON R F 
4 OOCKENOOR F"F T P 
HRS INSTQU CTO R ltl 
4 BLOCHER B 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COU::iSE TITLE ,-IRS I NS TRUCTOR Ill 
31409 HLTH 215 0 1 PERSNL t COHMTY HLTH 3 HORT IS T 
MT.RF 0730-0900 HAH 21i2 
31.ilD i-lLTI-/ 305 01 Sft,FETY EDUCATION 4 SERDULA G 
MTIIIRF 0730-090 □ HAH S3!J!> 
31ill HLTH 1105• 0 1 MOOD Mon SU3 lN SOC! 3 GOEM£R J 
MH'H 0915-1045 HAH 5305 
3413 
MT II RF 
HLTH 405* 02 
0730-0900 HAH 
MOOD HOD SUB IN SOC! 
2 < I 
3 OSE"I DOH F 
31+15 HLTH lf 82 01 ENVlR::l'lMENTAL HEALTH '+ HORTIS T 
NT.RF 0915-1045 HAH 53 □ b 
34 0 1 Hl TH 495 01 SEC SCHL 1,L TH ED .is 2 OSENDO .H F 
BY P[Q'1ISSIO~ ONLY 
BE GIN/ :"NO DATE Ob/lS-Ob/19 
Houqs ARRANGED 
SPECIAL FEES $ 15.0 0 FOR PACKAGE OF 
MATER IALS ON NUTRITION REQUIRED 
311 0 3 HLTH 495 
BY PER"llSSIO"l ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
02 SEATTLE FOLL0111-L1P ~s 1 OS[NDORr r 
9EGPUENO DATE 0 6/05-06/'J S 
31405 HLTH 495 !J3 3EQKLEY l<IORMSHOP 3 SER DULA G 
BEGIN/~ND DATE 'H,/22•07/01 
HOURS ARIUNGEO 
31il7 HLTH '+98 □ l [LfME~TAQY SCHOOL Hi: 3 GOE11ER J 
HT• 1ff 0730-0900 HA.H S3!JS 
lltll HLTH 505 01 HOOD 1'100 SUB IN SOCI 3 GOE HER J 
Mht~F 0915-lD'tS HAH 5305 
17 
cr-u:.F DEPT CR~E St.CT C.OUHSE TITLE HRS I t~S TRUCTOR Ul 
21 5 11 HUql 59 b 01 HJ!o!A'-l RELATIONS PT 1 3 LAW SO N AN O~EW 
av □ E R .,ISSION 0 "-ILY GRADING OPTIC ~S SU -REC 
CO- REOJISITE 2 ,-IU~L 597 2155 
MT.,d"ff ']9 15-1 045 EB 13108 
2lb2 rlUqL 59!> 03 HiJ~AN ~ELATIONS PT 1 3 ROEHL ROS[MA~Y 
B Y ;:,E.:?-,ISSION 0"-ILY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-REO J ISITE 2 HU~L 597 2163 
MTIIIH :)9 15-1 □ 115 EB Al1 9 
2155 1-fUqL 597 01 HU"lAN q(LATIONS PT 2 3 LAW SON ANDREW 
SY 0 ER..,ISSION ONLY GRA □ ING OPTIONS SU-REC 
CC-R EOU ISITE 2 Hi.JRL 596 2154 
MT.~F 11 00 -1:?3 □ EB Bl 0 8 
2163 HUqL 597 Sl3 HUMAN REL ATIONS PT 2 3 ROEJ-IL ROSF:MARY 
9Y ;:,ER :,,ISS I ON ONL Y GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
CO-REOuISTTf 2 HURL 59b 2lf,2 
MTi.RF 11 0 0-1230 El:I All9 
HUMAN RELATIONS RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 
C~t.F DSPT CRSE SECT COUs?SE TITL : HRS INSTRUCTOR lil 
215& J-IUqL 1.i'i,;6 02 1-! UMA N RELATIONS PT 1 3 HELLlriIG DAVID 
BY PERMISSIClN ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-RED 
co-qEoJISIH 2 HUH 497 2157 
IH.iQF 09 15-1 0 115 fB Bl08 
2lb'+ HU~L l.i90 0 4 Hi.J ._,A ~ RE LATI O'-S PT l 3 AND RZE JEW SKI JULIE 
BY PER.,ISSION o-nv GR ADING OP TIONS SU-REC 
CO-QEOLII5IT[ 2 HURL li97 2lbS 
~hqF 0 915-1045 EB All9 
2157 J-IU~L 497 0 2 HJ"'Ar-J RE LATI ONS PT L 3 HELUIIG DAVID 
BY :>Ef,i•,ussION O'IILY 
CD-REOJISITE 
GRAD ING OPTI ONS SU-RED 
2 J-IURL l.i96 2 15 0 
MTWRF ll'JD-1230 :8 Bl!JB 
2165 HU~L Li97 04 HU~AN RELATIONS PT 2 3 Ar--DR2EJEWSKI JULIE 
E!Y PERHISSIO'l ONLY 
Ul-REDJISITE 
GRADING OPTIO"IS SU-REQ 
2 HUH 4 96 2164 
MhRF Jl'.l0-12 30 EB All9 
2 1 58 HL1'1L 59b 02 HUMAN t?ELATIONS PT 1 3 HELLWIG Ofti\lID 
S Y t>[Q'\JSSI CN ONLY GRADING OPTIONS su-REQ 
CO-Q EC1JISITf 2 HURL 597 2159 
t-,Tw,~;:- 09 15-1045 '::8 Bl'JS 
2lt>& HU~L 59b :J 4 HUMA N RELATIONS PT 1 3 ANDRZEJEWSKI JULIE 
BY PER"I JSSI ON O'ILY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
co-qEO:JISITE 2 HURL 597 2167 
1-ihH D9 15-1045 fB All9 
2 I S9 HUQ L 597 02 H'UMAN RELA TIONS PT 2 3 HELLWIG DAVID 
3Y P£R'IISSION O'ILY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-~EC .J ISIT E 2 HU~L 59 b 2158 
MT.Rf 1100-123 0 EB 8108 
2H7 .-!URL 597 0 11 HU'1A~ R[LATIO~S PT 2 3 ANDR ZEJEW SKI JULIE 
SY DER'1ISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-REO:.JISITE 2 HU~L 59b 2lbo 
t-',Tw RF llJJ-123D E"b A119 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/FULL TERM 
CREF" D£ □ T C~~E SEC T COURSE TITL f SRS INSTRUCTOR Ii l 
3B4b IND '+93 0 1 INSTITUTION THERAPY B BRAUN T 
BY PER'II SSION ONLY GRAOlt-!G OPTIONS 
HOuRS ARRANGED 
3847 IND 498 
BY ?[R"IISSION ONLY 
HOu~s AR~AN GED 
3849 It-.D 598 




INTE RNSHIP VR BRAUN T 
GRADING OPTIONS 








DEPT CRsE SECT 
IM 412 [I l 
IB0 □ -2130 CH 
COURSE TITLE 
TV I~ "EDIA 
13" 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
Ii POLESAK FRED 
35&0 IM ~31 01 ONLINE LIT SEARCHING 2 BLASKE VIRGINIA 
BE:;IN/;:N □ OHE Ob/09- !Jb /19 
MhRF 0900-1115 CH AQR 
3562 HI l.!4Q 01 INTE RNSHIP 
BY PERMI!:>SION ON LY 
HOURS A.RRANGE D 
3556 H'I 4 (:,8 0 1 







HTW ~ F 1245-1415 CH 
02 
01 









If CASSIDY MIKE 
3568 HI IJ77 Ol REFERENCE AND BIBLIO 4 STAF"F 
HlliRf □ 915-1045 CH 134 
35&9 IH '+78 01 TECH PROC l If ELSEN MARIE 
HhRF 0915-1045 CH 12b 
3610 IH 495 01 ANIHATED FILM PRO WI< 2 NELSON MIKE 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/15-06/19 
HTWR 0900-1600 CH 127 0900-1200 CH 
3612 JH ll95 02 PUPPETRY AS STORYTEL l KEABLE DOREEN 
127 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC BEGIN/ENO DATE 07106•07/07 
HT 0900-1600 CH 130 
3614 IH 495 03 OESIG!II LEARN CENTERS 1 KEABLE DOREEN 
GRAOIN~ OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/08-07/09 
WR 0900-1600 CH I 30 
3bl 7 IH '+95 04 TV VIEWING GUIDANCE" 1 WESTBY GERALD 
GRADINS OPTJONS SU-REO BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/09-06/10 
Tlil 0900-160 □ CH I 30 
3620 IH 510 01 PHOTO TOUR Of NOR MN 2 NELSON f"ill(E 
GRA0IN5 OPTIO"IS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
SU-RE0 BEGIN/END DATE 06/22-06/26 
3620 IH 510 02 ALPINE ED STUDY TOUR 3 SCHUL2ETENBERG A 
BY PER"IISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
9EGIN/END DATE 06/15-06/30 
F I ELDS DENNIS 
3627 IH 510 03 ALPINE ED STUDY TOUR 6 SCHULZETENBERG A 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/1S-06/30 
HOURS ARRANGED FIELDS DENNIS 
3bl9 ,. IH 512 01 TV IN MEDIA lBSI0-2130 CH 134 3 POLES.AK FRED 
3573 IM 531 □ l ONLINE LIT SEARCHING 2 BLASKE VIl:!GINIA 
BEGIN/ ~ NO DATE 06/09-06/19 
HHIRF 0900-1115 CH ARR 
3575 I/1 573 01 PHOTOGRAPHY 3 CASSIDY MIKE 
MTii iff 121f5-1415 CH 125 
35 7 6 
Hh'RF 
IM 577 01 REFERENCE ANO BIBLIO 3 S.TAFF 
□ 915-1045 CH 
3579 IM 578 01 
HURF 0 915-1045 CH 
13" 
TECH PROC I 
126 
3 ELSEN HARIE 
3611 IM 595 01 ANIMATED FILH PRO WK 2 NELSON HIKE 
BEGIN/i::ND DATE 06/1S-Ob/19 
MlilR 090 □ -lbOO CH 127 F 0900-1200 CH 
3613 IH 595 02 PUPPElRY AS STORYTEL l KEABLE DOREEN 
127 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 07106-07/07 
IH 0900-lf,00 CH 130 
3&15 IM 595 03 DESIGN LEARN CENTERS l KEABLE DOREEN 
GRAOIN:i OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/ENO DUE 07108-07/09 
iri!R 0900-1600 CH I 30 
3616 IM 595 0 4 TV VIEWING GUIDANCE I WESTBY GERALD 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 06/09-06/10 
TW 0900-1600 CH 130 
35S1t IM 6 0 6 01 ORG ANO SUPV 3 SMElSE~ LAWRENCE 
MT1,nn 1100-1210 CH 131f 
L8 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE H~S INSTRUCTOR H 
3595 IH 64il 01 STOR~GE A.,',jD RETRIEVL 3 RY 09 ERG 0 .&VI D 
HH.U 1100-121 □ CH 125 
36 0 1 IM 6 80 01 INTERNSHIP 
BY PER"l!SSION ON L Y 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3b02 HI bB l 01 READINGS 
BY P- ER"IISSIDN ONLY' 
HOURS lRR4NGEO 
3b 03 I H 682 01 RESEARCH 
SY ?ER .'1ISSION O~LY 
HOURS ARRliNGED 
VR ST Hr 
VR SlA""F 
VR S TA r F 
3601' HI 683 0 1 SE11 SPECIALIST DEGR 'w' R 
BY ?ER ,'11SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3b05 lt1 683 02 SEM CENSORSHIP 
GRADilll:io OPTIO"JS SU-REO 
RF 09.JO -H>DD CH 130 
3606 HI 683 03 SEH CONT MTLS 
BEGIN/END DA. TE □ b/15-Qb/25 
MHl~F 0B □ D -1 20 □ CH 13 0 
1 ,nsrsv GER ALD 
eEGIN./END DATE Q&/11-06/12 
3 STHF 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION 
(IM)/SECOND TERM 
CRE F DE PT CRSE SECT 
3563 IH 4'+4 02 
BY PERMJSSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3558 I H llt,8 0 3 





3559 lH 4b8 04 "I ED IA lo!ATERIALS 
HTWRF" □ 915-1025 CH 1 25 
fS611 IM 471 Dl P,qfP or MATEQIALS 
HTWH 073D - 090D CH 134 
3566 IM 47S 01 A0MIN rUNC 
MTWRF 073 □ - 0900 CH 1 26 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
VR S TArF 
3 SCHULZflEMSERG A 
3 KEARLE DOREEN 
If STAFF 
4 HILL rRtD 
3567 HI lf76 01 SELECT HAT 4 WESTBY GERALD 
MT ■ Rr 0 915-1045 CH 134 
3 57 □ IM 481 01 IH:AD LIST VIE# GUI □ 4 KEA9LE DOREEN 
MhRr ll □ 0-123 1J CH 1 25 
3574 IM 571 03 PREP or MATERIALS 3 STAFF 
Ml ■ Rr 0730-0900 CH 131f 
3576 IM 575 01 A0MIN FUNC 3 HILL FRED 
MTwRr 0730-090 □ CH 1?6 
3577 IH SH, 01 SELECT MAT 3 WESTSY GER AL D 
HTWRF 0915-10lf5 CH 134 
35B5 IH 608 01 RESEARCH HfTH0DS 3 c-.ssIDY MIKE 
MfWqf 121f5-1355 CH 125 
3594 IM 639 0 1 READ LIS T VIEII GUID 3 KEA':'ILE DOREEN 
MT11Rr 1100-123'.l CH 1 25 
3596 IM 647 01 INSfli IJEV r0R MICR OS 3 FIELDS DENNIS 
TR 180 □ -2 0 30 CH 1 34 
3598 IM 658 0 1 S'l'STE!ltS DESIGN 3 FIELDS DENNIS 
HTIIIRF ll!l □ -121 □ CH 131f 
3600 IM H2 0 1 RECENT T REN DS 3 S TArF 
HTwRF 0915-1025 CH 12& 
3621 IH 68J 02 HHERNSHIP • VR STA~F 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOUQS ARRANGED 
3622 HI 681 :)2 READI'IGS VR STArF 
BY PEFH1ISSI0N ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
CR1:...F Dt.J-- T Cli.;E St::CT COUR~E TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR J:tl 
4321! '!Giff HS 03 BUSINESS P0LlCY 4 HI0MAS DAVID 
Mhqf llJ 0 -12 3 □ 8~ 218 
43 2 5 "I G-,f 1!71 0 1 ADV FIN MGM T 4 F.ARqELL CRUMPTON 
MhRf 0 915 -1 045 136 116 
lf321 !1G~F 565 Dl ,'1 0TDN + TIM E STUDY 4 8AT00Rf LELAND 
IHJl~r ll'J'.l-123J BB 3?J 
4323 MGl>IF 507 02 0RGA'J !ZATI 0N THEORY If• THOMAS 0AVIO 
HToi RF 09 15-1 0 45 Bl:: 218 
'13 2b "IGM F 571 . 01 ADV FIN !1:i"1T 4 F ARRE.LL CRUMPTON 
HT,ilH 09 15-104 5 RB 11 8 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FULL TERM 
Cl(EF □ E 0 T CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE 
4515 MK3a 444 
BY 0 ER"\ISSI ON O\I L Y 
HOURS 6RR.ft,NGED 
Dl . INTE RNS HIP 
HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
.16 MONSON D 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FIRST TERM 
CPEr DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1! 501 MKGS 2 3 5 0 1 SUSIN[SS L,Oil 
Mh ,H 11 00 -12 30 13B 319 
4 502 MKG3 320 0 1 
MTW ~f □ 915 - 1045 BB 
4 5L3 MKGB 32D 'J2 
~T.1 RF l 245-llfl5 S B 
1!5.J'I <1,c.-:;g 321• Dl 
MT .. H 0915 -104 5 SH 
INT RO T O MARKETING 
319 
INTRO TO MARKETING 
319 
C0NS'J'1ER SEHAIIIO R 
2 Is 
1!5 0 5 MK GB 321• □ 2 CONSU ."IE R BEHAVIO R 
MTNH lllJ0-12 3:J 86 117 
HRS INS TR UCTOR lfl 
If BUCHA NAN M 
'+ BENSON R 
4 STAFF 
4 RODGERS W 
4 STAFF 
4 5 0 6 MKS9 322• 01 l~TRO TO A □ -VERTISlN G 4 BENSON R 
HT..' H 1100-123 0 se 322 
45 07 MKGB t.24• 01 SALES MANAGE ME NT 4 HANAFY A 
MhRF 0115 -l □ t.5 8B 322 
4 5 11 MKGS 4 25• 0 1 '1ARKETING RESEARCH 4 SCHNEIDER K 
Mh:;iF 1245-1415 es 322 
115 09 "IK58 427"' 0 1 INTERNATIONAL ~KTG 4 HANAFY A 
MT'..:;iF 1100-1230 BB 216 
4 513 MK59 11 29 * 0 1 HA~KE TI NG MANAG E MENT 4 SCHNEIDER K 
HT,dff 1100-1230 BB 217 
'+514 ~KGB 436• Jl BUSINESS UW 4 BUCHANAN "' 
MH.H 09 15-1 □ 45 98 220 
45 09 MKGB 524• 01 SALES "IANAGEt-tENT 4 HANAFY A 
MTw:.ir 0915 -101!5 RB 322 
4 5 1 2 MKGB 525• 0 1 '1ARKETING RESEARCH 4 SCHNEIDER K 
HTo1Qf 1245-1415 B B 322 
4 51:J ._,KG9 527• 0 1 PHEQ 'UTI0NAL MK T G 4 HAN.HY A 
Mh:;if 11JJ-123J 9B 216 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/SECOND TERM 
C Q~ F DEP T CRSE SECT cou~SE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
'+ 530 ••P(33 235 02 BiJSI'lESS LIIW 4 CALHOUN R 
HTsiRF 1245-1'+15 BB 319 
4 53 1 ~K GB 235 03 BUSI'lESS LAW 4 SCHOFIELD R 
HhRF 0 915..:1045 BB 117 
4 53 2 ."IK GB 32'.l 03 INTRO TO !'tARKETIN G II STAFF 
Mh'l?F' 091 5-101!5 BS 319 
4533 HKGB 320 O'I INTRO TO MARKETI NG 4 SCHO FIEL D R 
MTW QF ll:JD-1230 BB 319 
11534 "IK5!3 32H :Jl PERSONAL SELLING '+ LITTLE W 
MT.RF ll:J0-1230 BB 117 
CREr DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS IN STRUCTOR Ill 
1429 COMM 41f4 0 7 HASS COMH INTERNSHIP 3 NORLEM BRENT 
B'I' 0 ER ,"I I SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED LAB ARRANGED 
141 :J COMM 495 05 TV JRNLSM PROO WKSHP 2 BR'l'CE SCOTT 
BEC>IN /END DATE □ 7/13-08 /111 
Mli,i QF 0915- 1 04S PA 222 
1411 C0"'IM '+95 06 Tl/ JRNLS!"I PROO Wl(SHP 4 BRYCE SCOTT 
BEGIN/ENO □ AH 07/13-08/1 4 . 
Mh.Rr 0915- 1 230 PA 222 
1412 C0'iM 4.95 07 Pf:IINT JRNLSH WKSHP 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/13-08/llf 
MhRF 1245-1415 SH 129 
11113 C0'IH 495 DB PUNT JRNLSM ,i'l<SHP 
BEGIN/ENO DATE □ 7113-08/l'+ 
l'I TIII RF 1245-1515 SH 129 
1411+ COMM 495 09 PRINT JRNLSM IIIKSHP 
BEGIN/SN □ D ATE 07/13-08/llf 
HTWQf 1245-lSlfS SH 129 
2 N0RLEH BR[NT 
EVESLAGE THOMAS 
4 N,0RL~ H BRENT 
EVESLAGE THOMAS 
6 N0RLEM BREN T 
EVESLAGE THOMAS 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CHF DEPT CRSE SECT C0UQSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
4313 MBA b63 Jl PRODUCTION • OP MGMT 4 SKALBECK BRUCE 
MTl,,•RF 0730 - 0900 88 125 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CR SE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
00 14 HBA 683• 0 1 HANAGERIAL ACCT ij ROSER S 
HTW lff 1245-1'+15 BB 31b 
M~THEMATICS/FIRST TERI'.! 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
11 00 2 MATH 1 21 Dl CULT URAL MATHEMATICS t+ JOHNSON MONTE 
MTW 1ff 0730 - 0900 "1S 119 
4003 MATH 1 30 01 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA q ERNST CHARLES 
HhRr 0 730-09D0 MS 114 
4 00 4 MA T H 1 31 01 COLLEGE ALGEBRA q BRINK ALLEN 
MTWRF 09 15-1045 MS 119 
4 00 5 MATH 2 111 0 1 ANALYSI S I 4 LAHREN DAVID 
MT11H iJ9 1 5 -1045 "'S 115 
4 00b MA TH 250 01 FOUND Of ARITHMETIC 4 ."!ILL ER DON 
Mh~F 0915- 1 045 "fS 110 
4 007 MATH 251f 01 fUNDAHENTALS I 4 LAHREN DAVID 
HTWH 073 □ -0900 MS ·115 
4006 1-\ATH 1+1 5 01 NU"4BER THEORY 4 ERNST CHARLES 
HlwRF 0915-1045 MS 102 
4C09 HATH 445 01 INTR O TO REAL ANAL I 4 BRINK ALLEN 
MTWRF 0730-090 0 MS 102 
401 0 MATH 5 15 0 l NU"4BER THEO RY 3 ERN S T CHARLES 
MT11qf 0915 -1 0 45 HS 102 
4 0 11 MA T H S45 01 I NTRO TO REAL ANAL l 3 BRINK ALLE N 
MTWRF 0730-0900 HS 102 
4 0 12 MATH 610 01 RECENT TR JR HS HATH 3 MILLER DONA LD 
t'.hlff ll'.l'J -1 230 MS 115 
MATHEMATICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
4027 MATH 130 02 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 4 LEITCH VERNON 
MTWQF 0915 -1 045 MS 115 
'+Dl5 MATH 131 D2 CO LLE GE ALGEBRA 4 BAHAUO0JN MOHI.HH E0 
MT.Rf 0915-l'.145 MS 119 
l+0Z6 MATH 231 01 CALCULUS I 4 LEITCH VERNON 
MhRF 073Q-09iJ0 MS 11 0 
CR[f DEPT CA SE SE CT COURSE T ITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
5623 111 682 02 RESEA1'CH VR STAFF 
BY PEIHIISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3607 111 683 01+ SEN AACR I1 2 STAFF 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO '3EGIN/END DA T E 07/lit- 0 7/17 
T WRF 09D0 -1 500 CH 
360!$ 111 683 
GIHDING OPTIONS 
l'ITWRF 1300 -1 70 □ CH 
3609 111 683 
GRADIN:3 OPTlONS 
11hRF 1300- 1 500 CH 
3b24 
P1Tl1dff 
1 P1 6 B 3 
llflD - 160 0 CH 
13 □ 
05 SEI-I 'IAIN + A.CfJ 2 J ENSEN HARLAN 
SU-REO P.EGIN/END DATE 07/20 - 0 7/211 
127 
06 SEM O~Al DOCUMENTS 2 CLARKE ~OP"1AN 
SU-REQ 9EGIN/END DATE 07/27-08/07 
D 7 
127 
SE!-4 ADOLESCEN T MTLS 
12b 
3 wiEST3Y GEPALD 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
4301 11GMF 3 b l Dl MGHT PRlN + P~ACTICE 4 BOHNEN HOW ARD 
MTWRF 0915 - 10'15 88 118 
43 02 HG!•ff 3b2 Dl PE I~SONNlL AOMIN 4 BURNES BRUCE 
HT WRF ,11 0 0-1230 BB 119A 
4 303 MGHF 3b3 Dl PROOUC TlON MGMT 4 SKALBECK ~RUCE 
MTWRF 11 00 - 123 □ 88 3 21 
4 304 HGMF 371 Dl '1ANAGERIAL FINANCE 4 CH~ISTIANSEN ROLF 
11 TW RF 1100 - 1230 BB 118 
II 305 MGMF 37 3 Dl INV P~INCIPLES 4 BOH!\IEN HOWARD 
MhRF 1100-1230 BB 218 
'+ 30f> MGM F 4 b2 Dl SMALL aus HANA GEMS N T " SUR"lES SRUCE HTWU 091s-1 □ 45 es 21 8 
'+307 MGMF 4 b 7 Dl ORGANIZATION THEORY 4 olENTWORTH DARRELL 
HhQF 09 15 - 1Dit5 BB 321 
11309 11GHF , .. Dl BI.ISINESS POLICY 4 VORA JAY 
~.h ' RF 09 1 5 - 10'+5 BB 3 2 0 
Ii 31 0 "IGi'ff , b8 02 ~USINESS :ioucy 4 VORA JAY 
MH' i:?F·: 1100-1230 BB 320 
1!311 MGMF 4 72 Dl FINANCE I NS TITUTI ONS 4 CHR ISTIANSEN ROLF 
HTw=?F 0915-1 0 45 BB 119 A 
lf30S !ilGMF 567 Dl QqGPHZATlON THEQqy 4 IIIENTWOR T H DARRE LL 
HTWRF 09 15-El 45 BS 321 
If 312 MGM F 5 72 Dl FINANC~ I"l STITUTION S 4 CHRISTIANSEN QOLF 
HH,·QF 09 15~1 □ 45 BB 119A 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF □ ED T CRS~ SECT CuURSE TITLE HQS INsnucTOQ 1t1 
'4 314 HGHF 3b l D2 !1G"IT ?RIN + PRACTlC( 4 NYSTUEN GR EG 
HTIIIRF 0915-1 04 5 BB ll9A 
'43 1 5 HGl'I F 362 02 PERSONNEL A011IN " N'f'STUEN GREG HTWRF l l □ 0-123 □ BB 119A 
11316 MGMF 3b3 • 02 PKODUCTION MGMT 4 BAT OOQ F LELAND 
MfWqf .0730-0 9 00 BB 3 20 
'131 7 HGMF 370 Dl ORr;ANJZATIONAL SEHAV 4 ll[NaORTH DARR ELL 
MhiQF 1100 - 1230 BB 3 21 
1131 B HGMF 371 D2 MANA G;'..!HAL FINANCE " F ARRE.LL CRU~PTO•/ HT WRF ll~0 - 1230 98 1 18 
11311 1'4GMF 4 62 02 SMALL BUS 10,!Vt.G::ME'H 4 •E~TWORTH DARRELL 
HTWRF 0915-1 □ '+5 BB 321 
'+320 >1Gl1F "65 Dl MOTION + TIME STUDY 4 B ATDORF LELAN D 
MhRF ll:J0-123!:l 9B 32 □ 
11322 HG'1 F ,.1 D2 OR':lANlZATION THEORY ' THO!'IJS DA VI □ T .:RF 09 15-IOi.5 9B 2 la 
9 
CREF DEPT CR5E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTR UCTOR #1 
1453 5 MKGB 42 1'.l* 01 RETAILING 11ANAGEHENT " LITT L E W M TWRF 0915-1045 BB 32 2 
115 3 7 MKS B 4 29 • 02 HAqKETI/IIG tHNAGEHENT 4 S lAFF 
l",hQF 1 100- 1 23:l BB :n2 
'+ S 38 !'IK G3 4 37 Dl B USINESS LAW 4 CALHOUN R 
HT wq F J73J-!l9UO BB 319 
4 5 36 MK 58 520 • 0 1 RETAILING HAJ./AGE~ENT " LITTLE w Hh'RF 09 15-101!5 RB 3 2 2 
4 5 39 ~;(53 5 37 0 1 BUSINESS LAW 4 CHHOUN R 
I', T ~qf J730-09JO BB 3 1 9 
MASS COMMUNICATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COU RS E TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOR Il l 
11.101 
!<IT.i:?F 
CO"I M 22J 0 1 
12'15 - 1415 PA 
INTR O TO lillS S COMH 
2 21 
4 VOELKER F RAN 
l'+ U2 CO"'IH 3 0 9 0 1 COMM ACTIVITIES 1 MONTESANO ROBERT 
SY PER)".ISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED LA B ARRANGED 
11.1 03 C0'1 !'1 32J 0 1 HIST Of HASS HEOIA 3 HASTE AHOE 
HTWRF 12115-1355 PA 227 
11124 C::.'!H 4 0 1 01 I-IC LAB EX PERIENCES l ST AF'F 
BY :,E ri 'IISSION O~LY 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
1415 C0 "1'1 t.44 0 1 
B Y PERlo\lSSION ONLY 
HOJqS ARRANGED 
1 Ii 21 C0 '1M 444 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOU~S ARRANGED 
1112 2 C O"IM 444 
BY :,ER'1ISSION ONLY 
Houqs ARRANGED 
114 2 3 C0"1M 444 
3Y :i[R"1ISSION ONLY 




LAB ARRAN GED 
INTERNSHIP 3 DESANTO J OHN 
LAB ARRANGED 
INTE RNSH IP 3 VOELKER F RAN 
UB ARRANGEO 
INTE RNSHIP 3 HASTE AMOE 
LAB ARRANGED 
n!TERNSHIP 3 MONTESANO ROBERT 
LAB . ARRANG E D 
l l! C& COMM 4 8 5 01 PR PROOUCTIO'J WKSHOP If DESANTO JOH~ 
B~:ilN/;:N::J DAT£ OD/IS-Ob/2& 
HTW RF 0915 -lltlS SH 12 9 
llt0 8 C0'1M lf 9 5 03 TV REP/EDIT/PROO WSP 2 BRYCE SCOTT 
BEGIN/END DATE 00/29-07/l!l 
HlWRF 0915-123:J PA 223 
1 Ii J9 C0"11'1 495 J!f TV REP/EDIT/PROO IIISP II BRYCE SCOTT 
BEGIN/~\ID DAT~ Q'f>/29-07/ 1 '.) 
MTWl?F 09 15- 1 1115. PA 223 
1 4 0 7 COM/1 5B5 Dl PR P RODUC TIO"J WKSHOP 4 DESANTO J OHN 
BEGJN/~N D DATE 06/15-!] 6 /26 
HTw'H 09 15-1'+15 SH 1 29 
MASS COMMUNICATION/SECOND TERM 
CR~ F DEP T CR.sE SECT COU 'H,[ TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR It l 
1425 CC "l !il 214 □ 01 NEWS .:QTG AND RPRTG It EVESLAGE THOMAS 
av PER"11SSIO N ONLY 
MT.:RF 0915 - 1045 SH 12 9 
1112f. C01'1H 309 02 CO"'IH ACTlVITTES 1 STAFF 
9Y PER"IISSION O'lLY 
HO \.JRS A.RRAN5ED 
1'+3 ~ C0'1M lfOl 02 HC LA3 [ICP[Rl[ ~lCES l STAFF 
BY P[R "IISSION ONLY 
HOU l?S ARRANGED 
lti27 CO~M '4'44 05 INTERNSHIP 
OY PE Q'1!SSION ONLY 
HOURS IIRqAN GE D 
1 1125 CO"IH 4 4 11 06 INTER~SHIP 
~y ~[q'IJSSION ONLY 
HO UR~ ~IHA'-.IGEO 
LAB ARi:iAN GED 
3 EVESLAGE THOM.&.S 
LAB .&.RR ANG E D 
3 BlilYCE SCO TT 
L AB APRANG E D 
CR E F DEPT CRSE SECT COURS E T I TL E 
4016 "IATH 2'+2 DI ANALYSIS II 
MhRF :::l915- l 045 HS 1 02 
11(1 l 7 
MT~ RF 








"IATH 329 01 
JBJ-0900 ~S 
11ATH 144 0 0 1 
□ 9 1 5 - 1045 ~s 
HAHi ti46 01 
IJ730 - 09Ci!J H S 
HATH 54 □ 0 1 
09 15-1045 MS 
MATH 546 Dl 
0730-0900 MS 
TOPICS DES • INF STA 
115 
HIS T OF MAT HEMATICS 
1D1 
INTRO T O QEAL ANA LI I 
1D2 
HIS T OF MATHEMATI CS 
1 01 
INTRO T O REAL ANALII 
102 
MUSIC - MUSICIANSH IP/ FIRST TERM 
CREF □ EoT CR SE SECT COURSE TlTLE 
4bll9 HUSH lt'+S 0 1 INSTRU!'tENT REPAIR 
BEGIN/;:N □ DA TE Ob/29-07/02 
HHIR 090J-lb00 PA 113A 
HR S IN S TRU CTOR • 1 
q BIRD HOWA RD 
4 BIRD HOWARD 
q CARLSO N KENT 
It BAHAUDOIN 110HAHH E D 
3 CARL SON KENT ' 
3 B AHAUDOIN HOHAHMEO 
HRS I NSTRUCTOR #1 
2 F ROHRIP KEN T ON 
itD25 MUSH '+ 95 0 1 Cl-iURCH MUSIC WORKSHO 2 ECHO LS CHARLES 
B::GIN/ENO □ ti. TE Of>/08 - 0b / ll PETERSON CHARLES 
HhR 09'.)0 -1600 PA 127A 
11027 HUSH 495 0 2 APPLE/ELEC T RONIC HUS l Fl 0'1 JAMES 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/13 - 0b/lq 
0900-l~DO PA 237 SAT & SUN 
4b29 MUSM '+ 95 0 3 T OT AL PERC ED/GR 5 - 9 2 BRANO '1 0RRI S 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/15-00 /19 
HTWH 09DO-lf>OO PA 113 
4b31 MUSl1 1195 0'+ PIANO PEDAGOGY WKSHP 2 Al l [~' THOlil'AS 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Of>/22 - 0b / 25 
MTWR 0900-1600 PA 127A 
itb33 HUSM '195 05 J A ZZ ENSEMB L E LIT/PE 2 FROHRIP KENTON 
BEGJN/::NO O.&.TE Ob/22-0b/26 
MTWQF 0900-1600 PA 113A 
4&35 MUSH lt95 OD APPLE II/MUSIC INS T R l F L OM JAM E S 
6E51N/::N □ DATE Ob/27 - 0b/28 
0900-H>OO PA 237 SAT & SUN 
'+638 MUSH 4 95 0 7 GUTTA~ PE DAG OG Y 2 Wlll<ENS ELIZ ABE TH 
BEGIN/;:N □ DATE 07/06-07/1 □ 
MT.U 0900-1600 PA 127A 
11650 ,"tU SM 5115 01 INST~U!1ENT REPAIR 2 FROHRIP KENTON 
BEGIN/::N □ DATE 06/29 - 07/02 
~ni;, 0900 -lf> OO PA 113A 
4b28 MUS H 588 02 APPL[/~LECTRONIC HUS 1 F LOM JAMES 
BEGIN/END DATE Of>/ 13-0o/lti 
D900-lf>OD PA 237 SAT & SUN 
'+b32 MUS"1 568 Olf PIANO ?EDAGOGY Wl<SHP 2 ALLEN THOMAS 
BEGIN/E NO DATE Db/22-06/25 
HTW~ 090D- 16UO Pt. 127A 
4&36 MUSM 588 □ b APPL E II/MUSIC INSTR 1 FLOM JAMES 
BEGIN /EN O DATE Ob/27 - 06/28 
0900 -lf>OO PA 237 SAT & SUN 
1162& Hi.ISM 595 01 CHURCH MUSIC wORKSHO 2 ECHOLS CHARLES 
BEGIN/~NO OAT[ 00/08-00/ll PETER SON CHARLES 
Mh:Q 0900-1600 PA 127A 
H3 0 HUSH 595 03 TO TA L PE:?C EO/GR 5 - 9 2 BRANO HORRIS 
BEGIN/::N □ □ HE J6/J5 - 0 b/19 
HTWri f 0900- l bOO PA 113 
1f63q HUSH 595 0 5 JAZZ ENSEMBLE LIT/ P E 2 F QOHR!? l<EN T ON 
BEGIN/E~O DATE 06/22-06/26 
HTitH 0900 - H,00 PA 1 1 3A 
1H:i3 7 ,'1US'1 595 07 :i:.JITA~ PEDAGOGY 2 WI LKENS E L IZABETH 
BEG I N/ENO OIITE' :!7/0b-07/10 
MTilQ F !J900-16CO PA 1 27A 
20 
MUSIC. MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
c.~EF □ E 0 T CRSE SECT cou~SE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTO R #1 
46140 11US!1 495 06 FLUTE F OR PU 9 LIC SCH 2 LAYNE R DENNI S 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/18-0711 9 AND 07/25-0 7 /26 
0900-lb □ O PA 142 SAT & SUN 
461fl 11USM 49S 09 At1 CHORAL SY~POSIU'1 2 FULL E R STEPH EN 
BEfiIN/:'.ND DATE J7/19-07/2ll 
SHJl,jRf 090 0 -lb00 PA 127A 
11643 MUSl1 1495 10 CLA RINET PE DHOGY 2 LAYNE R DENNI S 
BEGIN/ENO DI\TE 08/Gl-08/0 2 AN D 08/ 08 -08/0 9 
0900-HiO □ PA 113A SA T & SUN 
41:>i+S MUSl1 '+95 11 TRUMPET PEDAGOGY 1 MOO RE ALB f RT 
BEGIN/:'.ND DUE 08/03-08 / D4 
P1l 0900-1630 PA 113A 
4blf7 Ml.ISM lf95 1 2 HOR N PEDAGOGY l MO ORE AL BfRT 
BEGIN/C::"10 DATE 08/05-08/0f> 
•• 0900-lf, 0 D PA 113A 
11639 MUS'1 595 0 8 FLUTE FO Q PUaLIC SCH 2 LAYNE R DENN I S 
BEGIN/END DATE □ 7118-07/19 AND 07 / 2 5-07/2 6 
0900-1600 PA llf2 SAT & SUN 
1+642 MUSM 595 09 ,t,M CHO RAL SYMPOSIU11 2 FULLER STEP HEN 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/l9-l'.l7/24 
SMTW~F 0900-lbOO PA 127A 
cu,4q "IUSM 595 1 0 CLA RINET PEDA GOGY 2 LAY NE R DENN I S 
BEGIN/ENO DATE :J8/ 0 l-08/0 2 A ND 08/08 - 08/09 
0900-lb OJ PA 113A SAT & SUN 
qt:,'H, MUSH 595 11 TRUMPET PEDAGOGY 1 MOOR E ALB ERT 
BEGIN/END OAT( 08/03-:JS/04 
HT 0900-lbO □ PA 113A 
ltb48 11USM 595 12 HORN PEDAGOGY 1 MOORE ALBERT 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 08/05- 0 8/ 0 b 
lliR 0900-lbOO PA 113A 
PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
CRE.F DEPT CRSE, SE.CT COU RSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
5351 PHIL 101 01 PHIL E.XPL HUMANITI~S 4 YOOS G E 
TR 1800-213 □ BH 101 
5361 PHIL 120 01 INTRO TO LOGIC II ARNOLD S 
MH,Rf 0915-1045 SH 208 
5371 PMIL 122 01 INTRO TO ETHICS 4 DIENHU!T J W 
MTWRF 0915-1045 BH 1 0 1 
5380 PHIL 140 01 ELEMENTS OF ~ELIGION 4 CORLISS R L 
MW 1800-2130 BH 101 
S381 PHIL lb □ 01 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY II PHILLIP S A M 
MTlliRF 0730-0900 BH 101 
PHILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
5352 PHIL lCl az PHIL EXPL HUMANITI~S 'I BAHDE J E 
TR 1800-2130 BH 101 
5372 PHIL 122 02 INTRO TO ETHICS 
MTWRF 0730-0900 BH 101 
538 2 
MTifRF 
PHIL 1&0 02 
0915-1045 BH 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
I 01 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
'I PHILLIPS A M 
4 BAHDE J E 
CREF DEPT CRSE S[CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
5011 PE 120 01 AEROBICS 2 BUCl<LEY C 
GRliDlNi; O?TIONS SU-REO 
MTWRF 0730- □ 815 HAH SACT 
5012 PE 120 02 AEROBICS 'l WAXLAX R 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
MflllRF 0915-100 □ HAH SACT 
5013 PE 123 01 WEIGHT TRAINit.G 1 VINJE J 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 




OE ~T CRS': SEC T 
PE 311 8 • 0 1 
ll CJ □ -12 3 !) HAH 
COU RSE TITLE HRS . I t-1 S TRUCTOR #1 
KI',!E SlOLOGY 3 STAN EK J 
2'1 
58 3 5 
MT # Q F 
PE 355 0 1 COMP ETITIVE SPORTS 3 TI-IO MP SON I< 
0 73 □ - 09G J HA H 2"3 
~o 3 6 
MT., RF 
PE II CS 01 Pi?IN + PH!LOSOPH'I 3 SIMPSON W 
235 
SiJ 3 !! 
MT w:? F' 
0730 - 09.;J HAH 
P E 11 52 0 1 
llJ0-1 23 0 HA H 
TEST S + MSMTS IN PE 3 Tf.l OMPSO N I< 
24 0 
5 0 0 1 
MTWRF 
PE 495 01 
1200-1700 HAH 
WR KSHP TRACK + F I ELD 2 WAX LA X R 
BEGI N/END DATE 07/06 -0 7/ 1 0 
5'J3 7 
."!h ;n 
P E SU B 'J 1 
0 73 0 - 090:J HA H 
PR IN • PHILOS OPHY 
235 
3 SIMPSON W 
500 2 
MTW RF 
PE 588 0 1 
12 00 - 17 00 HAH 
WRKSHP TRAC K + F I ELD 2 WAX LAX R 
BE GI N/ END DAT E 0 7 / 0 6- 07 / 10 
~01\J 
MT ~RF 
5 (1 111 
M Tli ~ F 
503 9 
MT .,, Qf 
PE 6L9 * 0 1 
0 730- 0 9 GO HA H 
PE &3 1 !J l 
09 1 5 -1 0 115 HA H 
0 E 652 Gl 
llJ □ - 12 30 HAH 
SPOR T • SOCIETY 
S 3 0 8 
S~'1INA R PHYS ED 
S 3 0 8 
TEST S • "1SMTS I N P': 
240 
3 WAXLAX R 
3 COLLINS R 
3 THOMPSO N K 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CR~ F □ ~ PT CR ~E SE.CT C0 1HSE TITL E 
50 1+2 PE 1 2 □ 0 3 AE R031CS 
GC ADIN G OPTJON S SU-RE.'J 
Mh' RF 1145-1230 HAH SACT 
5(' 11 3 
MT W';' F 
P E 2 06 0 1 
0 73 0 -09 0 :J HAI.I 
STANDAR D FIR ST AID 
2, 3 
HRS lN STFWCTOR #l 
2 COLLINS R 
3 TEMPLIN 0 
5 0 11-4 PE 223 Cll l'-HE Ri'IE OUTE aowLING 1 DAVIS J 
GRA. DI NG OPTI ONS ElTHE q SPECIAL FEES 
~H,•RF 0 915-1 0 0 0 .AMC 
5 045 PE. 228 03 RACtJUET3ALL 2 IIIIINK J 
GRAOIN S QDT!O'IS EITHE R 
Mh';'F □ 730-0815 HAH SRB 
5 Cllb PE 2 2 8 04 QACQUETBALL 2 WINK J 
GRAOIN :; OP TION S EITHER 
MT•RF 0 8 15-090 0 H.6H SRB 
5 C47 PE 228 OS IUCO UETBALL 2 COLLINS R 
GRAJl~G OPTI □ -.is EITHER 
MT.RF 1100-1145 H,6H SRB 
5 0 48 PE 23J 05 BEGI NNING TENNIS 1 WINK J 
GRADING O?TIO'IIS EITYER 
PHIIR F 1000-10q5 HAH TC 
5 0 119 PE 2 30 Ob BEGI NNH;G TENNIS 1 WINK J 
GRA!)Pt:; OPTION :, EIT'"IER 
MTiriH 1145-1230 HAH TC 
5 0 5'.l PE 231 02 INTERMEDIATE. TE"INIS l WINK J 
GRAOI NS OPTION S EITHER 
HhH ll'J0-11115 HA'"I TC 
5 0 03 PE. lt95• 02 8.:CA WlLOER"I ESS TRIP 3 ANl<LAN C 
14 .oo 
BY PE R'11SSI ON ONLY 
HO URS ARRAN GED 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/lli-07/211 
5004 PE 495 0 3 GOLF METHODS WRKSHP 2 OXTON J 
BEGIN / END DATE 0 7/ 20 - 0 7 /2 4 
MTWRF 1300- 16 30 HAH MTWR 1830 - 20 30 HAH 
50 06 PE 495 0 4 A THLETIC ADMI N ISTRAT 3 OLSON N 
BEGI N/ END DATE 07/16-07/24 
MTW RF 09 00-1 2 00 HAH MTWRF 13 3 0-16 0 0 HAH 
500 5 PE 588 0 3 GOLF METHODS WRKSHP 2 OXTON J 
BEGI N/ END DA T E 0 7/20 - 0 7/24 
MTWRF 1300-1 6 30 HAH MTWR 18 3 0-203 0 HAH 
5007 PE 588 0 4 ATHLETIC ADMINISTRAT 3 OLSON N 
BEGIN/ END DATE 07/16-07/24 
MTWRF 0900 - 12 00 HAH MTWRF 1 3 00-16 0 0 HAH 
PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CRE F DE PT CR SE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INST RUCTO R #1 
591S p 5·y 121 0 1 GENERH PSYCH OLOGY II STAFF 
tH ltR F 0 915-10145 EB A226 
5917 PSY' 2 2 2 01 SU RVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ta KUKUK 1111 
MhRF 0730-0900 EB B213 
5 9 18 PSY 25 0 01 PRINCIPLES OF BEH 4 MERTENS G 
HhRF 0 915-10115 EB B2 0 9 
5919 PSY 2 5 8 01 RE S DESI GN • METHOD II ROSENTHAL E 
HhRf 11 0 0-1230 EB B209 
5 9 2 0 PSY 2S9 01 PSYCH STATISTICS 4 KUKUK W 
HTWRF 11 0 0-123 □ EB 9213 
5921 PSY 2 6 2 01 HUMAN GROWTH • DEVEL q PROCHNOW R 
ti T W RF 0915-10115 E B 
S922 PSY 27 □ 
GRADIN G OP TION S 
,n wqF 11 0 0-1230 EB 
5923 PSY 271 
&RA DIN:; OPTIONS 
MTWRF 12qS-l415 EB 
B2 0 8 
01 PS'ICH OF WOMEN 
SU-REO 
B206 
01 SHALL GROUP PROCESS 
SU-REO 
B 2 DB 
5 9 211 PS'/ 275 01 DEV EFFECTJ'H REL 
MTWRF 1100-1230 EB B206 
5 9 25 PSY 330 01 INTE~VIEWING I 
~hiRF 110 0 -1230 EB A239 
4 HEMMER J 
II WOLLIN 0 
4 BOL TUCK C 
4 PETRANGELO G 
5 9 26 P SY 362 01 ED MEAS • TEST CONST 'I BUHL A 
MhRF 0 91S-10115 EB B207 
5927 P SY 380 01 AGING A.NO DYING II ANDERSON D 
GRArJING O?TIONS SU-REO 
MTWRF 1100-1230 EB 8207 
5928 PSY 430 01 SEl1 CURR DEV + EVAL II BUHL A 
Hh' RF 12145-1415 fB B207 
5930 PSY 1130 02 SEHSTiiESS MANAGE If LESAR 0 
BE5IN/ENO DATE 06/09-06/24 
HhQF 1100-1500 EB A21f0 
5932 PSY 430 03 SEM LIFESTYLE ASSMT II LESAR D 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/2S-07/10 
MTWRF ll □ D-150D EB A24D 
59314 PSY 430 014 SE"1 BEH AP DRUG ABUS q ROSENTHAL E 
MTW RF 0915-1045 EB B206 
5936 PSY 430 as PIAGET FOR TEACHERS 'I PROCHNOW R 
HTWRF 12145-11!15 EB B206 
593B PSY q4q 01 INTERNSHIP VR DWYER M 
BY PER'1ISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
5939 PSY 1163 01 PIHNCIPLES OF LEARN II HARK E 
HTWRF llOD-1230 EB 8208 
594 0 PSY 1163 02 PRINCIPLES OF LEARN II HARK E 
MTWlff 0915-10'15 EB A239 
5942 PSY lib9 01 INDIVIDUAL APPRAISAL q ANDERSON 0 
MTWRF 0730-090 □ EB A239 
20115 
Hh' H 
PSY q73 01 
1100-123D EB 
PSY HE,-,TAL RETARD 
Al28 
4 NUNES D 
5 9143 PSY 4711 01 INTERPERSONAL DYN 4 WOLLIN D 
MTWRf 11 0 0-1230 EB A220 
59145 PSY 1175 01 ABNORHAL PSYCHOLOGY II BOLTUCK C 
HTWRF 0915-1D45 EB B213 
5929 PSY 530 01 SEH CURR DEV + EVAL 3 BUHL A 
HTIIIRF 1245-11115 EB 8207 
5 9 31 PSY 53 □ 02 SE"ISTRESS MANAGE 3 LESliR 0 
BE5IN/ENO DATE 06/09-0b/24 
HhRF" llD □ -150!'.J EB A2qQ 
S933 PSY 530 03 SEH LIFESTYLE. ASSMT 3 LESAR 0 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/25-07/10 
HTWRF 1100-1500 EB A2'40 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT C0UQSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUC TOR Ill 
5014 PE l 36 01 3EGINN!NG SWIMM I NG 1 AN"'-LAN C 
G1UD I N5 OPTIONS EITHER 
Mht?F 0B 15- 09J:J HAH 
5015 PE 138• 01 INTER"1EDUTE Slo/IMNG 1 ANKLAN C 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
TR 0 915-1045 HAH 
5:)1!:, PE lllJ 0 1 SELF DEFE"ISE F0~ W0M 2 ANKLAN C 
GQAJIN:i 0°TIDNS EITHER SEX RES TRIC TI ON 
MilF J 9 15-1045 HAH SWG 
5017 PE lt14 0 1 VOLLEYBALL 1 STANEI< J 
GQA0IN6 OP TI ONS EITHER 
TR 12Q5-1415 I-IAH SAC 
5Dl9 PE 152 0 1 P i-lYSICAL F IT NESS 1 ZEZ0 NEY F 
GRA~IIIJG OPTI ONS UTHEQ 
HTlliH 0815 - 090::J HAH SWG 
5019 PE 160 0 1 SL0 ?ITCH SOF TBALL 2 VINJE J 
GRA0IN:i OPTIONS SU - RE0 
TR 1245-1415 HAH OS 
5:J2 0 0£ 222 0 1 9EGIN"IING 80\JLING 1 ST A'll El< J 
GRADIN:i OPTIONS EITHE!:! SP[CI AL FEES 
MW 09 1 5 -l:Ji+ 5 AMC 
5021 PE 222 02 BEGI"INJNG BOWLING 1 STANEI< J 
GR A0l"JG OPTIONS EITHER SPECIAL F'EES 
TR 0915 -1 0 11S AMC 
50 1J PE 228 01 RAC0UETBAL L 2 VINJE J 
GRADIN5 OPTIONS El THER 
HTtOF 0815-0900 HAH SRB 
5022 PE 228 02 RACQUET BALL 2 VINJE J 
GRADING 0°TIONS EITHER 
MTwRF 09 15-1 000 HAH SRB 
500!1 PE 23 0 0 1 3EGI"l"IIN5 TE"INIS 1 TH0'1 PS::JN K 
G!HJING 0°TI0NS EITHE~ 
MT11 RF 0 91 5 -l 00D HAH TC 
5023 PE 230 02 BEGI NNING TENNIS 1 3ASCH C 
GR,1,0IN~ OPTIONS EITHER 
MTil'~F 1oao -1 0 115 HAH TC 
5021+ PE 23J 03 BEGINNING TENNI S l BASCH C 
GRADIN:i OPTIO"'IS EITHER 
MTWQF 11 00 -11115 HAH T C 
5025 PE 230 0 1+ BEGINNING TE NNIS 1 BUCK L EY C 
GRADIN:i OP TIO NS EI TH ER 
MH~F 12(1 5 -13 30 HAH T C 
50 0 9 PE 231 0 1 INT[QMEUIATE TE N~IS 1 BASCH C 
GRADI NG OP TIO NS EITHER 
HTWRF llliS-1230 HAH T C 
5026 PE 232 0 1 B ADM INT0"I 1 S TA NEK J 
GR ADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MW 121i 5 -lt+l5 HiH ~G 
5027 PE 238 0 1 BEGINNING A~CHERY 1 BUCKLEY C 
GRAD I NG OP TIO NS EITHER 
MTIIRF 11115-1230 HAH EB 
5028 PE 21i8 0 1 ANAT OMY Ii BASCH C 
NTII RF on □ - □ 900 I-IAH 2 11 0 
5029 PE 266 0 1 A0VANC[[l LIFESAVING 2 SIMPSON W 
GR.OJNG Q0TIONS t:IT HER 
MWf 0915-10'+5 HAH P 
5030 PE 273 01 CANOEING 1 SIMPSON W 
GR ADING OPTIONS EIHIER 
TR 11115-1330 HAH 05 
5031 PE 273 02 CANOEING 1 SIM PS ON W 
GRADING OPTIONS EIHIER 
TR 1330-1515 HAH OS 
5032 PE 3 □ 11• 01 CARE • PREV ATHL IN J 3 ZEZONEY F 




PE 301i* 02 
U □0-l230 +tAH 
CARE • PREV ATHL I~J 
2 35 
3 ZEZ0NEY F 
FE HALE 
1 2 • OD 
12 . oo 
CREF' DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUCTOR a 1 
5D51 PE 62 0* 01 S[MI'I/AR 0 HYS EXERCIS 3 KELLY J 
MT11RF 0 915 -1 :JIIS HAH Sl l 2 
PHYSICS/FIRST TERM 
C1H.F □ Ei:, T CR SE SECT COU RSE TI Tl f:: 
5501 PHYS Hl3 DI CONCEPTS IN PHYSICS 
HhR 11 0 0 -1 23:J MS 1 24 F 
55 0 2 PHYS l U& 0 1 C0NC IN ASTRONOMY 
HH.·RF 0 730-0900 MS zq 
~50 3 PHYS l Cb 0 2 CO NC IN ASTRONOMY 
Mh 1H 0 915 -1 0 11S '15 24 
5 50 4 PHYS 231• 01 5E"IE iHL PHVSICS I 
JH., ;> J915-101l5 MS 1 211 F 
5511 
Ml RF 
PHYS 232• 02 GENE .RAL PHYSICS II 
1Hl □ - l23J '1 5 103 
r-lRS I NSTRUCT0J:1 a1 
4 T RUM"1E L 0 R 
ll D0 -123 0 ~S 
Ii MOORE 9 H 
Ii Y0UII.IGNER P G 
ti GA RRlT Y J"I K 
091 5-1 045 I-IS 
Ii ECKROTH C A 
11 00- 123 0 !-IS 




GR A0J t-. :; 0PTI0IIJS SU- H O BEGIN/ENO nATE 06/09-00/24 
MT,.RF 1 3D Q-16 0 0 MS 214 
551 0 PHYS 5 8 7 0 1 i,,i RKS -A STR Foq SCI/ TC 3 MOORE B H 
GPA0 IN:i oi:,TI 0NS SU -RE0 9E GIN/EN0 DATE 06/ 0 9- 0 b/24 
HT .. H 1 300 -H 0 J V. S 211 
PHYSICS/SECOND TERM 
CR~F 0~P T CR SE SECT CCIURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
55J5 PHYS 1 0 3 02 CONCEPTS IN PH'1' S ICS 4 POU o/ M 
MhR ll:J0-1230 MS 124 F 11 00 -1 230 MS 30 5 
55 0 b PHYS l □ b J3 CD'I/C If\/ ASTRONOMY 4 JERDE 0 A 
MT .. . RF 0 730 - 09 00 '1S 2!1 
5 507 PHYS 2 3 2• 01 GE "J ERAL i:,HYSICS II 4 L tSUAR A 'I/ 
HhQ 0 915 - 1045 MS 124 F 0915-IDl!S MS 303 
5 512 PI-IYS 23 3• 0 1 G["J[QAL PHYSICS III Ii Y0UNGNER P G 
HTRF 11 00- 12 30 MS 1 03 ii 11 00 -1 230 HS 303 
SS0 S PHYS 332 • 0 1 ELECTRONICS 4 ELLIS 8 W 
HT~ R 0 9 1 5 -l □ t,5 MS 103 f 0915-1045 MS 301 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
CQE F □ E 0 T CR SE SECT COU RSE TITL E HRS I NS TRUC T0Q "1 
5 7 13 POL ll41i* 0 1 I""TEQNSHIP VR irllLLIAHSON HOMER 
B Y PER"IISSI 0 N ONLY GRA 0 HIG OPTIONS SU-QE0 
H0J RS AiH~N GEO 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CRt• DEP T CRS E SE.CT COURSE TITL E HRS I~STRUCTOR Ill 
5701 POL 21 1 Dl N.UI0NAL GOVERNMENT 4 MERR!CI< JAll:NA 
HT ..- 1ff 09 1 5-1045 BH 2 0 3 
57Cb POL 251 0 1 INTR::J TO JORLD POLS Ii SCH~IOT ORVILLE 
HTW RF 0 915 -1 0 45 8 H 30 9 
57 1 4 PO L 313• 0 1 METR O AREA GOVT Ii HERRICK JA NNA 
MTIIRF ll □□ -12 30 B H 309 
571il POL 3 6 1 Dl WESTERN POL THOUGHT 4 SCH!otl □ T ORVILLE 
HhlRF D73 □ - 09 C 0 3 H 3 J 9 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREC- DP T cqs£ SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS I NSTR UCTO R #l 
5756 POL 215 0 1 ISSUES IN US FOR POL 4 KILKELLY JOHN 
HT.: RF 0 730-09 □ □ BH 309 
5717 POL 332 01 GOV TS OF THE USSR 4 J ONES EVAN 
MT•RF J915 -1 0145 B H 30 9 
5752 POL 1192• 1 1 COURTS ANO C!II RIGHT If FRANK STEPHEN 
I'll.RF lllJ0-1230 E!H 309 
5 7 53 
'ITIIQF 
PO L 592*- 01 
1100-12.30 !:1H 
COURTS ANO C!II RIGHT 4 
309 
FRANK STEPHEN 
CREF DEP T CR SE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
5935 PSY 53D 011 SE~ '· BE'.H AP DRUG ASUS 3 ROSENTHAL E 
HhRF D915 - 10115 EB B206 





HT oi qf 
PSY SJ □ OS 
1245-1415 EB 
PSY 5b9 'Jl 
0730 -D9 0J EC 
PSY 573 01 
ll0D-1230 EB 
PIAGET FOR TEACHERS 
B 206 
IN 0 J VIDUA L A0 ?RAISB.L 
A 2 39 
PS'/' !-tEN TAL RETARD 
A12 8 
591111 PSY SH 01 I~TE RPERSONH 0YN 
HhRF 1100-1230 E B A220 
3 PROCHNOW R 
3 AN DERSON D 
3 NUNES 0 
3 WOLLIN 0 
5 94 6 
/'I T III RF 
PSY 575 Dl Ai3NORMAL PSY CHO L OGY 3 B0L TUCK C 
09 1 5- 1 0 '15 E B 8 213 
594 9 
HT o/ R F 
PSY b51 01 COUNSELING THEORIES 3 REDOING A 
1100-1230 £6 A226 
595 0 
HT Ill q F 
PSY 663 D1 APP L TH EORV OF LEARN 3 HEMMER J 
:J730 -09D D EB A 2lf D 
595 l 
MT WR F 
PSY b6!1 01 COUNSELING PROCE0UH 3 RE DD 1NG A 
D9 15-l 01!S f.S A21i 4 
595!1 
MT,; RF 
PSY 678 01 GRADU ATE STATISTICS 3 NUNES 0 
0 9 15-EJIIS EB B 214 
PSYCHOLOGY /SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
5901 PS'I' 111 0 1 CAqEER PLANNIN G SE"l " KRUEGER A 
HT.H 09 15-1 0 4 5 EB A239 
5902 PSY 1 21 02 GENERAL PSYCH OL OGY " STAFF 
MT•Rf 0915-1045 El3 B206 
59 0 3 PSY 2S □ 02 PRINCJOLES OF BEHA\I If MERTENS G 
HhCIF 11:1 0 -12 30 EB A226 
59 0 11 PSY 251 01 INTRO T O COGNITIVE If LAMWER S L 
HT11RF 1 100- 1 230 EB B207 
5905 PSY 2b2 02 HUMA~ GROWTH + DEV " HAR CATTlLI O A 
MTlril RF J730 - '.J9UJ EB 820b 
5906 PSY 320 01 INTRO TO HUMAN SE RV q DWYER '1 
HWR 0 9 1 5 -12 00 El:! A2110 
59 0 7 PSY 302 02 ED MEAS + TEST CONST 4 HARK E 
MhRF 0 9 1 5 -1 045 E6 B2 0 7 
59 0 !1 PS Y 11 6 3 03 PRINCIPLES OF LEARN 4 HARCATTILI0 A 
HT• RF lJ.00 -1 23:J EB 820b 
2D44 PSY 1172 0 1 PSY EXCEPT CHILD REN 
HT,; QF 12115-llilS E B A229 
201l5 PSY 572 □ l PSY EXCEPT CHILDREN 
MTWRF 12115- 1415 [8 A229 
5909 PSY 665 0 1 APPRAISAL TECHNI0 U~S 3 PETRANGELO G 
B'1' PEIH\ISSI 0 N ONLY 
HHI RF 1 100-1 230 EB A239 
59 1 □ PSY 667 0 1 CAREER DE VEL OPMENT 3 PETRANGELO G 
9Y PERM ISSI ON ONLY 
MTW~F 0915-1045 EB B213 
5911 PSY 670 □ l 0CVEL OP'1E"'TAL PSYCH 3 LAHW[RS L 
HT."Rf 0915-10115 EB 9208 
5914 PSY E:!77 0 1 SE"1 COUNSELING RES 3 PETERSON T 
MT.RF □ 915-1D45 EB 8209 
5912 PSY 67!! 02 G!U0UATE STATISTICS 3 MURPHY R 
HhRF 1100-123'.J EB B213 
5913 PSY 679 0 1 RESEARCH PLANNING 
NT.RF 1100-12JIJ EB 8206 
5915 PSY 696 01 
BY P£R'1ISSION ONLY 
H0U~S ARIUNGE0 
COUNSELING INTERN 
3 KRUEGER A 
v• DWYER M 
22 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FIRST TERM 
CREF OEPT CRSE SEC-T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
7901 QHIS 140 01 BUSINESS STAT I Ii STAFF 
HTWRF 11 0 0-1230 BB 31 5 
7902 CHIS l'tO 02 BUSINESS STAT I 4 STAFF 
HTWH 12't5-1 1H5 BB 315 
7903 CHIS l'tl 01 BUSINESS STAT Il 4 STAFF 
HTWRF 0915-101+5 BB 119B 
790't 0HIS 11-+l 02 BUSINESS STAT II II- STA FF 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 119B 
7905 OMIS 25 □ 0 1 DHA PQOC FOQ BUS Ii STAFF 
HllliRF 0730-0900 BB 315 
790& 0HI S 250 0 2 DATA PROC FOR BUS Ii STAFF 
HTW RF 0915-10115 BB 315 
7907 CHIS 'PH 01 0PERUI0NS RES I Ii LU HING-TE 
HTWRF" 073::J-09 0 :l BB 119B 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INST RUC TOR :11 
7908 CHIS 140 03 BUSINESS STH I Ii ST ,I.FF 
MTIIRF 0915-lO'tS BB 315 
7909 CHIS l'tl 03 BUSINESS STAT II 4 STAFF 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 315 
7910 OHlS 250 03 DATA PROC FOR BUS 4 STAFF 
HTWRF 0915-10115 BB 1198 
7911 0111S 250 04 DATA PROC FOR BUS 4 STAFF 
MTWRF 1100-1230 BB 117 
7912 CHIS 351 01 INTRO TO HIS 4 GUIHARHS NESTOR 
HTWRF 12115-11115 BB 315 
7913 QHIS 352 01 SHALL BUS COMP SYS 4 LU HING-TE 
MTWRF 0730-0900 BB 1198 
READING/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR :11 
6302 RONG 019 01 READHIG AND STUDY SK 2 FllLENW OR TH CEIL 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-RE 0 
"TlilRF 0915-1000 SH 101 
6301 RONG 120 01 READING R,_TE IMPROVE 2 FILL EN lil OR TH CEIL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
HTWH 0815-0900 SH IOI 
RECREATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TIT LE HRS INSTlhlCTOR 11 
5052 REC 212 01 CAMPING EDUCATION 1n ANKLAN C 
BY P ERM ISSION ONLY 
MTWRF 1100-1230 HAH 2113 
5053 REC 1115 01 ORG ♦ ADM OF REC ACT 3 BUCKLEY C 
HTWRF 0915-10115 HAH 211-2 
5055 REC lf44 01 SENIOR INTERNSHIP lb MOROHOSHI Y 
BY PER'1ISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
HOURS ARRANGED 
50511 REC 515 01 ORG • ADM OF REC ACT 3 BUCl<LEY C 
HTWRF 0915-1011-5 HAH 2112 
RECREATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
5060 REC 112 01 CAMPING EDUC.1.TION 2 TEHPLIN D 
HWF 1111,5-.1330 HAH 235 
5057 REC IIIH 01 OUTDOOR EDUCATION 3 TEMPLIN 0 
HTlilRF 0915-lDitS · HAH S306 
SOCIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS IN STRUCTOR #1 
6351 SOC 200 0 1 PRINCIPLES SOCIO LO GY Ii OELZOPPO C 
MTWRF 0730-0850 SH 336 
0352 SOC 201 0 1 SOCIAL PR09 L EMS 4 DAVIS L 
HT.RF 0915-1035 SH 336 
6353 SOC 273 01 SOC OF SEx: ROLES 'I PASCHALL B 
MHIRF 0730-085 □ SH 325 
6354 SOC 350* 0 1 SOC OF AGE ♦ AGING Ii HARPER J 
HTIIII RF 0915-1035 SH 325 
0355 SOC 306* 01 JUVE NILE OELINOUENCY Ii BAER R 
HhlRF 1100-1220 SH 325 
SOCIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREf DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
0356 soc 260 02 PRINCIPLES SOCIOLOGY II HURPHY J 
Mh RF 0730 - 0850 SH 33b 
b3S7 SOC 201 02 SOCIAL PR OBLE HS " GOOD RICH H 
HTllRF 0730 -08 50 SH 325 
6358 soc 277 01 COURTSHIP+ HARRIAGE 14 MURPHY J 
HTlilRF 1100-1220 SH 336 
6359 SOC "65* 0 1 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY II GOODRICH H 
MT11RF 1100-1220 SH 325 
SPANISH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ti l 
6601 SPAN 131 01 ELEH SPANISH I 14 □- NEILL J 
MTwRF 0915-10'15 BH 12b 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
1951 SPED 11 0 1 01 
HTWRF 0730-0900 EB 
195 3 SPED 1105 0 1 
HTW RF 0915-10"5 EB 
1995 SPED 1120 01 
BY PER"IISSION ONLY 
MTW RF 1 330- 1530 
19Sb SPED 01 01 
HT~RF 0730-0900 EB 
197 0 SPED SOS 01 
HTWRF 0915-10115 EB 
2D23 SPED 520 01 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MHllff 1330-1530 
202S SPED 523 01 
HhRF 12145-1'115 EB 
1978 SPED 525 01 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MHIQF 1 2115- 11115 
2033 SPED 525 02 
BY PERMISS I ON ONLY 
Hh RF 12115-11115 
203'1 SPED 525 03 
BY PERl'IISSION ONLY 
HTWRF 12115-1'115 
197 2 SPED 527 01 
HTWRF 11 00-1230 EB 
1973 SPED 531 0 1 
MlWRF 0730-0900 EB 
19811 SPED 601 01 
HTWH 0915-101+5 EB 
INTR O EXCEP CHILDREN '4 
A 2 35 
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS 
A 235 
EDUC SEV • PROF RET 




EDUC SEV + PROF RET 
METH HATES SPED l 
A2 35 
SPEC LEARNING DI S l 
SPEC LEARNING DIS 1 
SPEC LEARNING DI S 1 
BASIC SKILLS 1-iAND 
A 235 
II AYERS F 
4 JOHNSON 0 
3 AYERS F 
3 BIGLER J 
CAR • voe SPEC ND 3 JOHNSON D 
A 2 30 
CURR TRENDS SPEC ED 3 KNOX S 
1230 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
202b SPED 650 02 PRACT PROF SEV RET 3 
BY PER!HSSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
HTWRF 0800-1200 
1965 SPED 652 0'4 PRACTICUH LRNG DIS 3 BIGLER J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
HTWRF osoo-1200 
2039 SPED 652 05 PRACTICUM LRNG DIS 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
MTWQF" DB!J0-12 0 0 
2012 SPED 052 Ob PRACTICUM LRNG DIS 3 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
HTWQF 0800-1200 
2013 SPED 690 02 SEM DUE PROCESS HRNG 3 KNOX S 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-~EO 
MTWRF 09 15-10145 EB A237 
2027 SPED 0914 
GRADING OPTIONS 





DUE PROCES S HRNG 3 
C REF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
0701 SPC 161 Dl INTR O TO SPEECH COMH 14 
HHIRF 0730-0900 PA 221 
AYERS F 
INSTRUCTOR 11 
511<1< INK D 
b7014 SPC lbl 011 INTRO TO SPEECH COHH '4 CHEELEY H C 
MTWRF 1100-1230 PA 227 
6735 SPC 223 01 EFFECTIVE LISTENING 4 GRACHEK A F 
MTW RF 1100-1230 PA 221 
b71111 SPC 250 0 1 VOICE AND DICTION IJ STEINER G A 
HTWRF 0915-1045 PA 222 
0758 SPC "20 01 THEOR OF PERSUASION 14 SIKKINK D E 
MTWRF 0915-10115 PA 221 





GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/END DATE D6/22-07/03 
MTW!H 0930-1530 PA 2 71 
b772 SPC 495 03 Wl<SP CONFLICT RESOLU Ii ARNETT R C 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC BEGIN/END DATE 06/08-06/19 
HTWRF 0930-1530 PA 271 
67!11 SPC 588 02 PROB I NTERCU LTU RA L q VORA E 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/22-07/03 
HTWRF 0930-1530 PA 271 
6782 SPC 588 03 Wl<SP CONFLICT RESOLU '4 ARNETT R C 
GRADING o0 TIO ,~S SU-REC BEGIN/EN O DATE 06/08-06/19 
HlWRF 093 0-1530 PA 271 
SPEECH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
0702 SPC 161 02 INTRO TO SPEECH COfWIH '4 STOCKER 6 H 
HllilRF 0915-101+5 PA 271 
07 03 SPC lbl 03 INTRO TO SPEECH COfltH 14 BRYCE J H 
HlWRF 1100-1230 PA 271 
6730 SPC 220• 01 PUBLIC SPEAl<ING If STOCl<ER 6 H 
HhlRF 1100-1230 PA 221 
6737 SPC 226 01 INTERPERSONAL COMM It VICI< C F 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
HTWRF 0915-1045 PA 221 
6751 SPC 350 01 LAB SHALL GP PROCESS 4 VlCM C F 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
HTWRF 11 0 0-1230 PA 223 
&767 SPC 14'10 Dl ADV PUBLIC SPEAKING -. STOCMER G H 
HTWRF 1100-1230 PA 221 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
5059 REC 4tPJ 02 SENIOR INTERNSHIP 16 KASPER J 
B Y PERMISSION ON L Y GR ADING OPTIONS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
5058 REC 5"1 01 OUTDOOR EDUCATI ON 
t1TWRf 0915-lOIJS HAH S306 
SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COU RSE TITLE 
1270 SCI 110 01 METRIC SYSTEM 
HTWR 080 5- 090 0 MS 125 
SOCIAL SCI ENCE/ FIRST TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE -snf COURSE TITLE 
69 01 SSC I l OS □ l GENERAL SOCI .!.L SCI 
HhRf 0"730-09 D0 SH 210 
690 2 SSC I l OS 02 GENERAL SOC IAL SCI 
HTWRf .. 0915 - 10115 SH 2 07 
6 9 03 S SCI 1 □ , 0 3 GENE RAL SO CIAL SCI 
MT WRF" 11 00 -1"2 30 SH 2 □-
691+ 1 SSC I 320 01 ELEMENTS OF SOC SCI 
HTW Rf" 0750-0900 SH 2 0 7 
3 TE MPL IN D 
f-lR S INSTRUCTOQ #1 
2 MCMU L LEN J C 
N I CKLES W C 
HRS . INS TRU CTOR Ill 
ti DO WNE S A J 
4 HA NIF" F G "I 
4 NUNN W H 
3 HA NIF"F G M 
6960 SSC I '7 0 01 ARE ili STUDIES - JAPAN 4 NUNN W H 
HTWRF" 0 915-101+5 SH 206 
b975 SSCI li95 0 1 DECI SION MAKING 4 DOWNES A J 
BEGIN / ENO DA TE 06/ 15-06 /26 
HhRF 0910-11+50 SH 210 
6965 SSCI 570 0 1 AREA STUDIES - J APAN 4 NUN N W H 
HHiRF 09 15 - 1045 SH 20& 
6985 SSCI 568 01 DECI SION MAKING 4 DOWNES A J 
BEGIN/ END DATE 06/1 5 - 0b/26 
HHIRF 09 10 - 1450 SH 210 
699 0 SSC I 630 0 1 PROBLEH S IN SOC SCI 3 LIEBER MAN H 
PHWR 0915-101+5 SH 215 
.SOClAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
su-RE0 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COU RSE TITL E HRS IN ST RUC TOR Ill 
b904 SSC! 10 '1 0 4 GE.!~ERAL SOCIAL SC I 4 W:)LFER la C 
MhRF" 0730 - 09 0 0 SH 215 
6905 SSC! 104 05 GENERAL SOCIAL SC I 
HTW RF" 0915 -1 045 SH 210 
b970 SSCI 470 02 CHINA TO DAY 3 WO LFER A C 
BE G IN/':~ □ DATE 07/111-07/31 
MT ■ RF 0915-1230 SH 2 0 6 
69B0 SSCI 57 □ 02 CHINA TOD AY 3 li!OLfER A C 
BEGIN / END DATE 07/14-07/31 
HTWRF 0915-1230 SH 206 
SOCIAL WORK/ FIRST TERM 
c"R EF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURS E TITLE HRS INST RUC T OR Ill 
61l75 SW 213• 0 1 ADOL E SCE NT PRO BLEH S 4 TWINAME-OUN GAN M 
HTWRF 0730 - 0850 SH 3 06 
64 7 6 SW '144• 01 INTERNSHIP SOC WORK 8 PRES ENT R 
BY PER!'II SSION ONLY GR ADI NG OPTIO NS SU-R EQ 
HOURS ARRiliN GED 
SOCIAL WOR K/SECOND TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE SE.CT COURSE TITLE HOS INSTRUCTOR II 1 
61177 '" 345• 01 W0!1EN • MINO RITIES 3 R[l TM EIR I"' 11TWRF 0730-0850 SH 306 
6'178 '" 4 4 3 • 01 PRE INTERNSHIP 1 REITM E IR M "" 0915-1015 SH 306 
64 7 9 SW 1+44* 02 INTERNSHIP SOC WORK 8 BRENNAN N 




CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COU RSE TITLE HOS INSTRUCTO R #l 
195b SPED 6 u2 01 RESEARCH SPEC ED 3 A HRS F 
Mh RF 1245 - 1415 E9 A2 37 
198!! $PE 0 603 0 1 PROBLEMS SPEC EDUC 3 KNOX S 
MT WRf 0730-09D0 EB AZ 37 
1 99 D SPE 0 613 0 1 AD"'IINIST QATI ON SP ED ' HT W Rf or,i15-- 1 o ti s r s A 2 38 
1 959 SPE D 650 01 PRACT MOD SEV ♦ PROF 3 
BY PER~ISS I ON ON L Y GR ADI NG OPTIO NS SU -REO 
Mlw RF 08 □□ -1 200 
1 99S SP ED 651 0 1 PRAC TICUM SPEC ED 3 KN OX S 
BY PER ~ ISS I ON O'I LY GRADING OPTION S su-REQ 
HOUQS ARRANGED 
19B2 SP:'.0 652 01 PRACT SPEC LRNG DIS 3 SIG LER J 
BY PEQ •HSSION O'ILY • GRADING OPTION S SU-REO 
HT.~F o e □ o - 1 200 
20 5 0 SP~ D 6 52 02 P~ACT SPE LR NG DIS 3 
BY 0 ER ~ ISS I ON O'I LY GRADI NG OPTIONS SU-REQ 
MT .,;qF 08 □□ -12 00 
198 3 SP~ O '52 0 3 PRAC T SPEC L RNG DI S 3 
BY P[R '11 SS I ON ON LY GRADIN G OPTIONS SU-REQ 
MT,.Rf 08 DD - 1 200 
2 CO b SPED fl 9 0 0 1 SE '1 SUPERV SEV t-P RO F" 3 LEWI S J 
BY PER ~I SSION O'I LY BEGIN/END DATE 06/21J-07/0l 
.-.r. RFssoano -1 200 
1H 4 SPED 69 1 0 1 SE M ADM OF SEV +PROF 3 GADBERRY E 
9Y PER'1ISSI ON ONL Y BEGIN/END DATE 0 6/2 11-07/0l 
MT.=lf"S S1 3 :JO -l500 
1959 SPED 692 01 SEM ISS voe ED HAND 3 J OHN SO N 0 
11 h RF 1100-1 23:) EB A2 38 
2JO;l SPED 093 0 1 SEM WOODCOCK JOHNSON 3 LEWIS J 
BEGIN/ENO DATE O fi/ □ 9 - Db /1 9 
MTlil 'H 0900 - 1 200 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF" DEP T CR S[ SEC T cou .:~sE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
1 952 SPED II J ll 0 1 CL.IL T t- EDU C DIVERSJT 4 
HTW q f 09 15-1 0 4 5 Eli A 2 3 5 
19 54 SP~D 421 0 1 ED UC 1100 MENT RE T 
BY PER ~I SS I :lN O\ILY 
MTJ/U 1 330- 1 53 □ 
1994 SPED 4 9 5 DI WK SP woe ED SP NOS 6 JOHNSON D 
GRA DI NG OPTI ONS SU - REO SEGIN/ END DATE 07/13-07/31 
MTJ/Qf" 0900 - 1 500 A231 
196 9 SP ED 5 0 4 0 1 CL.Ill + EDUC DIVERS 
MT,Hi'F 0915 -1 0 4 5" E B A235 
1 971 SPED 52 1 0 1 EDUC '40 0 '1ENT RE T 
BY c:>[R '1ISSI ON ONLY 
Ml rlH 13 30 -1530 
19 7 9 SPED 520 :Jl SPEC L EARNING DIS 2 3 BIGLER J 
BY D£Rl1!SSION ONL Y 
MT ~1ff 1 2 45-1111 5 
20 37 SPED 52b 0 2 SPEC L EAR NI NG DIS 2 
BY PER '1I SS I ON ONLY 
MTWRF 124 5-141 5 
2038 SPED 52& 03 SPEC LEA RNI NG DIS 2 
9 Y PER '1I SS I ON ONLY 
HTliH 1 2 45-1415 
2 0 1+1 SPED 595 □ l .IKSP voe EO SP NOS 6 JOf-lNSON D 
GRAOI N3 OPTIONS SU- REO BE GIN/ENO DATE 0 7/13-07/31 
MhRF 09 00 -1 5 D0 4.23 1 
19B 5 SPED 605 Dl 8EHAV ANAL HANO CHLO 3 MURPHY R 
HTW~f 0 915-1045 EB A238 
1 99 2 SPED bl2 01 PS'l'CHO L lNGUISTICS 3 AYERS F 
HhH 0730 - 09 □ 0 EB A235 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/ FIRST TER M 
CREF" QEDT CRSE SECT COURSE T ITLE 
708 6 SSP A 637 0 1 OYSARTHRIA 
HT.-RF 1100-121 0 EB B 215 
70 09 S SP A 651 03 GR AD PRACTICUH 
BY PE R'4I SSION ONLY 
1 300-1350 EB 8 2 39 
7 0 70 SSP A b5 l o, GR AD PRACTICUM 
BY PER'1ISSION ONL Y 
1300 · 135 □ EB 82 39 
7113 S SPA ,.o 0 1 SEHI NAR LANGU AGE 
HT 111 !?f 09 15 - 1 0 25 EB B2 39 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY /SECOND TERM 
~- □EP T CRSE SECT COU~SE TITLE 
7093 SSPA 451 0 1 PR ACTICUM 
BY PER ~I SSIO N ON LY 
W 1300 -1 3 50 EB B239 
709 B S SP A S 51 02 PRACTICUM 
BY PER ~ISSION O'llY 
1300 -1350 E B 8239 
7 09 4 SSP A 651 01 GRAD PRACTICUM 
BY PER'1ISSION ONLY 
T 11 00 -1210 EB B239 
709 5 SS PA 651 02 GRAD PRACTICUM 
BY PERMI SSI ON ONLY 
T 1100 -1210 EB B2 39 
TECHNOLOGY / Fl RST TERM 
CR EF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE T ITLE 
7 2b4 TE CH 1 0 1 01 AERONAUTICS I 
HTWRF 1100 - 1230 HH 211+ 
HRS INS TRUCTOR 11 
3 KAHMERMEIER M 
1 PO.IERS G 
2 °POWERS G 
3 POWfRS G 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
1 JACOB·SON J 
1 JACOBSON J 
1 JACOBSON J 
2 JACOBSON J 
HRS I NSTRUCTOR #l 
4 RAISER K 
7265 TECH 1 □ 2• 01 P RIVA T E PILO T FLIGHT 3 RAISER K 
GRAD I NG OPTION S SU-REC 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
72b & TECH 1 5 1 0 1 TECH HATH I 4 RYAN R 
11T WRf 0915 - 1045 HH 21, 
726 7 TECH 1 65 . 01 PHOTO TECH I II GAMME LL J 
SPECIAL FEES s . oo 
HT. RF 0730-09 0 0 HH 21 7 
7268 TEC H 167 01 PHOTO TECH III 4 STINSON J 
SPECIAL FEES 5. 00 
TR 1 800 -2150 HH 21 7 
7 2 09 TE CH 1 70 01 ELECHIONICS TECH I 4 LAFLER L 
MT.IRF 0 73 0 - 090 0 HH 227 
7270 TECH 2 □ 2 • 01 COMM PILOT FLIGHT 3 RAIBER K 
GRADING OPTI ONS SU-REO 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7271 TECH 2 0 ~• 01 INST PIL.OT F LIGH T 3 RAISER I( 
GRADIN:; OP T IONS SU-REQ 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7 2 63 TECH 317 01 TECHNICA.L WRIT I NG &J GOODNER K 
TR 1 800-2150 SH 201 
7261 T ECH 588 Cl PHOTOGRAPHIC WkSHP 6 GAMMELL J 
SY ?ERHISSI ON ONLY GRADING OPTlONS 
BEGIN/END DATE 0&/09-07/03 
HTwR r □ 8 □□ - 1500 HH 120 
7262 T ECH 588 02 HI CROPRC LAB T RN SYS q. LAF L ER L 
BY PERMISSION O._,LY GRA DING OPTI ONS 
BEGIN/ END DATE 06/15-06 / 26 





CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS IN S TRUCTO R # 1 
7272 TECH 1 b5 0 2 PHO TO TECH I • Z ACK OS KI J 
SPECIAL FEE S 5. DO 
HhRF 0730 -09 00 HH 2 17 
7 2 73 TECH 166 01 PHO TO TECH II • ZACKOSl<l J 
SP ECIA L F EES s.ao 
11 TWRF 0915-1 0'+5 HH 11 2 
7 27 II TECH 175 0 1 COMP UTER S IN DUSTRY • RICHARDSON C 
MaR F 1 100-1 230 HH 12 0 
7 27 S TECH 2 20 01 If.JO MATERIALS + PROC • TORR ORG F G 
HTWU 09 15 - 1045 HH 120 
72H TECli 2 71 0 1 ELECHION ICS TECH II • RICH ARDSON C 
HTW RF 073Q-09 Qi) HH 2 2 7 
7 2 77 TECH 3"5 01 INTRO TO OCCUP S Af • TO RBORG F G 
11n. QF 1100 -12 30 HH 214 
THEATRE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEP T CRS~ S ECT COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
71101 TH lit □ 01 INTR O TO l HEATRE+Fil 4 PE RRIE R RONAL D G 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
MT,P~F 110 0 -123 □ PA 101 
71411 TH 260 01 AR T OF THE CINEMA • SWANSON DALE 
TR 1a ao- 21so CH 100 
7 11 35 TH "9b 0 1 SUMMER THEAT RE VR LONGTIN RUSSELL 
SY PERMISSION ONLY THEATRE L ' HOMME DI EU 
HOUQS Ai RR AN GED 
744 9 TH 59& 01 SUMMER THEATQE VR lONGTIN RUSSE L L 
BY t>[ Q'l!SSION ONLY TH EAT RE L I HOMME DI EU 
HOUQS AR RAN GED 
THEATREfflECONDTERM 
cnf DEP T CRS.E SECT COURS E TITLE HRS IN STRUCT OR 11:1 
7'4 5 1 TH '496 DZ SUMME11 THE AT RE VR LON GTIN RUSSELL 
BY PER~ISSION ON LY TH EATRE L 1 HOMME DI EU 
HO URS ARR AN GED 
7'J 50 TH 596 
BY P ER '1IS SION O,~ LY 
HO UR S 4.RRANGED 
02 SUM11 ER THEA IRE 
THEATRE L ' HOMME OIEU 
VR L ONGTIN RUSSELL 
Building Abbreviation Key 
AMC - Atwood Memorial Center 
AH - Alumni House 
AS - Administrative Services Bui lding 
BB - Business Building 
BH - Brown Hall (Sciences and Mathematics) 
CLS - Campus Laboratory School 
CH - Centennial Hall 
CRH - Carol Hall 
EB - Education Building 
EH - Eastman Hall 
Ha H - Halenbeck Ha l l 
HaH-AA - Halenbeck Hall, Archery Range 
HaH-DS - Halenbeck Hall, Dance Studio 
HaH-EB - Halenbeck Hall, East Ba lcony 
HaH-GG - Ha\enbeck Hall , Gymnastics Gym 
HaH-MG - Ha\enbeck Hall, Ma in Gym 
HaH-N B - Halenbeck Hall, North Balcony 
HaH-0S - Halenbeck Hall , Outside 
HaH-P - Halenbeck Hall, Pool 
HaH-S - Halenbeck Hall, New Addi t ion (South) 
HaH-SAC - Ha lenbeck Hall, Activity Center 
HaH-SRB - Ha lenbeck Hall, Racquetball Courts 
Ha H-SACT - Hatenbeck Hall, T rack 
HaH-SWG - Halenbeck Hall , Wrestling Gym 
HaH-TC - Halenbeck Hall, Tennis Courts 
HaH-TR - Halenbeck Hall , Training Room 
HaH-WB - Halenbeck Hall, West Ba lcony 
H H - Head ley Hall 








- Lawrence Hall 
- Mat hematics and Science Center 
- Perfo rming Arts Center 
- Performing Arts, Stage I 
- Performing Arts, Stage 11 
- Riverview 
- Stewart Ha l l 
Office of Admissions and Records 
St. Cloud State University 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION SUMMER COURSE REQUEST FORM SRS009.1 
Pl ease Fi ll In Or Circle The Proper Items 
STUDENTS ENROLLED SPRING 
QUARTER DAY CLASSES MUST 
NOT USE THIS FORM St. Cloud, MN 56301 Must Be Returned By May 1, 1981 
(Please Use Full Legal Name) 
4H1 I, 1 1-Ll - l 1,, 11,,, 
Social Security Number Name: Last, 
University Residence Location 




1. Asian 1..-L...l 
L...L...J 
.Middle Maiden 
□ Send Grades To - □ 
1. Permanent Address 
2. Female 2. Married 2. Non-Resident 2. St. Cloud Within 10 Miles 2. American Indian 
Month Day Year 
Of Birth 2. Local Address 
Permanent Address and Pho· 
4H2 1 
Street Address (Line 1) 
City 









County of Permanent Address----------- -------------::• 
Local Address and Phone (Please Complete Even If Same As Above) 
4H 2 2 1 I I I r I I I I I I I IJJ!l!fF I 
Street Address ( Line 1) 
City 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
ORIGINAL RE.QUEST 
CREF* 
4C1 ,. I I l 2. Audit ! I 
r--ii7 
2. I I I ' 
! 1 2. Audit 
3. I I I 2. Audit ! 
4. I I I I 2. Audit I 
5. I I I I I I 2. Audit I 
6. I 
I j 2. Audit I 




AL T~rnNATE REQUEST 
CREF* 
j I 2. Audi t , I I I ' --30 I ITAii® ---- I I I I 47 
I [ 2. Audit I ----64 
I I , I 2. Audit 
----30 
I I I 2. Audit I ----
47 I 
I I I 2. Audit ----
64 I 
I , L2.Audit --Rn 
UNIVERSITY HEAL T 
4H3 -~-.,_~, /1 l l - ...... ~~~ ...... ___. 
Area Code Telephone 
- e.g. Apt. etc.) 
4H3 21 I I 1/1 
Area Code 
L....J - I I I I I 
Telephone 
You must have completed Baccalaureate ~ ~ar) Degree to registe r f, 
500-600 level classes. . ·, 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes - :+~. No ___ _ 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes ____ No __ _ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. _____ Year ___ _ _ 
If no, you will be classified as a special student not a candidate for 
a degree at St. Cloud State University. 
OFFICE USE ONLY 
"Audit" Means No Credit. 
Circle if no credit desired. 4A 1 IN I s I DI I I I I I I 
GOA 
* The CREF Number is the Four Digit Number which appears First in 
the course listing. 
CAMPUS MAP 
Student Parki ng_/;; 
// 11 






- / ''t__,,y..,/ 
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' Student Parking 
~ 
~~y 








8 Administrative Services 
Building 
8 Alumni House 
8 Arwood Memorial Center 
8 Benton Hall 
8 Brown Hall 
C, Business Building 
• Carol Hall 
C, Case Hall 
Q Centennial Hall (Learning 
Resources Center) 
• Eastman Hall 
(Recreation Center) 
9 Education Building 
8 Garvey Commons 
8 Gray Campus Lab School 
t, Halenbeck Hall 
• Headley Hall 
4D Hill Hall·• 
4I Holes Hall 
e Kiehle Visual Arts Center 
G) Lawrence Hall 
fl) Maintenance Building 
~ 
~ff::)} 
r'~~ . r, 
j,...~-o..__ 
.J - 1 
L -s • < 
c . ,.-_\', ,r, 
-~~"\ ;/~ . , 
\ IO thSrB 
~! , · ridgt• 
I... . 
- Mathema tics and Scie nce 
Center 
e Mitchell Hall 
(I) Performing Arts Center 
I) Riverview 
~ Sherburne Hall 
~ Shoemaker Hall 
tJ Stearns Hall 
fl) Stewart Hall 
i) Whitney House 
CAMpus CoMpAss 
WHAT WHO WHERE PHONE WHAT WHO WHERE PHONE 
Academic Difficulty Academic Affairs Office AS 209 3143 Illness or Injury Health Services HiH 3191 
Faculty Adviser After Hours Emergencies (See Health Services 
Counsel ing Services SH 118 3171 Information) 
Student Life and Lost and Found Mail Room AS 103 2005 
Development Office AC 142 3111 General Office HH 3137 
Academic Requirements COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE Main Desk AC 2202 
Faculty Adviser Loans Financ ial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 Major, Assistance In Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Activities, Clubs, etc. Student Activities AC 222 2205 Choice Graduate Office AS 116 2113 
Address of Student University Directory Married Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 
Student Life and New Student Orientation Student Activities AC 222 2205 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Pay Checks Departments 
Address of Alumnus Alumni Office AH 4241 Personal Problems Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Application for Major COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE Student Life and 
Program College of Business BB 124 3212 Development Office AC 142 3111 
College of Education EB A 113 3023 Parking Auxiliary Services AS 106 2266 
College of Fine Arts KV AC 111 3093 Physical Examination Health Services HiH 3191 
College of Industry HH 216 3137 Placement (Career 
College of Liberal Arts Planning) Placement Office AS 101 2151 
& Sciences WH 101 2192 Posters , Flyers, 
Banquet Facilities Main Desk AC 2202 Duplicating, etc. Print Shop AC 153 3759 
Brochures, Pamphlets, Main Desk Probation (See Under-
Publicity Announcements (Distribution Point) AC 2202 graduate Bulletin) 
Bulletin : Undergraduate Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 Publicity Information Services AS 207 3151 
Bul letin: Graduate Graduate Office AS 116 2113 Reading Difficulty Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Calendar, Official Undergraduate and Recreation : Bowling, 
Graduate Bull et in Billiards, Table Tennis, 
Calendar of Activities Student Activities AC 222 2205 Cards, etc. Games Area AC 2278 
Change of Address Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 Refunds Business Office AS 122 4174 
Student Life and Rooms for Student Student Life and 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Meetings Development Office AC 142 3111 
Career Planning Placement Office AS 101 2151 (Main Desk, for Atwood AC 2202 
Change of Course Adviser Reservations Only) 
(Drop Add) Admissions and Records AS 117 2111 Scholarships Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Change of Major: COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE Scholastic Standings Adviser 
Undergraduate Coll ege of Business BB 124 3212 Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 
College of Education EBA113 3023 School Supplies Stewart Hall Bookstore Bsmt. 251-0061 
College of Fine Arts KVAC 111 3093 Speech Difficulty Speech Science, 
College of Industry HH 216 3137 Pathology & Audiology EB A216 2092 
College of Liberal Arts Student Newspaper Chronicl e AC 136 2449 
& Sciences WH 101 2192 Student Teaching Di rector of Student 
Class Schedule Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 Teaching EB A153 2115 
Counseling: Adviser Study Skills Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Academic Academic Affairs Office AS 209 3143 Summer Employment Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Financial Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 Student Employment 
Personal Counseling Center SH 118 3171 Services AS 101 3756 
Student Life and Testing Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Textbooks Stewart Hall Bookstore Bsmt. 251-0061 
Vocational Placement Office AS 101 2151 Transcript of Grades Academic Records AS 120 2111 
Counseling Center SH 118 3171 Travel Information Student Activi ties AC 222 2205 
Credit-By-Examination Admissions and Records AS 117 2111 Trial Quarter Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 
Degree Requirements College Dean's Office Typewriter Rental Main Desk AC 2202 
Adviser Veterans' Information Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 
Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 Vocational Information Placement Office AS 101 2151 
Employment Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 Withdrawal From College Admissions and Records AS 117 2111 
Student Employment 
Service AS 101 3756 
Entrance Test Results Counseling Center SH 118 3171 TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
Graduate Office AS 116 2113 Off Campus - 255 must be dialed and then the last four numbers. 
Financial Assistance Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 On Campus - Only the last four numbers need to be dialed. 
General Education Academic Affairs Office AS 209 3143 
Faculty Adviser 
Grades Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 
SCSU is an equal opportunity / affirmative action employer and is in 
Adviser 
Graduate Fellowship Department Chairperson compliance with all state and federal laws prohibiting discrimination. 
Handicap, Physical Student Life and St. Cloud State University is accredited by the North Central Assa-
Developement Office AC142 3111 ciation of Colleges and Schools, the National Council for Accreditation 
Hospitalization Health Services HiH 3191 of Teacher Education, the National Association of Schools of Music 
Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 and the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. 
·Identification Card Student Life and Additional copies of this booklet may be obtained from the Director of 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Summer School, St . Cloud State University , St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301. 

